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CBO ANALYSIS OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S
HEALTH CARE REFORM PLAN

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1994

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Finance,

Washington, DC.

The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel Patrick

Moynihan (chairman of the committee) presiding.
Also present: Senators Baucus, Bradley, Mitchell, Pryor, Riegle,

Rockefeller, Daschle, Breaux, Conrad, Packwood, Dole, Roth, Dan-

forth, Chafee, Durenberger, Grassley, Hatch, and Wallop.
[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]

[Press Release No. H-6, February 2, 1994]

Finance Committee to Hear CBO Analysis of President's Health Plan

Washington, DC—Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D-NY), Chairman of the

Senate Committee on Finance, announced today that the committee will continue

its examination of health care issues with testimony from Congressional Budget Of-

fice Director Robert Reischauer regarding CBO's analysis of the administration's

health care reform plan.
The hearing will begin at 10:00 a.m. on Wednesday, February 9, 1994 in room SD-

215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.
"CBO's input is crucial in developing a non-partisan evaluation of the effects of

the President's health plan on insurance coverage and costs, and the implications
of the plan for the budget and the economy," Senator Moynihan said in announcing
the hearing. "The committee looks forward to hearing from Director Reischauer on
these most important issues."

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE
The Chairman. A very good morning to our distinguished wit-

ness. Dr. Robert Reischauer, the Director of the Congressional
Budget Office. This is the fourth in our series of hearings this year
on the President's health care bill and such other bills as are

about.
We decided. Senator Packwood and I, with the agreement of the

committee we would go by topic rather than specific bill. Although
it is the case today that we will be hearing from Dr. Reischauer
on the analysis of the administration's health proposal which the

CBO has prepared at our request, even so, the issues are general.
We very much look forward to hearing what you have to say. Doc-
tor. I hope you have set the morning aside because we will have

questions for you.
Senator Packwood?
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BOB PACKWOOD, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM OREGON

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congratulations, doctor, on your statement yesterday. But I con-

gratulate you for a different reason. I am inclined to think this ar-

gument about taxes or not taxes perhaps is less than meets the

eye.
If we pass a bill and we say to the employer or Mr. or Ms. Em-

ployer you shall provide the following health benefits—^A, B, C, D,
E, F, G—and you may buy it where you want from Continental

Casualty or Blue Cross or Kaiser, and it costs $250 a month to that

employer, it is $250 a month. And instead if we say you must buy
it from the health alliance and it is $250 a month, it is still $250
a month whether you call it a tax or whether you do not call it a
tax. It seems like it is money out of their pocket, which indeed it

is.

I do not think we need the health alliances. I think we can do

perfectly well having the employers or the individuals, if we do an
individual mandate, purchase the insurance where they want and
I think there will be ample competition among the providers.
But when Senator Dole said on the floor yesterday, and he was

correct, if this money comes out of your pocket it may seem like

a tax, but whether we call it that or not I am not sure is the criti-

cal issue, other than if indeed it goes to an immense government
agency—and you correctly defined it yesterday, there is no ques-
tion—and that is the tax, then the real issue ought to be not are
we going to ask an individual to purchase health insurance or an
employer to provide it or have the individual purchase it and have
the employer pay part of it like Germany. That, I hope, is not the
issue. I hope we are going to seek universal coverage.

In my mind the real issue is, are we going to attempt to admin-
ister this plan through the private sector or are we going to try to

administer it through the government. I would hope we would opt
for the former.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you.
We decided, if the committee recalls, that we will not have open-

ing statements, but we will have lots of questions.
So, Dr. Reischauer, welcome, sir. You have a prepared statement.

We will place that in the record and you may proceed exactly as

you desire.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT D. REISCHAUER, PH.D., DIRECTOR,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE, WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. Reischauer. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
I am pleased to have this opportunity to share with you the Con-

gressional Budget Office's—CBO's—analysis of the administration's
health reform proposal. I will submit my prepared statement for

the record and confine myself to a summary of the report's major
findings.
CBO's analysis deals with three aspects of the administration's

proposal: First, its financial effects—that is, the likely impact of

the proposal on national health expenditures in the Federal budget;
second, the possible effects of the proposal on the nation's economy;



and third, the question of the appropriate budgetary treatment of

the new system's fiscal flows.

Before summarizing CBO's major findings, I would like to em-

phasize three cautionary points that relate to the inevitable limita-

tions of our analysis and, I might add, other similar analyses.
The first of these points is the great uncertainty that surrounds

all estimates of the cost of this proposal and of all other systemic
reform initiatives. The administration has put forward the most

far-reaching piece of social legislation since President Franklin

Roosevelt proposed the Social Security Act some 60 years ago. If

the proposal is implemented as envisioned, the behavior of consum-
ers and health care providers will be altered by new incentives.

New institutions will be created, and old ones will be given signifi-

cant new responsibilities. Available data and methodological tech-

niques and our underlying knowledge of how the health system
works are not adequate for estimating the effects of this legislation
with a great deal of precision.
The second cautionary point that I must emphasize is that it will

take some time before the full consequences of the proposed system
play themselves out. The complete structure will not be in place for

over a decade. For example, new dental and mental health benefits

will begin in the year 2001. State and local governments will first

be eligible for employer subsidies in 2002. The tax status of certain

employer-provided premiums will change after 2003. Subsidies to

large corporations that do not create corporate alliances will phase
in over an 8-year period. A home- and community-based health

care plan for the disabled will double in size between the years
2000 and 2004, and on and on. Furthermore, it will take many
years for consumers and providers to respond fully to the new in-

centive structure.

For these reasons, your attention should focus on the long-term
effects of the proposal. CBO's estimates extend to the year 2004,
which is the latest year for which we have any capability to make
an estimate. However, the farther into the future we project, the
more uncertain our estimates are likely to be. And you should keep
that in mind.

My third and final warning is that we need to keep all of the
numbers in perspective. Some of the numbers will seem large when
examined in isolation. But when compared with the size of the

economy, the baseline level of national health expenditures, gov-
ernment spending on Medicare and Medicaid, and even the deficit,

they may be relatively trivial.

With these cautions in mind, let me begin the discussion of the

likely financial effects of the proposal. As you know, two of the

major objectives of the administration's initiative are to slow the

growth in national health expenditures and to reduce the relentless

pressure that spending on the major health programs is placing on
the Federal budget.
CBO estimates that if the administration's proposal is imple-

mented according to its schedule, national health expenditures will

rise by between 1 percent and 3 percent above our baseline projec-
tion levels during the period in which the alliance system is phased
in. This is shown in Table 2-1 on page 26 of our report, if you hap-
pen to have the report handy. The increase is the inevitable con-



sequence of extending coverage to millions of uninsured Americans,
increasing the generosity of the benefits that many currently in-

sured Americans have, and expanding services for the disabled.

By the year 2000, the limits placed on the growth of premiums
and the savings in the Medicare program are sufficient to reduce
national health expenditures by some $30 billion below our base-

line level. By the year 2004, national health expenditures should
be $150 billion, or 7 percent below the baseline level. The budg-
etary impacts of the proposal, which I define here to include on-

budget activities and Social Security, are shown in Table 2-2 on

pages 28 and 29 of our report. The table represents the combined
effort of the Congressional Budget Office and the Joint Committee
on Taxation, which I would like to thank for their work under some

pretty difficult circumstances.
Our estimates indicate that the proposal would reduce the fiscal

year 1995 deficit by about $10 billion because the revenue from

higher tobacco taxes would more than offset the first year's start-

up costs.

The proposal would then increase annual deficits by between $1
billion and $32 billion during fiscal years 1996 to 2003. By 2004,
CBO estimates that the proposal would have no appreciable affect

on the deficit. If we had the ability to project further into the fu-

ture, we would presumably see that the proposal would reduce the

deficit by growing amounts after 2004.
CBO's deficit estimates are less sanguine than those of the ad-

ministration or those prepared by the Virginia-based consulting
firm Lewin-VHI in its excellent study of the administration's plan.
On the one hand, both of those groups estimated that the proposal
would lower cumulative deficits over the 1995-2000 period by mod-
est amounts. CBO, on the other hand, shows a cumulative increase

in deficits of $126 billion over the 1995-2004 period.
Some people might be tempted to exaggerate the importance of

this difference, so let me place these numbers in their proper con-

text. First, $126 billion is less than 6 percent of both the deficits

accumulated over the past decade and the deficits that we project
for the next 10 years. Second, $126 billion represents less than 3

percent of the projected Federal spending on Medicare and Medic-
aid during the next 10-year period. Third, the number should be
balanced against the advantage of living in a nation in which no
one lacks health insurance coverage. And finally, as I noted earlier,

if the premium restraints are adhered to, the proposal should make
ever-increasing contributions to deficit reduction after 2004.

Let me say a few words about the differences between the admin-
istration's and CBO's numbers. You can see from the last column
in Table 2-4, which is on page 36 of our report, that the adminis-

tration's and CBO's estimates of the proposal's net costs differ by
$48 billion in the year 2000, which is the last year for which the

administration has proposed an estimate.

Roughly half of that sum, or $25 billion, is attributable to CBO's

higher estimate of employer subsidies. Our higher estimate of em-

ployer subsidies occurs because we believe that premiums will be
about 15 percent higher than the administration has assumed and
because we used a different estimating methodology, one that we



believe better accounts for the dispersion in average wages across
firms.

As you can see fi-om Table 2-4, there are no substantial dif-

ferences between CBO's and the administration's estimates of fam-

ily subsidies. There are modest differences in our estimates of the
State maintenance-of-effort payments, the amounts that would be
collected from assessments on corporate alliances, the increased
revenues from restricting cafeteria plans, and the other compo-
nents of the proposal taken together.
Let me turn now to the second topic, the proposal's likely eco-

nomic effects. The administration's proposal would have important
impacts on the economy. But for the most part, those impacts
would not affect aggregate economic indicators as much as the cir-

cumstances facing different firms and different workers.
For example, the proposal would have little appreciable impact

on the U.S. balance of trade, which is determined largely by the
balance between national saving and investment. However, some
firms in the tradable goods sector would benefit, while others
would be adversely affected. Overall, businesses' costs for health in-

surance would be significantly reduced by the proposal. Businesses'
insurance premiums for active workers would drop by about $90
billion below our baseline level in the year 2004.
But beneath this figure there would be considerable redistribu-

tion. On the one hand, universal coverage would mean that those
firms that now offer insurance would no longer need to pay indi-

rectly, through higher doctor's and hospital bills, for the care given
to uninsured workers and their families. On the other hand, firms
that do not now provide insurance could no longer "ride free." Com-
munity rating would mean that small firms and those with older
or sicker work forces would see reductions in their costs, while
businesses with young and relatively healthy workers might see
their costs rise.

Changes in businesses' costs, both positive and negative, would
be largely shifted back onto workers in the form of lower or higher
wages. The impact of these changes on the aggregate labor supply
is likely to be quite small, although the proposal's incentives could

significantly affect the labor force participation decisions of certain

types of workers.
For example, secondary workers and those for whom early retire-

ment is an option could choose to leave the labor force voluntarily.
Meanwhile, low-wage workers outside the health sector might see
their job opportunities diminished. But CBO believes that the num-
ber of workers affected will be very small, and any adverse effects
will be offset in part by low-wage job opportunities created in the
health sector. Finally, some welfare recipients might be enticed
into the labor force by the proposal's incentives.

Taking all of these labor market reactions together, CBO esti-

mates that eventually between 0.25 percent and 1 percent of the
labor force might prefer to stay home under the proposal. But I

should add that CBO does not expect the proposal to have a signifi-
cant impact on the unemployment rate.

CBO believes that the proposal would encourage firms and work-
ers to reshuffle, so that low-wage workers would be largely grouped
together in firms that received employer subsidies. This sorting



could impose efficiency costs if organizational structure was driven

by the provisions of the administration's proposal rather than by
the dictates of efficient production techniques.

Let me move on now to the final issue, which is the budgetary
treatment of the administration's proposal. CBO strongly believes

that ultimately this issue should be resolved by the Congress and
the President through legislation. Nevertheless, CBO does have an

advisory role to the budget committees on such matters, and we
must assess the budgetary dimension of every piece of legislation
for which we prepare a cost estimate.

Resolving the issue of budgetary treatment involves answering a
series of questions. Is the program fundamentally governmental in

nature, or does the legislation seek to facilitate, regulate, or guide
an activity that remains essentially private? If the activity is pri-

marily governmental, is it a Federal activity, a State activity, a
shared State/Federal activity, or some new hybrid? If the answers
to these first two questions point in the direction of a Federal gov-
ernmental activity, one must decide how that activity should be

displayed and controlled in the accounts of the Federal Govern-
ment.

In trying to answer these questions, CBO has examined the de-

tails of the proposal very carefully. We have also turned to the two
main sources of guidance on budgetary classification—namely, the
1967 report of the President's Commission on Budget Concepts and
the current budgetary treatment of programs that are analogous to

the administration's proposal.
We found that those two sources could inform our judgment but

that they did not provide incontrovertible answers to the questions.
After weighing all of the arguments, CBO has concluded that the

proposed health alliances, as well as the various changes in on-

budget activities, should be included in the consolidated accounts
of the Federal Government.

Nonetheless, because of the uniqueness of the alliances and the
vast size of their budgets, we suggest that they be displayed sepa-
rately as is currently the practice for Social Security. Table 3-1 on

page 50 of our report provides a suggested budgetary display.
CBO's assessment of this issue rests primarily on our judgment

that the proposal would establish a universal entitlement to health
insurance that would be largely financed by mandatory payments
resulting from an exercise of sovereign power. Our view is also in-

fluenced by the specificity with which Federal laws and agencies
would prescribe the actions of the alliances. In addition, we also be-

lieve that there is a need for fiscal accountability when an activity
shares many financial flows with traditional on-budget accounts.
Given that the alliances can be so characterized, this also suggests
the importance of including them in the Federal Government's fis-

cal accounts.
Mr. Chairman, let me close by noting that some might use the

information contained in our report in destructive, rather than con-

structive, ways. That would be tragic. Thanks to the courage and
efforts of the President, we are once again trying to grapple with
a serious national problem, one that Presidents from both parties

—
Harry Truman, Richard Nixon, Jimmy Carter, and George Bush—
tried in vain to address. Each of them was stymied because the so-



lutions are so complex and because health reform unavoidably in-

volves significant redistribution, a topic that our society does not
like to deal with directly.
But we must remember two things: The problems inherent in the

current health financing system will only grow worse if nothing is

done, and the current system already contains huge amounts of re-

distribution, most of which is invisible and much of which is in-

equitable and distortionary.
It will not be easy to craft legislation that addresses these prob-

lems. It will take a good deal of political courage, a lot of hard
work, and bipartisan cooperation. But it can be done. Whether the
solutions this committee develops build on the framework proposed
by the administration or on some other approach is not as impor-
tant as that some substantial step forward be taken now that the
President has created this opportunity. To that end, the Congres-
sional Budget Office stands ready to work with this committee and
its staff to develop those solutions.

Finally, I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the support
you have given to the underlying principle behind the Congres-
sional Budget Office, namely, that the analyses and estimates of
this agency should be based solely on the staffs best analytical and
professional judgment. Our report on the administration's health
reform proposal reflects that principle. Thank you, and I will be

glad to respond to any questions that you or the members might
have.
The Chairman. Thank you, Doctor. You are very generous with

those kind remarks.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Reischauer appears in the appen-

dix.]

The Chairman. Let me respond, I think we all agree that you
and your associates have performed everything we could have
hoped for when the CBO was established back in the 1970's, in

which I believe you and Alice Rivlin were among the principal
founders, and here you are today.
The distinguished Republican leader is here. I wonder if he

would not like to make an opening statement or some opening
questions.

Senator Dole. I would like to wait awhile.
The Chairman. You would like to wait awhile. All right. Good.

Then we will just follow our regular routine.

Senator Dole. Thank you.
The Chairman. I have just two questions of sorts. But first a

clarifying point. I think you did clear this up when you referred to

the sequence of Presidents who have made proposals in this area.
On page 13 you say in your conclusion that the Health Security Act
is unique among proposals to restructure the health care system,
both because of its scope and its attention to detail.

You would not mind my saying that 20 years ago President
Nixon proposed universal health care coverage with an employer
mandate. So the scope is exactly what we have today and that, in

fact. Senator Packwood introduced. You would agree with that?
Dr. Reischauer. Well, I have not gone back and looked over that

piece of legislation.
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The Chairman. Are you suggesting that we are a bunch of old

fellows up here? [Laughter.]
Dr. Reischauer. No; rather people with better memories than I

have.
The Chairman. Senator Packwood, it was universal coverage

with a universal employer mandate.
Senator Dole. No alliances.

The Chairman. No alliances. The point being, from my point of

view, is simply to say, we have been at this for a long while. Twen-
ty years ago, we had this measure before this committee and there
comes a time when you probably ought to do something.
Now to the question of that very helpful final section in your re-

port in which you talk about the—how do you call it—you call it

simply other considerations.
Dr. Reischauer. Yes, other considerations. It is kind of catchy,

is it not?
The Chairman. Well, it is a very fine statement. And in there,

you write about unintended consequences, noting that "Policy-
makers and analysts can only speculate about such questions be-

cause of the magnitude of the institutional changes being proposed.
The complexity and interrelated nature of the proposal's many
components make it difficult to grasp all their possible interactions

or to determine the extent of institutional change and develop-
ment" and whether there might be unintended consequences that
could affect the system's viability.
That term "unintended consequences," I am happy to report that

Robert K. Murton, who first published that paper in 1935 is alive

and well and spends his summers in East Hampton, NY. [Laugh-
ter.]

But one of the things that has puzzled me, and certainly beyond
any analytic powers I have, is the fact that you referred to it in

terms of the different premium caps for different sized firms.

There are altogether 6 different rates. They range from 3.5 per-
cent for firms with fewer than 25 workers and an average wage
below $12,000 per year up to the 7.9 percent. Six rates that apply
to four firm size categories.

Dr. Reischauer. I do not think that should bother you. Over
time, the importance of those special rates for small firms will di-

minish because the thresholds—the wage thresholds, $12,000 up to

$24,000—are not indexed. So as wages grow, fewer and fewer firms
will be affected.

In the long run—and I am not saying how long the long run is,

maybe 40 years or so—no firm should be affected by the special
rates. Instead, all firms will be subject to the single 7.9 percent-

of-payroll cap.
The Chairman. You are a distinguished economist and you do re-

call, no matter what you say, you recall Lord Keyne's observation
that in the long run we are all dead. [Laughter.]

Dr. Reischauer. With the advances of modern medicine, that

might come into question.
The Chairman. That may be never. And you can anticipate Con-

gress indexing those, can you not?
Dr. Reischauer. And I can also anticipate that we will give you

a cost estimate when you try.



The Chairman. Fair enough. There are a lot of us here today. I

just do think the effects on firms has got to be more than passing.
I mean, would you not agree?

Dr. Reischauer. Yes, I would.
The Chairman. Thank you very much.
Senator Packwood?
Senator Packwood. Last week. Doctor, we had six witnesses,

pretty much across the spectrum, all of whom agreed that we could
not get universal coverage without a mandate, including one of the
witnesses that did not want universal coverage. They said if that
is what you want you would have to mandate it. They said, you
will not get there by incentives; you will not get there by tax credit;

you will not get there by invitation, only by mandate. Do you agree
with that?

Dr. Reischauer. Yes. I think you can get very close to it, but cer-

tainly not all the way there. For example, there are young people
who feel that they are invincible and invulnerable, and others who
just do not like to interact with organized society and who will stay
out of a system.
The Chairman. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. If we were to mandate that individuals pur-

chase this insurance as they do in Germany and employers share

part of the cost, or if we mandate employees like we do worker's

compensation in the States, and they purchased it privately wher-
ever they wanted—would you then say that is not a tax and you
would not score it as a tax?

Dr. Reischauer. First, let me say that the "T" word has not
crossed my lips, nor will it.

Senator PACKWOOD. Would you score it the same way you would
score the

Dr. Reischauer. We would score the premium payments to the
alliances as governmental receipts, and within the governmental
receipts category there are lots of things besides taxes.

Senator Dole. Name one.

Dr. Reischauer. I can go through dozens of them, ranging from

patent and copyright fees to earnings of the Federal Reserve Board.
But as I said yesterday, I do not want to make pronouncements on
budgetary treatment without seeing legislative language. It is dan-

gerous to one's health. I have learned that over the past few
months.
But a more important thing that I would urge on this committee

is to design a health care plan that makes sense, that effectively
achieves the objectives you want to achieve, and not get all caught
up in the budgetary treatment. You should not let budgetary treat-

ment dictate program design.
If that had been the case back in the 1930's, can you imagine

what we would have now in the way of a Social Security system?
If we were considering the Medicare program today, we would
probably be going through contortions to make sure that it was not
counted as a governmental activity.
The fact of the matter is that some things that the Congress and

the Nation want done are most effectively and efficiently done in

a governmental way. Others perhaps are not. Design the program
according to health objectives.
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Senator Packwood. I am on your side. [Laughter.]
All I want to know is

Dr. Reischauer. There is nobody else.

Senator Packwood [continuing]. How you would score it if we
simply mandated it.

Dr. Reischauer. As I said, we would have to look at the legisla-
tive language. We go through a very complicated procedure in scor-

ing, and I cannot simply say that if there is an employer mandate,
that is automatically a governmental activity, or vice versa.

We have scored some proposals in the past as not being govern-
mental activities that have had employer mandates in them. So it

is possible.
Senator PACKWOOD. I can give you a good example from the

States, although I have only checked two States, where they have
worker's compensation and they allow a three-way system. The
State can insure it and they have State industrial accident funds.

You can self-insure or you can privately insure.

In those two States I checked, they only count as receipts the one
that the State takes care of. If you purchase it from Aetna or you
self-insure, the money never comes into the State and never goes
out, and so they do not count it. Although it is a policy issue. You
must provide worker's compensation.

I am assuming that would be roughly what we would do with

health insurance. Even if you had an alliance but said you do not

have to purchase it through the alliance if you do not want to. But
if you did, that would probably count as a government receipt, even

though it was voluntary but you chose to purchase it through the

alliance. Would I be roughly correct in that assumption?
Dr. Reischauer. Those would certainly be some of the consider-

ations that we would look at.

Senator PACKWOOD. The Chairman is the only person that I

know that not only knows the laws but knows the author of the

laws and calls them frequently. I remember when we were doing
Social Security, he says, yes. Dr. Gulick, right?
The Chairman. Luther Gulick.

Senator Packwood. He said, I just talked to him last week. He
is a 100 years old, lives up on a farm. [Laughter.]
The Chairman. Pottsdam, NY.
Senator Packwood. How much more did Dr. Gulick collect from

Social Security than he paid in if he is a 100 now? [Laughter.]
The Chairman. I do not know but I can assure you that he

would. [Laughter.]
He lived to be a 100.

Senator PACKWOOD. I have no other questions right now, Mr.

Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you. Senator Packwood.
Senator Daschle?
Senator Daschle. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Reischauer, I think that your point is well taken. It is not

how you cost something, but what it actually costs. That is really

what it is you are trying to share with us today. I wonder how long
it will be before we see a bumper sticker that we are now being

charged as being a receipt and spend rather than a tax and spend
Congress.
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The primary objectives the administration has designed for this

bill are to achieve universal coverage and cost containment by the

end of the decade. I would really like you to address these particu-
lar goals. How close to the mark are we in accomplishing those two

objectives under the current plan?
Dr. Reischauer. Well, as our report says, if the plan is imple-

mented according to the legislative language, there will obviously
be universal coverage. It will be successful in reaching that objec-
tive.

Moreover, the numbers that I provided for you on national health

expenditures indicate that the administration's plan will slow down
the rate of growth of national expenditures by a substantial

amount. In fact, in my discussion with the Ways and Means Com-
mittee members yesterday, Mr. McDermott pointed out that the ad-

ministration's proposal would have roughly the same slowdown ef-

fect that a single-payer plan would have—excuse me, his single

payer plan.
Senator DASCHLE. He said it slows costs by a substantial amount

while simultaneously providing universal coverage. I have not had
a chance to look specifically at the numbers. How does one define

substantial in this case?
Dr. Reischauer. The numbers I gave in my opening remarks

would qualify. By the year 2004, national health expenditures in

total would be around $150 billion, or 7 percent, below where they
would otherwise be if we continued with the current system, ac-

cording to our estimates.
Senator Daschle. That $150 billion is part savings to business

and part savings to families; is that how it is broken down?
Dr. Reischauer. Yes.
Senator DASCHLE. You mentioned there is a $90 billion savings

to business, which is a significant savings. Is that part of the $150
billion?

Dr. Reischauer. Yes, it would be.

Senator Daschle. I know you have not yet done careful analyses
of each of the plans. Is it possible to achieve immediate savings
under any one of the plans that is currently proposed? Isn't it like-

ly you are going to see growth during this transition period in costs

regardless of the plan that we may subscribe to?

Dr. Reischauer. One objective of virtually all of the plans is to

expand coverage to those Americans who lack insurance coverage
in its entirety or who have inadequate plans. In and of itself, meet-

ing that objective would drive up costs.

At the same time, restraints would be put into place or incen-
tives are created to hold down costs. It is very difficult to imagine
a politically acceptable system in which the restraint could match
the expenditure growth at the very beginning. So I think your as-

sessment is an accurate one.

Senator DASCHLE. I would like you to elaborate a little bit more
upon the impact on employment. There have been a lot of charges
and countercharges about the affect of employment on the system
and what the plan would do. You say the impact would be neg-
ligible. Could you describe what you mean by that?

Dr. Reischauer. Well, what we are saying is that the size of the
labor force might diminish somewhat—by between 0.25 percent
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and 1 percent point eventually in the long run, over 15 to 20 years.
It will decline largely because some individuals will take advantage
of the incentive to retire early—because they will get health insur-
ance coverage as early retirees.

Usually, most often when somebody retires and leaves the labor
force we do not regard it as an immense economic tragedy. We may
be a little green with envy that they have the resources and ability
to do so.

The fact that insurance will not be related to whether you work
or not means that some secondary workers in families will choose
not to participate in the labor force. They might be staying home
to take care of children or to enjoy more leisure.

In part, their choosing not to participate would be a result of cer-

tain employer costs being shifted back onto workers in the form of
lower wages in some firms. But once again, not participating is a

voluntary decision, presumably the choice of individuals who feel

themselves better off under the new incentive structure.

As I said, there could be some reduction in the number of indi-

viduals working at the minimum wage level, and this would come
about because, of course, most of those workers do not receive
health care benefits now. When their employers are required to pay
something for their insurance coverage, the employers will not be
able to shift the cost back onto the work force in terms of lower

wages, and they will decide they need fewer workers.
But if you look at the people who are earning the minimum

wage, many of them are students and young people. The important
thing to remember about that particular group is that, under the
administration's proposal, an employer does not have to pay for in-

surance for an employee under 18 years of age if that employee is

a dependent child; in addition, employers do not have to cover em-
ployees who are full-time students under the age of 24. So the em-
ployment of those people would probably be unaffected.
Senator DASCHLE. Thank you, Dr. Reischauer.
Dr. Reischauer. In addition, there will be some job creation,

probably because of the expansion of home- and community-based
health care for the disabled.
The Chairman. Thank you, Senator Daschle.
Senator Durenberger?
Senator Durenberger. Dr. Reischauer, like you I am deeply

grateful to the President of the United States for taking on the
health care reform issue, and the First Lady likewise.

In the last year I have watched you for a day in Minnesota and
then at various times deal with the situation in which you have
been placed. I watched you all day yesterday or a good part of the
afternoon. And I watched you react here this morning.

I have the impression that one of the most important things you
have said is your comment about health care policy ought to make
sense not just be written to some budgetary guideline. I could hear
some laughter here when you mentioned 1965 and so forth. That
is a reality that if we had had the 1980's, 1990's budgetary sense
in 1965 would we have done that.

I must also say that the problem that we all face here is the ade-

quacy of our knowledge base at any given point in time. If people
in 1965 had known the nature of medical markets and what they
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were doing to them in the period 1954 to 1965, how they would just
inflame this fee-for-service system into doing great things for us as

a country but without any consideration for cost, would they have
done it.

Today the easiest thing to get budget estimates on is a single

payer system—real simple. All you have to do is say, we are only

going to spend so much money or allow so much of an increase and
so forth and you can get savings. That is budgetary treatment.

But because our knowledge base today will not permit us to

judge quality, it cannot tell us what rationing is or adequate access

is or any of that sort of thing, that does not become an issue be-

cause the approach is budgetary, it is just savings. It is not quality
or access or innovation or any of those things that Americans really
care about.
So I want to underline what you said about the fact—and this

is my words. What your report says to me more than anything else

is the limitations imposed on health policy reform by the current

budgeting process.
I am an author of a plan called Breaux-Breaux-Breaux and

Durenberger. [Laughter.]
And as compared to the Clinton plan which gets us to 19 percent

of the GNP in health care 10 years from now, I believe from my
knowledge base that Breaux-Breaux-Breaux-Durenberger and some
House Members will get you to 10 percent of the GNP in 10 years.
You and I have had conversations on this subject. Ten percent of

the GNP in 10 years. The difference is about $900 billion, which
will buy you an awful lot of universal coverage.
You can do that without sacrificing innovation or quality or ra-

tioning or any of the rest of that sort of thing. The problem is, it

cannot be estimated. It cannot be estimated. Because today's esti-

mates are premised on basically a dysfunctional medical market-

place and for our premise is that you can price medical goods and
services and you can create a market.

Professor Alain Enthoven, Dr. Reischauer, wrote you on January
18, 1994 a letter which suggests several things. One of which is

that your behavioral assumptions for estimating the affects of

health care proposals in November of 1993 may have an error in

the estimating of the elasticity of demand. You may understand
that. I am not sure that I do. As large as a factor of 10.

The Chairman. A factor of 10?
Senator Durenberger. Yes. Or it may be as high as 16. I am

not sure. I just hope that maybe in writing we can get a reply to

this.

He also suggests that using studies based on 1982 and 1984 data
will give you a downward bias in estimating the elasticity of de-

mand. And then suggesting that perhaps the better way for us in

trying to decide how to get to markets and how to begin the process
of estimating them would be if you were able to give us some range
of estimates which would flow from some range of assumptions, be-

cause I will argue with the Clintons that the problem is not in

their estimates. I do not think we should get into this $74 billion

versus. The problem is in their assumptions.
So that if we could commit ourselves in some way to a process

by which you would help us do estimates against assumptions and
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give us a range like actuaries do when they are trying to estimate
the cost of coverage, might not that be more helpful to us?

Dr. Reischauer. Certainly, it would. We have tried to do that in

one aspect of our report on the administration's health proposal.
We have estimated costs using premiums that are the same as

those the administration used, premiums at the level we think they
would be, and premiums 10 percent higher. So we have provided
you with a range on that issue.

We certainly can do the same with respect to demand elasticities.

Let me say that, just before I walked over here to testify, I finished

editing my response to Professor Enthoven and will send it back
to him today. I will be glad to send you a copy.
The Chairman. I wonder if we could put both that exchange in

the record.

Dr. Reischauer. Yes, I will. I will be glad to do that, especially
because I think he is wrong. [Laughter.]

[The information appears in the appendix.]
Dr. Reischauer. But on top of that, there is something of a fun-

damental misunderstanding here, and that is that the elasticity es-

timates that you and he are referring to, in fact, are not used in

our estimate of the Breaux-Breaux-Breaux-Durenberger-Cooper
proposal.

In fact, we agree with the major point, which is that these elas-

ticity estimates are derived from marginal changes in a very mixed
system and probably not applicable to large-scale reform efforts

such as that one. As a result, for our estimate of that proposal, we
have taken behavioral assumptions from the experience of large
health maintenance organizations—HlVIOs—and managed care pro-

grams in the California State employee system and the Wisconsin

system. So we have used very different numbers.
The Chairman. Well, we look forward to having your response

and his letter.

Dr. Reischauer. Yes.
The Chairman. Senator Grassley?
Senator Grassley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Before I ask my first question, I want to call my colleagues' at-

tention to chapter 3 of your report and also compliment you for

that discussion. It seems to me to be particularly enlightening
about the specific kind of program we are talking about here with
the Clinton proposal.

I do not want to belabor the point here. But I just want to ob-

serve that if anybody was under the illusion that this is not a com-

pletely public and completely Federal takeover of the health care

system they could not be under that illusion after reading your
chapter 3, at least as I read your chapter 3. I have some things un-
derlined here that I will highlight for anybody that is interested.

Now in regard to your ability to estimate. I think you have been

very candid in the limitations in the kind of analysis that is rep-
resented in your report. The limitations are such that the estimates
could be wrong by large magnitudes in either direction. I think you
would agree with that.

For instance, we know that the estimates of the 1990 Budget Act
have already been technically corrected by $190 billion and that
has been upwards, and just by way of example the CBO report
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notes a difference of some $36 billion between its estimates of what
all businesses would spend on health care in the year 2000 and
those made by the Lewin analysis.

In effect, is not the implementation of a plan as comprehensive
as the President's kind of a great leap in the dark as far as know-
ing with any confidence what the many economic effects of the plan
are going to be? And before you answer that: Is it not naturally the
case that we tend to underestimate what various programs that we
enact are going to cost anyway?
The Chairman. Surely not. [Laughter.]
Senator Grassley. Surely yes. Please answer.
The Chairman. Yes and no.

Dr. Reischauer. Have I stopped beating my wife?
Senator Grassley. Well, no. If that sounded like I was blaming

you, I think I have complimented you on being better than some
other government agencies and improving over the years.

Dr. Reischauer. Yes.
Senator GRASSLEY. I have been talking about too rosy of sce-

narios for 10 years as a member of the Budget Committee.
Dr. Reischauer. Right. Certainly the uncertainties that you

highlight are there. The more fundamental the change the more
uncertain the outcome becomes as you note. Often, we have not
been very good at predicting even incremental changes in major
benefit programs. That is a tremendous caution to bear in mind in

any debate of health reform proposals.
As I pointed out in discussing our report, however, you have to

weigh that uncertainty against the knowledge that staying the
course with the existing system is going to create an increasingly
serious set of health care problems in this country, with more and
more people being uninsured. Then, maybe, the decision is between
incremental approaches, for which we have some ability to estimate

consequences but not perfect ability, and more major kinds of

transformation, about which there is greater uncertainty but also

greater prospects of achieving objectives that many people find de-
sirable.

Senator Grassley. I would like to ask you about premium caps.
I think the administration has pretty consistently argued that pre-
mium caps are only a backup. How critical to your analysis are

premium caps? Does your analysis assume that premium caps will
be involved? And if so, when do you assume the premium caps
would start to be used?

Dr. Reischauer. The administration's proposal has caps on the
premiums for each regional alliance which will grow at a particular
rate. Those rates are based on average growth limits for the Na-
tion, but each regional alliance will get a different rate of growth
depending on a complex set of factors.

That is one set of restraints. There is also another overall cap on
Federal liability, which involves
Senator Grassley. I am talking about the premium caps.
Dr. Reischauer. The premium caps.
Senator Grassley. The former.
Dr. Reischauer. All right. We have assumed that those caps will

be effective or that we will be hitting them right from the begin-
ning.
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Now, Mr. Durenberger might argue that competition within this

new environment will be such that, in fact, the premium caps are

not needed because the price at which competing health care plans
offer their benefits will be below the average level that is required
in each regional alliance area. But we do not think that that will

be the case.

Senator DuRENBERGER. I think, if I may interrupt my colleague.
Senator Grassley. All right.
Senator Durenberger. What Mr. Durenberger would argue is

that is you put on premium caps as you point out every insurer will

have the incentive to go right to the cap automatically and you will

exaggerate the disparities that exist in the current system.
Senator Grassley. Since he took 30 seconds, in regard to the

Lewin analysis, they figure that premium caps would reduce the

overall costs by 47 percent, or, in other words, that costs would be

$47 billion lower than they would have been without caps. How
much lower would health care spending be according to your analy-
sis because of premium caps?

Dr. Reischauer. We did not do an estimate of that sort. What
the Lewin analysts were saying is that we have a new environ-

ment. We provide everybody with basic insurance. That increases

the demand and the costs for health care.

We change the environment in certain kinds of ways that gen-
erate the competition in the insurance industry that Mr. Duren-

berger is talking about. That will lead to a lowering of these costs.

But the costs of the plans will still be well above the premium lev-

els set by the administration. Then you would have to come down
to those levels.

We did not try to differentiate those two aspects of the downward
movement. It is a complex and controversial kind of estimate.

Senator Grassley. Thank you.
The Chairman. Thank you. Senator Grassley.
And now, let us hear from Durenberger-Durenberger-Duren-

berger-Breaux. They are the ones who are in the know. [Laughter.]
Senator Breaux. That is the way to go. [Laughter.]
The Chairman. Senator Breaux?
Senator Breaux. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you. Dr. Reischauer. I think that the work you have done

is really an incredible undertaking. It is a massive program to look

at and analyze. Can you tell me in layman's language what contrib-

uted to the major difference in the estimate of the Clinton adminis-

tration which estimated a decrease in the deficit by $58 billion in

a 5-year time frame and your estimate that it would increase the

deficit by $74 billion in the same time frame? What are the dif-

ferences that led to that major, what is it, $133 billion difference

in the estimates?
Dr. Reischauer. Well, as is so often the case in my business, it

is lots of little things plus a few big things. The biggest thing is

that we think that the cost of employer subsidies will be much

greater than the administration has estimated.

We have used a different estimating methodology for this analy-

sis, one based on data from County Business Patterns, which we
think is a better approach. But different analysts could argue that
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point. This is certainly an issue about which reasonable people,

reasonable professionals, will disagree.
In addition, we believe that the premiums for the standard bene-

fit package will be 15 percent higher than the administration has

estimated. Our estimate of premiums is very close to that of Lewin-

VHI. It is very close to the Wyatt Corporation's assumptions, and
it is well below the Hewitt assumptions. So I think we are in the

ball park here on premiums.
Then there are lots of little things. The Joint Committee on Tax-

ation felt that the revenue from constricting cafeteria plans would
be less than the administration had calculated. And we included

the impact on the Social Security trust fund in our estimate. When
you have more early retirees, it means more people retiring at age
62 and receiving some benefits through Social Security. The admin-
istration did not include an estimate of those costs.

I might add—I hope you will not take this out of Senator

Breaux's time—that we were very fortunate, because we went third

in providing cost estimates. The administration went first, and it

had the toughest time. Lewin went second, and we went third. We
had a lot of help from people in the administration. Numerous indi-

viduals at the Office of Management and Budget, the Health Care

Financing Administration, and the Department of Health and
Human Services were there to help us understand the intricacies

of this bill and to tell us how they did their estimating, which as

far as I can tell was done without any bias at all. It was a first

rate professional effort to get at these costs.

But, you know, as you gain experience, you have the opportunity
to learn from it. I would like to thank them for that now.

Senator Breaux. You had discussions in the report about both
the National Health Board and the regional alliances which I found
to be very interesting. Our regional alliances or health alliances in

the Cooper-Breaux bill are really purchasing cooperatives which
are not regulatory.

In the administration's alliance you point out that they would
have an even broader and possibly more demanding set of respon-
sibilities and then you list them. You say that they would combine
the functions of purchasing agents, contract negotiators, welfare

agencies, financial intermediaries, collectors of premiums, devel-

opers and managers of information systems, coordinators of the

flow of information and money between themselves and other alli-

ances; they would also have to implement the controls on the pre-
miums under the direction of the National Health Board.
Then you point out that any one of these functions could be a

major undertaking for an existing agency with some experience, let

alone for a new agency that would have to perform them all.

That sounds like at the very least a real word of caution as to

whether these new entities can do all of these things. Can you
elaborate on that?

Dr. Reischauer. The administration's proposal contains a very
ambitious schedule for phasing in the system it describes. We have

accepted that schedule in our cost estimate. We thought that would
be most useful to you and most valuable for comparative reasons,
both for the administration's proposal and the proposals of others.
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What we were trying to point out is that this proposal is going
to be tough to implement in a lot of ways. Is it impossible? Prob-

ably not. This Nation can do almost anything if it really puts its

mind to it.

Senator Breaux. Is there a note of caution to go slowly in that
statement?

Dr. Reischauer. There is, yes.
Senator Breaux. Let me ask another question on the premium

caps. I take it your assumption is that under the administration

plan premium caps, cost controls, price controls will kick in.

Dr. Reischauer. Yes. The premium caps will effectively set lim-

its on the costs of the standard package of benefits.

Senator Breaux. In your discussion on premium caps you raised
some cautionary notes as I read your report. In talking about how
the premium caps will affect the health system, those of us who
have argued against premium caps say that you could ultimately
end up rationing health care in order to meet the caps.
And you talk about that. You assume that the limits on the rate

of growth of premiums would be sustained even though they are

likely to create "immense pressure and considerable tension." I do
not know if those are words of art. But what do you mean by that?

What are your concerns?
Dr. Reischauer. Those are terms of art.

Senator Breaux. What do you mean?
Dr. Reischauer. As you know, art is

Senator Breaux. In the eyes of the beholder.
Dr. Reischauer [continuing]. Something you cannot describe in

technical terms.
Senator Breaux. But when you are talking about considerable

tensions, pressures because of the premiums caps, really what are

you concerned about?
Dr. Reischauer. Well, we have a system right now that is chug-

ging along with increases of 10 percent a year in spending for

health care. We are talking about slowing down the rate of growth
of that spending rather substantially. Under the administration's

proposal, it is going to be slowed down largely by the caps on pre-

miums, which will then create many tensions and pressures within
the health alliance areas, within the health plans, and across re-

gions.
Our competitive system works that way, too, but there, markets

determine what happens. There are pressures that occur, firms go
out of business, and people cannot always afford products they
would like to have. So that kind of pressure is not unusual.

It is also important to keep in mind, I think, that any effective

method of bringing down the rate of growth of health care spending
is going to create tensions and pressures of this sort.

I do not know what to call it—the Breaux-Breaux-Durenberger-
Cooper-Cooper plan

Senator Breaux. Whatever. The other plan.
Dr. Reischauer [continuing]. Does this by imposing a pretty

hefty tax on employer-paid premiums above a certain level. That
is going to create tension, too.

The Chairman. Right.
Senator Breaux. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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The Chairman. Thank you very much.
Senator Dole, you have been very thoughtfully listening to these

questions for the last hour.

Senator Dole. There was a good piece in The Wall Street Jour-

nal a couple of days ago about the science of predicting costs of

health care.

I quote Mr. Meyer of the Economic and Social Research Institute.

He says: "What is more, the sheer volume of data and the complex-

ity of calculations involved often results in flaws creeping into big

models. We have errors in the original data sets, forecasting errors,

judgments that have to be made about important parameters, esti-

mates that economists pull out of their heads, says Jack Rogers,"
director of Price Waterhouse and so forth.

Mr. Reischauer in an interview with Mr. Goslin of The Boston

Globe, you say that financial figures in the massive pools are large-

ly irrelevant. And I quote: "At some point the American people are

going to have to edge up to the precipes, close their eyes, cross

their fingers and jump." And I think there
Dr. Reischauer. There was another phrase that he left out: "and

hope they land in a soft place."
Senator DOLE. Well, that would be helpfiil. [Laughter.]
But we do not know where we are going. I think the point I

would make, and underscore with Senator Grassley, I think these

are predictions. Obviously, you do the best you can. I know the

CBO was not responsible, but somebody estimated the costs of

Medicare back in 1965 at $9.1 billion by 1990 and it was $67 bil-

lion. So there is a 644 percent difference.

Somebody probably told Congress at that time, and some of us
were there, that this is what it is going to cost. I assume that you
are telling us—yours might vary I assume a dollar or two over the

5-year period or 10-year period, whatever.
But I think you have to consider utilization and new technology

which you cannot always do. If we do not tie up the drug compa-
nies totally, they may have a lot of breakthroughs and save a lot

of lives in the future.

So I guess the point I would make is, these are predictions. We
have to rely on these. Which leads me to the second point, I mean
in fairness to the Clinton plan, will the CBO look at other plans?
We have the Breaux—I do not know who takes credit for it.

Senator Breaux. It depends on where you are.

Senator Dole. Then you have the Chafee, et al., plan and the

Nickles plan, the Gramm plan, the Michel plan, and the Wellstone

plan, that I can think of now. You do not do this just by yourself,
do you? [Laughter.]

Dr. Reischauer. If I told you the truth—that I really do—my
staff would kill me. [Laughter.]
Senator Dole. But I know it is a lot of work.
Dr. Reischauer. No—of course. We have prepared an estimate

of the Cooper bill that was introduced in the 102d Congress; we
have done an estimate of the McDermott-Wellstone bill already;
and we have done an estimate of the earlier version of the Michel

plan.
We have just now—as of 2:00 a.m. yesterday morning—come out

from underneath the analysis of the administration's proposals.
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There are a number of other proposals on our desks waiting to be

analysed. Those include the new version of Breaux-Durenberger-
Cooper, Nickles, Chafee, and several others.

It is beyond the capability of the Congressional Budget Office to

do all of those in a timely fashion. These are brutal exercises. I

have a staff that has not taken a day off for over a month, and they
are going to need a few days off. Then we will get back to work.
What I need from the bipartisan leadership of the Congress—

both sides—and the chairmen and ranking members of the commit-
tees that have primary responsibility for health care reform is some
kind of list of priorities.
Senator DOLE. I think that would be helpful. I know you have

addressed the President's plan and the others. But I would guess
the President would say, well, what about the other plans. And
maybe we can

Dr. Reischauer. I think that is a fair statement, too. We have

analyzed the administration's plan in tremendous detail, and we
have looked at dimensions of it that we did not look at with respect
to the other plans.
We did not look at the economic ramifications of the Wellstone-

McDermott plan, for example. The administration would be justi-

fied, I think, in saying: "Let us level the playing field, let us look

at each of these plans in all of their dimensions."
But I have a very limited staff. That staff is trying to provide you

with estimates of other bills that are coming through, with esti-

mates of the supplemental appropriation, with analyses of the

President's budget submission, and on and on. We have a situation

in which the resources for the Congressional Budget Office are

lower in nominal terms than they were 2 years ago. Our staff is

smaller, and yet more and more is being asked of us. We cannot
do it all.

Senator Dole. I think you make the point there. So I would be

happy to help Senator Mitchell and the ranking member. Senator

Packwood, and the Chairman to see if we could not give you some

priorities because I know you cannot do it all.

I want to go back and try a similar question to one Senator Pack-
wood asked and how the employer mandate in the Clinton plan dif-

fers from the individual mandate say in the Chafee plan. In the in-

dividual mandate, the money does not go to the government. It

does not go to some alliance. There would be a difference. You say
that in the Clinton plan these are Federal receipts. They would not

be considered Federal receipts unless somebody bought through the

alliance. Is that correct?

Senator Packwood. Bob, let me give a partial answer that I dis-

covered since I asked you. It is the Federal Harbor and Long-Term
Workers Compensation Act. Because you are on navigatable wa-

ters, it is allegedly Federal and, therefore, there is Federal worker's

compensation for these people.
And you can either self-insure or you can buy private insurance.

Here is the way it is budgeted. The administrative costs of the pro-

gram are on budget. There is a requirement to index the benefits

by 50 percent. The cost of managing the indexing is on budget, not

the benefits, but the costs of managing the indexing.
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Then there is a Federal fund to pay employers if you have a sec-

ond injury and it is a second employer, and it is a very small
amount.
But those three added together in 1992 are $9.2 million on budg-

et. They are $600 million of benefits that are off budget, because

they are bought privately and they do not run through the govern-
ment. So you have a very small amount on the budget and the rest

of it off.

The Chairman. Well, you have cleared that up. [Laughter.]
Senator DOLE. Do you adopt that statement as a fact?

Dr. Reischauer. For that fund, I adopt it as a fact. But whether
that is a precedent for an individual mandate is something that my
staff will be looking into. Right now we are, in fact, examining this

issue with respect to the Chafee proposal. These are very com-

plicated issues and there are different dimensions that have to be
examined.

I am not going to stand here and say: "Oh, it is an individual

mandate and it does not go through the Federal Government, so it

necessarily is nongovernmental activity." It may be; it may not be.

We will certainly work with the sponsors of these pieces of legisla-
tion and with the committees responsible as we develop positions
on this.

Senator Dole. Could I just ask one other question?
The Chairman. Please do, Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. If you eliminated the alliances, then that would

change rather dramatically the impact of the Clinton plan, would
it not, from your standpoint?

Dr. Reischauer. The alliances serve a set of functions, and one
would have to ask who or what would replace the alliances in car-

rying out all of those functions. Only by answering that question
would you be able to say whether eliminating the alliances affects

the budgetary treatment of the administration's proposal.
Senator Dole. The question you get at town meetings is that if

85 percent of the system is okay, why are we going to change all

of that to take care of 15 percent of the system. Maybe it is 18 per-
cent. It is a pretty good question that people asked as recently as
this morning at a breakfast meeting I attended. I know this is not

your responsibility, but I'd appreciate your views.
Dr. Reischauer. That is not my responsibility, but let me tiptoe

up to the edge of it. On the one hand, the system is okay in the
sense that people have coverage and the health care that they re-

ceive from, really, the finest medical establishment anywhere in

the world is good.
But on the other hand, this system is creating incentives for ba-

sically uncontrolled growth in spending. And while people may be

happy with their situations with respect to health care, they are
not happy with the lack of growth in wages that they have experi-
enced over the past decade and a half.

One reason people are not happy is that their employers have

put more of their workers' total compensation into the fringe bene-
fit of health insurance. Cash wages have suffered as a result. I

think that 70 percent of the American people who are happy with
their situation now would not be as happy if they really understood
the consequences of the existing financing system for health care.
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The Chairman. Fine. Thank you, Senator Dole.

Senator Packwood and I were going to do this, and the moment
seems appropriate. I wonder if you would introduce your staff.

They have been sitting behind, with a lot of body Enghsh going on

there.

Dr. Reischauer. This is Paul Van de Water. Paul Van de Water
was-
The Chairman. Yes, very prominently mentioned as author of

chapters 2 and 3. Yes, Mr. Van de Water. Good morning.
Dr. Reischauer. I put him in charge of coordinating the entire

activity. He is the Deputy Assistant Director of our Budget Analy-
sis Division. Next is Rosemary Marcuss, who is the Director of our

Tax Division.

The Chairman. Ms. Marcuss, good morning.
Dr. Reischauer. Gail DelBalzo is our General Counsel.

The Chairman. Good morning to you, counselor.

Dr. Reischauer. Doug Elmendorf is an Analyst in the Macro-
economic Analysis Division.

The Chairman. Mr. Elmendorf.
Dr. Reischauer. He contributed to and wrote much of the chap-

ter on the economic effects of the proposal. Mark Desautels deals

with the outside world, and the media, for the Congressional Budg-
et Office.

The Chairman. Mr. Desautels, good morning.
Dr. Reischauer. Who has been saying "no comment" for the past

3 weeks. [Laughter.]
I wondered whether I should pay him for that. I mean, I could

have gotten a recording machine. [Laughter.]
The Chairman. We welcome you and we thank you for your

great work.
Dr. Reischauer. I might add that in the row behind I see Bob

Dennis, who is the Director of the Macroeconomic Analysis Divi-

sion, and Doug Hamilton, a Unit Chief in that Division. They, to-

gether with Doug Elmendorf, wrote the chapter on economic ef-

fects.

The Chairman. There is some finger pointing going on over

there.

Dr. Reischauer. Excuse me.
Senator DOLE. It is a big office.

Dr. Reischauer. I make them come so that the hearing room is

full. You know, I get embarrassed testifying.

Nancy Gordon is the Director of the Human Resources Division,

which has a big group of health analysts
—

big, that is, for CBO—
half a dozen people. And Linda Bilheimer is the reigning expert on

the details of the administration's health care proposal. She wrote

the first and last chapters of the volume.
The Chairman. We welcome you both and thank you again.
Dr. Reischauer. Thank you for bringing my staff to the atten-

tion of the committee.
The Chairman. Now our distinguished majority leader, Senator

Mitchell.

Senator Mitchell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Reischauer. Mr. Reischauer, the President

has stated as his principal objectives of health care reform achiev-
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ing universal health insurance coverage—that is every American
having health insurance—reducing health care spending as a per-

centage of the gross domestic product, and achieving long-term def-

icit reduction.
While your estimates differ from those of the administration, and

you describe those differences as modest, am I correct in my under-

standing that your report supports the President's conclusions as
to those principal objectives? That is to say that the President's

plan will achieve universal health insurance coverage, will reduce
health care spending as a percentage of the gross domestic product,
and will achieve long-term deficit reduction.

Dr. Reischauer. If it is implemented according to the legislative

language in the proposal, it would achieve all three of those objec-
tives.

Senator MITCHELL. Now I would like to ask you about costs and
savings. Your report estimates that the cost of the assistance to

families to help them buy health insurance will be $95 billion in

the year 2004. Your report also estimates that the savings in Med-
icaid under the President's plan will be $93 billion in that year.
Am I correct in my understanding that under the President's

plan the assistance to help families buy health insurance will be

roughly offset by the savings in Medicaid?
Dr. Reischauer. That is correct, I believe.

Senator Mitchell. That is correct. Right.
A third question deals with the effect on wages. Between pages

53 and 56 of your report you describe the effect of the President's

plan on business and what may flow from that. I will read selected
sentences from those pages and ask a question on that.
You state that: "The total costs that all businesses together

would pay for health insurance for active workers would be about
$20 billion less in the year 2000 if the proposal were implemented,
rather than if the current system were to continue unchanged. The
estimated reduction in the cost for active workers from the pro-
posal would be even larger in subsequent years, reaching slightly
above $90 billion in the year 2004." That is to say, you estimate
that businesses would save $90 billion in the year 2004.
You then go on at pages 55 and 56 to say that: "For the most

part the nation's workers shoulder the cost of employer's premiums
for health insurance; and thus the significant savings that the ad-
ministration's proposal would produce, compared with current pol-
icy, would be largely passed onto workers in the form of higher
wages."
So am I correct in my understanding that you have concluded

that if the President's plan were adopted the cost to American busi-
nesses would decline by an estimated $90 billion a year by the year
2004 or in the year 2004 and that those savings would logically be

passed on to workers so workers' wages would rise up to $90 bil-

lion?

First I ask you two questions. Am I correct in that understand-

ing? And second, can you be more precise in your estimate of the

proportion of the $90 billion a year in savings that would be passed
on to workers in the form of higher wages?

Dr. Reischauer. You have reached the appropriate conclusion.
We think that the employers' contributions to employees' health in-
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surance premiums are largely shifted back onto workers in the
form of lower wages. To the extent that business costs were re-

duced, those reductions would lead to higher wages.
The vast preponderance of that $90 billion in savings would be

passed on to workers in the form of higher wages. From the stand-

point of business, firms are relatively indifferent about whether

they are paying a health care premium or a wage. But from the

standpoint of the satisfaction of workers, they will be happier if

they are receiving what they believe is adequate or comparable
health care and receiving higher wages. There will be a positive
benefit from this.

Senator Mitchell. So that if I may summarize your responses
to these three questions, if the President's plan were adopted and

implemented, all Ameiicans would be insured against the costs of

health care.

Dr. Reischauer. Yes.
Senator Mitchell. Health care spending as a percentage of the

gross domestic product would decline.

Dr. Reischauer. Yes.
Senator MITCHELL. Long-term deficit reduction would be

achieved.
Dr. Reischauer. Yes.
Senator Mitchell. Costs to business would decline by $90 billion

in the year 2004, estimated.
Dr. Reischauer. Estimated, yes.
Senator Mitchell. And the wages of American workers would

increase by an amount close to $90 billion a year.
Dr. Reischauer. Correct.
Senator Mitchell. So that all Americans would be insured. The

deficit would be going down. Health care spending as a percentage
of the gross domestic product would be going down and the wages
of American workers would be increased by up to or close to $90
billion a year. Is that correct?

Dr. Reischauer. That is the judgment that we reached.
Senator Mitchell. Thank you. Dr. Reischauer.
Senator Chafee. Hallelujah.
The Chairman. Thank you. Senator Mitchell. And thank whom-

ever it was who said Hallelujah. I think we needed that. That is

always a positive response.
Senator Danforth, you are next.

Senator DANFORTH. That is a common response by me, Mr.

Chairman, but not in this instance. [Laughter.]
Dr. Reischauer, let me apologize if this is going over ground that

Senator Durenberger and maybe Senator Grassley covered. But one
of the theories of holding down the cost of health care has been

managed competition. That is, you set up market forces and they
do the job.
Another way is price controls. In this case controlling premiums.

It is my understanding that in your projections you really do not

place any weight on managed competition, but instead you are rely-

ing on the premium caps to control the costs.

Dr. Reischauer. In doing a cost estimate, it is not necessary to

make a judgment like that, unless it was thought that the forces

of competition that would be unleashed by the administration's pro-
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posal would produce average premium levels below the limits that
the proposal sets up.
Those limits, as you know, are fairly low. They are quite con-

straining relative to the current state of health spending. Our feel-

ing was that although the competition within the administration's

proposal should improve consumer welfare, it could have a limited
effect on overall prices, so one would expect the various plans to

compete in a constrained environment—in order to get down to

these caps—to be at these caps, in fact.

Senator Danforth. Well, let me ask you this. Let us suppose
that we pass legislation without premium caps, would your

Dr. Reischauer. I would give you a cost estimate that would be

quite a bit higher than the one we have given you in this report.
Senator Danforth. Can you give us that estimate?
Dr. Reischauer. Yes, I believe we can.
The Chairman. Fine. I think we would appreciate that. Is some-

body in the back saying
Dr. Reischauer. This is not something we can pull out of our

back pocket. This question takes us back to the use of resources at
the Congressional Budget Office.

Senator DANFORTH. Right. From my standpoint I think that that
would be interesting information to have.
The Chairman. If we can have that, Dr. Reischauer, I think we

need it. Do you not? There goes the one weekend you were going
to get. We will negotiate.

Dr. Reischauer. We will negotiate, because you might not like

what I say you have to give up to get that estimate.
The Chairman. Yes. Because there is an opportunity cost, is that

not what economists say?
Senator DANFORTH. Can I just ask you this? You have said that

the cost would be substantially greater without the premium cap.
And you have also said in your report that you assume that pro-
posed methods for constraining the rate of growth of premiums for

the standard benefit package would be completely effective. That is

your term—completely effective?

Dr. Reischauer. That is correct. If you read through the legisla-
tive language and you assume that this proposal is going to be im-
plemented as the legislative language requires, it would seem that
these premium caps would be completely effective.

Senator Danforth. And you have also said in the report that
you assume there is going to be tremendous pressure to abandon
premium caps.

Dr. Reischauer. Well, if there is

Senator Danforth. I mean, you do assume that?
Dr. Reischauer. We do not assume that. We say that that pres-

sure is a likely outcome.
Senator Danforth. Right.
Dr. Reischauer. If you did pass the administration's proposal as

it stands now and then several years later decided to relax the pre-
mium caps, the Congressional Budget Office would have to score
that and give you a cost estimate.

Senator Danforth. Right. But I mean you do assume there will
be a lot of heat. I mean, I think you say that on page 76—"im-
mense pressure and considerable tension" are the words you used.
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Has it been the experience of the Congressional Budget Office
that we in Congress are particularly good in sticking by caps that
we impose?

Dr. Reischauer. In this hallowed chamber, where I was battered
about over the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act, I would have
to say that it has been difficult sometimes for the Congress to stick

to caps that it has imposed. But at the same time I would have to

say that you have done an excellent job since 1990 with respect to

the caps that have been placed on discretionary spending through
the Budget Enforcement Act and on entitlement spending through
the pay-as-you-go discipline. So there is a mixed record here.

Senator Danforth. All right. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. I am not going to let this opportunity go by with-

out invoking Senator Byrd's, our President pro temporary, use of
that 18th Century phrase, "flosa nosa prosa nihil pilification[sic]."
Now get that right. [Laughter.]

It is from the House of Commons and it denotes the futility of

making estimates.
Let us also record in the interest of the CBO that the Central

Intelligence Agency, with vastly larger resources, 2 years before the
Berlin Wall came down, solemnly informed us that the per capita
GDP in East Germany was higher than West Germany. They could
have checked that out with any taxi driver in Berlin.

So I think we ought to concede the difficulties that you have and
admire the performance.
Senator Danforth. Mr. Chairman, the point that I was making

is that, and a lot of people have made the point, that making pro-

jections, in fact the report itself says making projections, is some-

thing that is not that—^you cannot put that great of reliance on it.

The Chairman. Right.
Senator Danforth. But if the projections are based on premium

caps, I am one of three Republican Senators who supported pre-
mium caps incidently. But if the reliance is placed on premium
caps you have an additional problem, which is not just a projection,
an economist's problem, but it is the political problem of having the
will to stick with those caps over a period of time.
The Chairman. I think that is a fair statement.
Senator Roth?
Senator Packwood. Could I make a correction while he is sitting

down?
The Chairman. Yes.
Senator Packwood. The figures that I gave you, Mr. Director, on

the Long Shore Act were given to me by CRS. They called up and
then when they heard them—they were watching us. When they
heard them, they checked them again and found out their figures
were wrong.

I have given a figure of $9.2 million on budget
The Chairman. That is called the Heisenberg Uncertainty Prin-

ciple. The fact of being observed changed what is observed. [Laugh-
ter.]

Senator Packwood. They have given a figure of $9.2 million. It

is a significant difference. $9.2 million on budget, $600 million off.

It is actually $109.2 million—they were off a hundred million—on

budget and $500 million off.
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The Chairman. That guy Heisenberg really had it, did he not.

Senator Packwood. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, sir.

Senator Roth?
Senator RoTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Danforth has addressed the one principal question I

wanted to raise. But I would like to underscore the importance that
I attach to our having a baseline based on what this program
would cost without the premium caps. I think that is critically im-

portant as a means of addressing what the President's proposal
would cost.

One of the questions that I would like to raise is about the credi-

bility of the estimated cost of the insurance premium proposed
under the administration's plan.
Let me begin by reading the following statement from an article

by Wilfred Trevot, the chief executive of the Chamber of Industry
and Commerce in Hanover, Germany that appeared recently in The
Wall Street Journal. I might say that the German health care sys-
tem has been cited by this administration, as well as a number of

others, as being an excellent system.
But I think what he has to say is interesting, and I quote him:

"Perhaps the most interesting revelation from the German health plan is that
it shows how unrealistic the Clinton plan is. In the U.S. the maximum premium
to a health alliance will be about 10 percent of payroll.

"This is supposed to pay for health costs that now amount to 14 percent of GDP,
set to rise to 17.3 in the year 2000 under the Clinton plan's reform projection 18.9

percent otherwise."
"If a 13.4 percent payroll tax in Germany is needed to finance 10.6 percent of

GDP, it is hard to conceive how in the U.S. a much small payroll tax of 10 percent
can finance the U.S. health care costs at a much larger share of 14 to 17 percent
of GDP. The missing gap is too large to be filled with the designated subsidies. If

you want to copy papers out of the German Social Policy Book, have your checkbook

handy."

Senator RoTH. I wonder if you would care to comment on this

statement I just quoted.
Dr. Reischauer. I ripped that article out of The Wall Street

Journal when it appeared and put it in the stack of things that I

planned to read when our report was finished. I do not think it

would be appropriate for me to comment on it without reading the
article. But I will be glad to provide you with a response for the
record.

The Chairman. Could we ask that perhaps you would give us a

response in writing when you have a weekend?
Dr. Reischauer. I will; certainly.
Senator Roth. Could we arrange, Mr. Chairman, a very criti-

cal

The Chairman. I have read the article. It was a very thoughtful
article by a responsible person.
Senator ROTH. And I think it does deserve an answer.
[The information requested follows:]

Column by Wilfried Prewo

Mr. Prewo's op-ed article in the Wall Street Journal compares the German pajToll
tax on employers and employees, which finances the bulk of German health care
costs for private-sector workers, with employer and employee premium payments to

health alliances under the administration's proposal, which would amount to only
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about 20 percent of total costs. As a result, the premiums in the administration's

proposal would be lower than the German taxes, as percent of payroll, even while
the aggregate spending on health care in the United States would substantially ex-

ceed that in Germany, as a percent of GDP.
According to CBO's estimates, under the administration's proposal only about one-

third of health care spending flows through the alliances (see Table 1). The propor-
tion directly paid for by employers and employees is even smaller, because of sub-
sidies to employers and individuals. Taking these into account, direct premium pay-
ments by employers and employees to alliances would amount to only about 20 per-
cent of the total funding of the health care system in 2004.

TABLE 1.—PROJECTIONS OF NATIONAL HEALTH EXPENDITURES UNDER THE ADMINISTRATION'S

HEALTH PROPOSAL, BY SOURCE OF FUNDS

[By calendar year, In billions of dollars]

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Baseline

Private;

Out-of-pocket

Private health insurance ....

Other

Subtotal

Public:

Federal

Health alliances

State and local

Total

Private:

Out-of-pocket

Private health insurance ....

Other

Subtotal

Public:

Federal

Health alliances

State and local

Total

Private:

Out-of-pocket

Private health insurance ....

Other

Subtotal

Public:

Federal

Health allisnces

State and local

Total 1,176

Source: Congressional Budget Office.

194
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constraining the rate of growth of premiums for the standard bene-

fit package would be completely effective."

So as I read this, your study assumes the expenditure caps, the

price controls, other cost containment mechanisms in the Presi-

dent's plan work, and then you show that the President's plan will

still be short some $166 billion, eating up all of the administra-

tion's claimed $59 billion of deficit reduction and adding an addi-

tional $177 billion.

Still you indicate you believe the President's plan will basically

work; is that correct?

Dr. Reischauer. I do not think that that is exactly what the re-

port says. First of all, I think that the net impact on the deficit

over the 1995-2004 period is $126 billion, not the $160-odd bilHon

that you referred to.

In estimating the cost of the proposal, we assumed that it would
be implemented according to the time schedule that is laid out in

the bill. We point out in the last chapter of the report that it will

be very difficult to gather the data and go through the institutional

changes that are required to meet that schedule.

We examined the premium limits that are in the proposal, and
we judged them to be an effective mechanism for restraining the

growth of premiums for the proposal's standard benefit package.
We also point out, though, that that restraint will create social

pressures in this country. And the real issue is whether the institu-

tional and political structure of the Nation can withstand those

pressures. We have no ability to judge that.

Senator ROTH. The point I am trying to stress here is that in

your study you are assuming that the restraints do work. My con-

cern is, if they do not work where do we go.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you. Senator Roth. I think that was the

purpose of that closing chapter.
Dr. Reischauer. It was, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Senator Baucus?
Senator Baucus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to just pursue a little bit a subject that has already

been covered, that is managed competition. Why is it that you felt

that virtually no savings is achieved with the managed competi-
tion?

Dr. Reischauer. Are we talking about managed competition with

respect to this bill?

Senator BAUCUS. Yes, with respect to this bill—the plan.
Dr. Reischauer. I said that we did not make a judgment on

that. We did not have to make such a judgment to do our cost esti-

mate.
Senator Baucus. Now if you are
Dr. Reischauer. The judgment that must be made is whether

the managed competition, or the competition that will occur within
the framework of the administration's proposal, would result in av-

erage premium levels in the various alliance areas that would be
below the caps set by the National Health Board.
We thought that there was little likelihood of that being the case.

Consequently, there was no need to estimate the effect of managed
competition, because the effective constraint on the system would
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be the limits imposed on average premiums by the National Health
Board.
Senator Baucus. So you are saying that that cap, whether it is

a tax cap or a premium cap or whatever, it forces the savings.
Dr. Reischauer. Yes.
Senator Baucus. Therefore you did not look for additional sav-

ings under managed competition; is that correct?

Dr. Reischauer. Yes. To the extent that managed competition
brought you down close to those premium caps, then the amount
of pressure that we were talking about before—that I was talking
about with Senator Roth—would be less.

Senator Baucus. Now back to the savings achieved as a con-

sequence of the cap and addressing to some degree Senator Dan-
forth's question whether politically this institution can hold the

line, that is hold those caps, those limits, and also adding in your
repeated comment about the social tensions and the pressures that
are caused as a consequence of the cap.
Could you delineate what you see as the most probable forces,

upward forces, on the cap, that is the sources of the most probable
upward pressures on the cap that this Congress would have to deal

with, attempting to decide whether to raise the cap or not? Would
it be reduced benefits or would it be some other pressure that you
see? If you could just go through what you see some of those con-
tentions in our social system to be.

Dr. Reischauer. Well, I am really not in a position to give you
a thoughtful answer on that. But it is the hope of many that as

premium levels are brought down, most of the savings will come
from simplifying administration and from eliminating services that
are ineffectual or unnecessary. And if that takes place, then there
will be relatively few pressures.
But even in those cases, one has to remember that to an analyst

or a health care expert, administrative costs might look like waste
and inefficiency, but to you, they might look like the job of one of

your constituents who works in the billing room of a hospital.
Some inefficiencies in our system result from the fact that we are

willing to run our hospitals at roughly 65 percent of capacity and
that we want to keep in existence many small hospitals that have
occupancy rates below 50 percent. A rational person who was not

subject to the human implications of the decision might say, "Let
us run our hospitals at 90 percent of capacity. Let us close those
small institutions that cannot keep their occupancy rate up above
a certain level."

Decisions like those that might mean that some people would
have to travel farther to receive care. They might mean that a

large employer in a small town would disappear. And those are the
kinds of pressures that you have been under in the past and that

you would be subject to in an even greater degree, not only with

regard to this plan but with any proposal that sought to lower the
rate of growth of national health spending in this country.

Senator Baucus. Did you at all attempt to address the affect on

quality of care, the affect caps would have on quality of care, even

assuming the guaranteed benefits?
Dr. Reischauer. No. We say in the report that quedity of care

is something that should concern you. We do not know the extent
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to which reduced spending would be reflected in lower-quality care

rather than in less waste in the system.
It is impossible to know. Those questions will play themselves

out differently in different market areas. What might be true in

Minnesota might not be true at all in Georgia. There is really no

way we can provide you with anything more than a list of the

items that you should be concerned about.

Senator Baucus. Earlier in your statement you said that al-

though there is no aggregate affect on employment, that is appre-

ciably, there might be significant affect on certain firms. I guess
particularly those firms that do not now provide health insurance
or those firms who maybe have a very healthy work force.

Did you quantify those two categories at all? Did you attempt to

deal with that in some basis so we can get a handle on how much
of a shift that would be for those firms in those categories?

Dr. Reischauer. I do not think we did, no. Our analysis was con-

ducted at a more aggregate level.

Senator Baucus. All right. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, Senator Baucus.
I wonder if I could just ask, the fact that our hospitals are run-

ning at 65 percent of capacity reflects advances in medicine to a

large degree, does it not. And medical advances do not necessarily
increase costs. They sometimes decrease them. But then you have
this adjustment to make.

Dr. Reischauer. It is also worth noting that a lot of health

spending in America is for amenities. There are aspects of the

health care system that we like but that may not have a whole lot

to do with health outcomes.
Whether I can schedule a routine office visit with my doctor 2

days from now or whether I have to wait 3 months will probably
have no impact on health outcomes. Whether I share a room in a

hospital with five other people or have a single room with a tele-

vision set and other amenities that are unknown in many other in-

dustrial countries's hospitals does not affect health outcomes. So
we can—if we decide we want to—squeeze our health care system
and make it less consumer friendly without necessarily hurting our
health outcomes.
The Chairman. Take out the television sets and drive the nurses

crazy. Is that it? [Laughter.]
No, we are not going to do that.

Senator Rockefeller?
Senator Rockefeller. Mr. Chairman, what you said is correct

and also the fact that a lot of in-patient services have been moved
to out-patient services in hospitals, which is also due to medical ef-

ficiencies.

Dr. Reischauer, the major difference as I see it between the

Breaux-Durenberger managed competition bill and the President's

managed competition frame work is the tax cap. So if we sub-

stituted the tax cap which is increasing taxes on middle income

people's health benefits for the premium cap which is limiting in-

surance company's premium increases, would we get the same level

of savings?
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Dr. Reischauer. I think it would be highly unlikely. We have
not done an estimate of that sort, but my gut feeling is that the
tax cap that is in the Cooper-Breaux bill would not produce the
same kind of savings that the premium caps in the administra-
tion's proposal would produce.

Provided that this committee and the bipartisan leadership want
us to look at this issue, I think its analysis would certainly be a

good use of resources.
The Chairman. I wish you would take that as something we

would like you to do.

Senator Rockefeller. One of the problems that we obviously all

have had in trying to deal with and design bills that assure cov-

erage, and at the same time guarantee affordability, is that we
have to provide assistance to those who cannot afford health insur-
ance and assuring affordability means that we somehow have to

guarantee that costs will be reduced. We have to do that for them.

Anyone who has tried to draft a health care bill, we all know
that we run up against CBO scoring rules on what will actually
produce savings. Having said that, obviously I want to emphasize
that I know that your scoring rules are not just dreamed up by
your staff, but rather is based on the best and latest data on health
care that is available.
Now that is a broad area statement. In the past, and I refer to

Health America and some others bills, CBO has not attributed any
significant savings in the way of cost savings to administrative

simplification measures, single forms, et cetera. Am I correct?
Dr. Reischauer. No. We have estimated rather large administra-

tive savings for single-payer plans, but they have been nowhere
near as big as
Senator Rockefeller. The administrative simplification meas-

ures and single forms. I did not say single payer—single forms.
Dr. Reischauer. I did not understand whether you had asked

me about savings with respect to a certain bill or in general. What
I am saying

Senator Rockefeller. What I am trying to do is get within what
I consider a legitimate level of cost savings, which I think CBO has

consistently declined to score, and thus this tremendous difficulty
of CBO scoring and the difficulty that it provides us as genuine pol-

icy makers in trying to produce something useful.
Let me just read them. Malpractice reform. You in the past have

not done that. You did not on Health America. Insurance reform,
elimination of medical underwriting. You did not attribute any sav-

ings in your CBO scoring. You did not give any significant savings
to that already in work that you already have been responsible for

yourself.
Fraud and abuse measures. Prevention, an enormous concept.

Primary care taking place where it has never taken place before.

CBO has declined to score savings on something called prevention,
which is at the heart of the President's bill and outcomes research.

Or, for example, practice guidelines. You, yourself, just used the
word "health outcomes" and yet CBO has declined to score, hence
the problem for the policy people—us.

You have declined to score outcome research. You have declined
to score practice guidelines to any significant effect at all.
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Dr. Reischauer. I think the important
Senator Rockefeller. I am curious why.
Dr. Reischauer [continuing]. Word that you used is "significant."

We have examined the elements of the various health proposals
and consider the savings that are likely to result from the legisla-

tive changes that you are suggesting as not being tremendously
large.
Senator Rockefeller. Yes, and that is something
Dr. Reischauer. For some of those changes, their impact in-

creases over a long, long period of time. Some of those effects are

very uncertain.
For example, we hear talk about outcomes research and maybe

practice guidelines, both of which I think would be excellent steps
forward. We know what will happen in certain circumstances,
which is that inappropriate treatments will be reduced. But prac-
tice guidelines and outcomes research could move us in the other

direction as well, toward increased levels of care. For example, peo-

ple who had not been receiving care would then be receiving appro-

priate services. It is a balance; these steps do not all reduce costs.

Prevention is another such area. On the one hand, health out-

comes will be improved, and in some areas we will catch things

using modest interventions early on that would be very expensive
to treat if left until later. In that case, savings would result.

But on the other hand, you will be providing preventive services

to many children or many individuals who for one reason or an-

other may not be receiving periodic care the way they should but
who are very healthy. So the consequences of not receiving periodic
care are inconsequential because they were not going to have this

disease or malady anyway. In that case, costs would be higher. So
these investments work in both directions—sometimes the net ef-

fect is to lower costs, but sometimes it is to raise them.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. My time is out, Mr. Chairman, but I am

baffled by this and it makes it very, very difficult because it causes
one to have to do things for the purposes of avoiding CBO scoring
which do not necessarily lead to better results.

The Chairman. Right. I wonder if we will not find this a useful
area to discuss further by CBO. We have a number of things. If

there are matters which you have found de minimis or perhaps
unmeasurable, maybe you could tell us that.

Dr. Reischauer. Let me just add that it is useful to us if you
bring to our attention academic studies or analyses that shed light
on these issues. We have a staff that obviously is not filled with
medical experts. We read the literature to the extent that we can
and study these issues, but I am sure that there is evidence that
come to your attention and not to ours. We are perfectly willing to

change our estimates and our methodologies based on new informa-
tion and new findings.
The Chairman. Can we just take that as a fair exchange and an

undertaking. Work in progress.
Thank you, Senator Rockefeller.

Senator Conrad?
Senator Conrad. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all I want to say I watched you yesterday in your testi-

mony before the House Ways and Means Committee. I thought you
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conducted yourself with great integrity and great professionalism
and that all of us owe you a debt of gratitude, and whether we
agree with every specific point that you have made is beside the

point. I think you conducted yourself with real integrity. That is

important to the system, and you ought to be commended for it.

There were a series of questions that Congressman Levin put to

you yesterday that I thought were very useful and that I would like

to just repeat, because I think they should be on the record here
as well.

Congressman Levin referred to the questions that he gets when
he goes home and they revolve around the question of cost. They
revolve around the questions of coverage, choice and quality. He
asked you in comparison to the current system does your study re-

veal that cost is less under the President's proposal than under the
current system. Could you give your answer?

Dr. Reischauer. Yes.
Senator CoNRAD. The President's proposal provides universal

coverage and your study has concluded that that is the case?
Dr. Reischauer. Yes.
Senator CONRAD. You also said something that has not been an

issue here today, but that I found interesting. In response to the

question from Congressman Levin as to whether or not more choice

is provided under the President's plan than under the current sys-
tem your answer was?

Dr. Reischauer. My answer was that the vast majority of Amer-
icans would have more in the way of choice under the administra-
tion's proposal than they currently have. They would be choosing
from a menu of insurance plans offered by their regional alliance.

Most of us can only choose those plans that our employer puts in

front of us. Often, our employer puts only one plan in front of us
and says: "Either this or nothing."

In the health insurance environment that the administration's

proposal would create, I would be able to choose a plan that no one
else on the CBO staff had chosen. My choice would not be affected

by where I worked. That, I think, is an incontrovertible fact.

Senator Conrad. So just to sum up, on the question of quality
you were silent in the study because that was not within the pur-
view of the analysis done?

Dr. Reischauer. Yes, and in addition, we have no ability to an-
swer that question.
Senator Conrad. So in fairness, the conclusions that you came

to is, the Clinton plan compared to the current system is lower

cost, more coverage, more choice. Those are the conclusions of your
study?

Dr. Reischauer. Yes.
Senator Conrad. Now that is the good news.
Dr. Reischauer. I was going to say, those are some of the con-

clusions.

Senator Conrad. Yes, some of the conclusions. Let me go to a

question that disturbed me, because in your study you say that we
in 1993 in this country were at 14 percent of our National income

going to health care. The year 2004 with a failure to act will go
to 20 percent of our National income going for health care; is that
correct?
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Dr. Reischauer. Yes. By 2004 and with the administration's pro-

posal in place, we believe that national health expenditures, as a

share of gross domestic product—GDP—would be a little more than

1 percentage point lower than they would be otherwise.

Senator Conrad. So under the President's plan we would go to

19 percent of our National income going for health care from a cur-

rent 14 percent?
Dr. Reischauer. Yes. I do not know for certain what the com-

parisons would really be because we do not know for sure how the

world will look in the year 2004 if no reforms are adopted.
Senator Conrad. Right. With no reform adopted, under your

analysis we go to 20 percent of national income. With the Presi-

dent's plan we go to 19 percent. I mean just to say as one member
of the committee, that bothers me. That worries me.
We are saying we are spending too much of our National income

now on health care and under the President's plan it is less than
under the current system, but it is still a substantial increase over

what we are spending now for health care.

Dr. Reischauer. That is correct.

The Chairman. Senator Conrad, just for clarification, when you
say national income, do you mean GDP?
Senator CONRAD. Yes. I am not sure GDP means anything to

most people. I try to

The Chairman. National income does.

Senator CONRAD. Sir, I try to translate it in a way that maybe
people who are listening

Dr. Reischauer. I do not want to get into a debate with you, but
national income and GDP are two different things.
The Chairman. Do not say a word. [Laughter.]
Senator CONRAD. But it is a pretty good proxy. Let me just ask

the next question, because the other concern I have is the alliances.

You went through yesterday in your report some of the functions

that the alliances will have to perform. It will combine the func-

tions of purchasing agents, contract negotiators, welfare agencies,
financial intermediaries, collectors of premiums, developers and

managers of information systems, coordinators of the flow of infor-

mation and money between themselves and other alliances.

And you say, and I quote, in the report: "Any one of these func-

tions could be a major undertaking for an existing agency with
some experience, let alone for a new agency that would have to per-
form them all." Is that correct?

Dr. Reischauer. That is correct.

Senator Conrad. Let me just say, Mr. Chairman, I think this

point deserves attention because we just went through a bitter ex-

perience I believe with the RTC where we set up a whole new fi-

nancial structure. I am very concerned when you start talking
about setting up whole new structures to deal with these com-

plicated issues.

The Chairman. Well, thank you. Senator Conrad. And again, we
take note that was fi-om the chapter 5, Other Considerations,
which we have all obviously found helpful indeed.

Senator Riegle?
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Senator RiEGLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let me
say at the outset that I share some of the concerns expressed by
Senator Rockefeller and also Senator Conrad.

I want to talk about the time period over which you have looked
at these cost effects that hit both the government and then society
as a whole. I have been arguing for some time that if we just look

at the financial impact over the traditional 5-year time period we
really put ourselves in a straight jacket so that we cannot do a

meaningful analysis.
To your credit you have stretched it out to 10 years. I think that

is a very valuable approach that you have used. I want to suggest
to you that I do not think 10 years really does this job either, al-

though it is much more meaningful than 5.

Let me tell you why I say that.

Dr. Reischauer. I agree with you completely.
Senator RiEGLE. All right. This is important because I want to

try to engage the Chairman on this point as well. That is, if you
look at Hawaii, which is the one State that has had universal cov-

erage now for about 20 years, it took about 10 years, the first 10

years, for the cost lines to break apart from what was actually hap-

pening in the rest of the country, in terms of health expenditures
as a percentage of their economy.
So once they got everybody enrolled in a universal health care

system, the cost relationships remained about the same for about

10 years, but then at about 10 years they began to break apart.
And over the second 10-year period of time, because Hawaii

began to get certain efficiencies and economies and health outcome
benefits by having people getting better preventive care and so

forth, the cost line split apart. We now are told that Hawaii's

health costs are running about 8 percent of their economy and the

rest of the country is at about 14 percent.
But the breaking apart of those two cost lines happened between

years 10 and 20, if you will, as the experience was mounting.
I have looked at that and the logic of it is quite strong, I think.

It means that if we take an arbitrary cutoff date of the year 2004,
which is 10 years out, we get one part of the picture. But we may
be missing a very significant part of the picture. If we are going
to have an exercise of what you call sovereign power, which indi-

cates the majesty of the decision that we make here, we must real-

ly look at what the effects will be over time in terms of good health.

So when my friend Kent Conrad says that we are out at 19 per-
cent of GDP in the year 2004 for health care, it may be a real bar-

gain. Because, if we are not alive, our money is not worth much
to us, is it? If our kids or our parents are sick and are not being
treated, what good is our money?
So I do not mind spending what we need to spend on good health

because we are all on a trip to the cemetery and if we are paying
attention to that, other things we might want lose their relevance.

So I think we do have to keep health expenditures
The Chairman. Senator Riegle, would you like to put that an-

other way?
Senator RiEGLE. Is there another way we can say that?

The Chairman. We are all mortal. Would that be all right?

[Laughter.l
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Senator RiEGLE. Having said that, when I look at your numbers
I think we need to try to size up what 2004 to 2014 might look like.

Because the Hawaii experience tells us that you really need about
a 20 year projection at how these numbers sort out.

Fortunately, our Chairman is a historian and pays attention to

important details like that and will grasp the significance of that

point. Taking your chart on page 26, I want to confirm two num-
bers. In the middle of that chart, are you saying that if we adopt
President Clinton's plan and we add up all the costs and all the

savings through the next 10 years, out to the year 2004, the Nation
as a whole will save $337 billion in health expenditures? Am I

reading that correct? That is the net saving over that 10 year time

span.
Dr. Reischauer. I have not added up those numbers. But if you

have added them up correctly
Senator Riegle. Well, you can double check them. We have, and

I think you will find those numbers add up to a net saving of $337
billion to the country.

Dr. Reischauer. Yes.
Senator RiEGLE. Now if you read then across the Federal spend-

ing line, which is the part that we have to be accountable for here,
the table seems to indicate that over that 10-year period of time
the Federal Government would spend $608 billion less than if we
did not enact President Clinton's plan.

I would just like to have your own actuaries confirm those two
numbers, because those are big savings. I think the public is find-

ing it very hard to follow all of the details because this is so com-
plex. I think they are interested in knowing whether we save

money and whether we cover everybody.
The math, according to your chart, shows me that the country

would save $337 billion over the next 10 years with the Clinton

plan and the government alone would save $608 billion with the
Clinton plan. Is that right?

Dr. Reischauer. This table is a confusing one.

Senator RiEGLE. I am trying to make it a little less confusing.
Dr. Reischauer. It has been confusing to people on my staff as

we have tried to put this analysis together. This table with its

breakdown by source of funds—private, public, and then within

public Federal, Health Alliances, and State and local—is really a

description of who is paying the health services.

So if health alliances receive money from the Federal Govern-
ment in the form of subsidies to buy insurance for lower-income

people, that money is recorded in the Health Alliances line, not in
the Federal line. Consequently, it is incorrect to sum up the Fed-
eral line or the State and local line and assume that that total rep-
resent reduced burdens for the government sector.

Similarly, the private line in the top panel on that table, titled

Baseline
Senator RiEGLE. Right.
Dr. Reischauer [continuing]. Includes the current spending by

employers and employees for employment-based private health in-

surance.
Senator Riegle. Right.
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Dr. Reischauer. Under the administration's proposal, the pay-
ments that are made by employers and employees for their health
insurance plans go into the Health Alliances line. But we have to

remember that, ultimately, there is only one source of funds in the
United States, and that is the people of the United States. Busi-
nesses are owned by people, and governments really run on the
taxes that people pay to them.

Senator RiEGLE. But you are not disputing, I mean unless the
chart is wrong

Dr. Reischauer. I am not disputing your total on-
Senator RiEGLE. No, no, you are not disputing the fact that the

national savings that you show here for the 10-year period of time
is $337 billion; is it not?

Dr. Reischauer. That is correct.

Senator RiEGLE. I think that is the key, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Reischauer. Yes, it is.

Senator Riegle. Because what the Clinton plan does, you boil it

all down, it covers everybody over this time period and it saves at

least that much money according to your analysis—$337 billion.

I think Senator Rockefeller is right. I do not think we have
factored in all the savings because there are some things you do
not feel comfortable hanging a dollar sign on that we know will

save money. And I accept that point.
But what you do feel comfortable hanging a dollar sign on lets

you sign your name to this estimate here today; you believe we can
save $337 billion over the next 10 years and cover everybody if we
go to the Clinton plan. I am talking about now Federal expendi-
tures and national savings.

Dr. Reischauer. National health expenditures.
Senator Riegle. And national savings.
Dr. Reischauer. Correct.

Senator Riegle. That is not bad. I would say that is a big gain
over where we are now.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you. Senator Riegle.
Senator Chafee?
Senator Chafee. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I want to reinforce what Dr. Reischauer said about the

President, but for the President's actions in pressing forward as

vigorously with health care we would not be where we are in this

debate. So the President and Mrs. Clinton deserve a lot of credit.

Second, could you help me out? I see a dichotomy here. Dr.

Reischauer, in what you are saying and I might be mixed up. In

response to Senator Mitchell's question it seems to me you predict
the arrival of the millennia, it is paradise on earth.
What happens is, everyone gets health insurance, the workers re-

ceive a $90 billion pay raise, and you have just added to it with
the government saving $337 billion as Senator Riegle says.

Dr. Reischauer. I did not add that to it.

Senator Riegle. He said the country saves $337 billion. That
would be the national figure.

Dr. Reischauer. That was national health expenditures.
Senator Chafee. That is lovely, I must say.
The Chairman. Well, what did you expect.
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Senator RiEGLE. Let us put you down as a co-sponsor then.
Senator Chafee. Now let me just move now in view of that, and

here is what I see as a dichotomy that perhaps you can help me
on, on page XII of your report it says as follows: "Estimates of the
interactive affects of so many complex changes to an industry that

encompasses one-seventh of the economy are highly uncertain."
And the head of this paragraph is "Uncertainty of Estimates."

"Assumptions used by the CBO and other analysts about people's
behavioral responses to new incentives are frequently based on re-

search evidence from small changes in the existing market place,"
and on you go to say "there is no precedent for estimating the ef-

fects on health spending or the economy."
So here you write down what I sincerely believe, that this is to-

tally unchartered waters. We are dealing with one-seventh of the

economy and at the same time, with some carefulness, you predict
that everything is going to be lovely. Am I missing something?

Dr. Reischauer. Well, I think that I have been fairly careful to

say that our estimates depend on the administration's proposal
being implemented as called for in the legislative language, num-
ber one. Number two, I began my remarks here this morning by
stressing exactly the point that you have brought up, the uncer-

tainty of these estimates.

Now, I could come here and say: "Here are some words, but I

cannot give you any numbers because there is so much uncer-

tainty." There are things over which the Congressional Budget Of-
fice does sometimes throw up its hands and say: "We just cannot
do it." Or I could come and I could say: "We have no really sci-

entific basis for estimating the range of uncertainty, but it could
be anywhere. So in the year 2004, say, we could see anything from
$2 billion increase in costs to $350 billion worth of savings."
Then what would happen is that those of you who oppose this

plan would run out and say: "CBO said costs are going to increase

by $2 billion," and those of you who were in favor of the plan would
run out and say, "CBO says it is going to save $350 billion."

Senator Chafee. I get the point.
Dr. Reischauer. We think the most useful thing to do is to pro-

vide you with our best estimate but then qualify that estimate with
a clear admission that there is a lot of uncertainty around those
numbers. That is what we have done.
Senator Chafee. Well, I could not agree with you more. In our

legislation, which I do hope you will be able to give us some esti-

mates on, and we will try and follow the procedure you outlined
with the Chairman and so forth here. But as you know, we adopt
a so-called pay-as-you-go approach.
We do not give the broad new coverage immediately. We start at

those at 90 percent of the poverty level or less and then we pause
and take a check and see—first of all we implement all the reforms

immediately. I regret that you were not able to break out some of
the savings like malpractice reform, administrative reform and so
forth.

But we believe there are substantial savings there. But we are
not sure. So, therefore, we proceed to each year increase of cov-

erage for those who are not covered, who cannot afford the cov-

erage, up to 100 percent of poverty and so forth, eventually getting
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on a sliding scale of Federal reimbursement Federal subsidies to

those at 240 percent of the poverty. Could you comment on that so-

called pay-as-you-go approach which we believe is wise?
Dr. Reischauer. Well, certainly, it reduces the risk that we

might make a large mistake, because it is basically an incremental,

one-step-at-a-time approach toward the same long-run objective as

in other proposals, but an approach that allows for midcourse cor-

rections of various kinds.

Senator Chafee. I have great trouble with the administration's

proposal on leaping into the entitlements without this pause. For

example, I find bizarre the proposal that the Federal taxpayers
would pay for early retirees' medical health insurance, 80 percent
of it.

Now it is true that there is a tax cap. Is the tax cap $120,000
income for a married couple?

Dr. Reischauer. Yes, there is a high-income limit to the sub-
sidization of the employer share of early retirees' benefits. You are

right.
Senator Chafee. I find that hardly much of a means test. In

other words, if you
Dr. Reischauer. Yes, you are not being mean to too many peo-

ple, if that is what you mean. [Laughter.]
Senator Chafee. Thank you. My time is up, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Well, now if you have another question, please.
Senator Chafee. All right. The other question I have is as fol-

lows. It seems to me that you dismiss the efficacy of the so-called

tax cap. That is, where you arrive at—and how you arrive at it we
can debate—but you arrive at what is a reasonable cost of a pro-

gram.
Then anything that the employer provides above that in cost, the

cost to the employer is nondeductible to the employer and taxable
to the employee. It seems to me that that encourages everyone to

go for the lower costing plan. Not lower costing quality because all

of the plans involve a uniform benefit package. But you seem to

dismiss that as being very inefficient or not having much of a
downward thrust on cost.

Dr. Reischauer. Well, let us keep in mind that most American
taxpayers face a marginal income tax rate of 15 percent. With that

rate, it would hardly be a huge disincentive if employers' contribu-

tions to health insurance premiums were treated as taxable income
to individuals.

Right now, the employee share of premiums, the part that you
and I pay and that is taken out of our paychecks, is taxable in-

come. Taixing that share has certainly not been an effective brake
on the expenditures of our current system.

Senator Chafee. Thank you.
The Chairman. Thank you. Senator Chafee.
Senator Bradley?
Senator Bradley. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Reischauer, once again, thank you very much for your testi-

mony and your analysis. I think it is very helpful to help us focus.

It seems to me that one of the new aspects in the President's pro-

gram is the health alliance. There is money that comes into the

health alliance from a variety of sources and the assumption is
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that the amount of money that comes in is sufficient to pay the

premiums for all the citizens of a particular jurisdiction
—a State,

a city or whatever.
I would like to ask you about two of the streams of the money

into the health alliance. One is the money from the private sector.

Large corporations pay up to, what, 7.9 percent of payroll and
small

Dr. Reischauer. They pay up to 7.9 percent. Many of them
would be paying a flat premium amount.

Senator Bradley. Up to. Right.
And smaller ones are, if you have 75 or fewer employees you are

capped at 3.5 percent?
Dr. Reischauer. No, it is a complex scale. For employers that

pay average wages, I believe, of $12,000 or less and have fewer
than 25 full-time-equivalent employees, the cap is 3.5 percent.

Senator Bradley. Right. So the lower your wages the lower you
get close to 3.5 percent.

Dr. Reiscplauer. And then gradually the figure goes up to 7.9

percent of payroll.
Senator Bradley. My question to you is, if there is this dif-

ference between 7.9 and at the low end 3.5 and it is based pri-

marily on size of firm, why would not a lot of large firms suddenly
become a lot more small firms? Why would not the big company
that is paying 7.9 percent spin off the janitorial services and sec-

retarial services or whatever the lower income into a separate en-

tity that would then only have a 3.5 percent cap?
Dr. Reischauer. As I mentioned before, I think that the limits

that the proposal places on small, low-wage firms are going to

gradually fade out of the system simply because the levels are not
indexed. Then every firm will face either a flat amount

Senator Bradley. How long a time would you say that?
Dr. Reischauer. Oh, 20 or 30 years.
Senator BRADLEY. Twenty or 30 years.
Dr. Reischauer. Your point is quite valid, and we have dis-

cussed it at some length in the chapter on economic effects, in our

report. There will be a group of firms that face this 7.9 percent-of-
payroll cap, and, in effect, the premium payments for them are

equivalent to a payroll
—dare I say the word—"tax."

The other firms basically will be paying a head tax—just a flat

premium amount. We have assumed that precisely what you have
described will happen—that lower-wage employees will tend to

group together in firms that are at the low end of these caps—and
that that clustering would have a dramatic impact on the cost of

the program.
Senator Bradley. All right. Then that leads to my second ques-

tion, which is unrelated to health care, but related to the individual
who is receiving the benefit. If you are an individual spun out into

this new firm that now covers your health care with this cap, what
impact might that have on your pension? I mean, you have a dif-

ferent entity now that is responsible.
Dr. Reischauer. The way we should look at the economic

changes of this sort that are likely to occur is not that Company
A will necessarily say: "Let us take all of our low-wage employees
and spin them off to another company that we set up." Instead,
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serviced firms—janitorial services, lawn care services, all low-wage
services—will grow faster, and employment in them will grow fast-

er. As more service firms are set up, more companies will buy serv-

ices of this sort on the outside.

To a certain extent, these changes are going on now. If you run
a large corporation that provides generous pension and health care
benefits under existing laws and you can spin off your janitorial

group and hire a janitorial service, you gain a tremendous advan-

tage because you do not have to pay any health costs or pension
costs. The average small firm that provides those kinds of services

does not provide those kinds of benefits.

Senator Bradley. Just let me say that is one of my concerns,
that we do a reform that spins people off and accelerates a process
that is already underway. Part-time employment is another vari-

ation of that. It ends up with everybody getting health care, but

ending up in companies, small companies, that essentially do not

give many pensions.
So I think that we have to look at the total security framework

here, not just simply the health care fi-amework.
Dr. Reischauer. I agree that that is pretty important.
Senator BRADLEY. Now the next strain of revenue that comes in

is from the Federal Government. That is for the small business,
low income, et cetera. You estimate that that entitlement cap will

be hit in, what, 1997?
Dr. Reischauer. I think 1997, the second year out.

Senator Bradley. At which point after 2 years what are the op-
tions? I mean, it seems to me that one option is, you are either

going to have to find revenue some place and increase somebody's
payment into it, a tax or whatever. The other is, you are going to

have to cut benefits. Or the third is, you are going to have to in-

crease the deficit. Are there any other options?
Dr. Reischauer. I think that is the whole list.

Senator Bradley. So that 2 years after we do this reform we are

going to be confronted with these questions—increased taxes, in-

creased deficit or reduced benefits. The question occurs to me: Why
do we not face that up front rather than 2 years from now?

Dr. Reischauer. Our sets of numbers assume that what you do
is take a walk—that is, just say that we will raise the deficit. If

we had assumed that the caps were effective—which, legally, we do
not think to be the case—then the costs we estimated for the ad-

ministration's proposal would have been much lower and the im-

pact on the deficit much less than we have anticipated.
Senator Bradley. So that the increase in the deficit that you at-

tribute in your analysis is because the caps basically are reached
in 2 years?

Dr. Reischauer. We built the ineffectuality of the caps into our
estimates.

Senator Bradley. Thank you.
The Chairman. Thank you. Senator Bradley. Regarding that

question of unanticipated consequences on pensions. Dr.

Reischauer's report, of course, raises just that general point.
And now for the last of our first round. Senator Pryor.
Senator Pryor. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I am

very proud that you have called this hearing today because I think
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it give us a real opportunity to reflect on what Dr. Reischauer and
his very competent staff actually said in their report.

I am reading headlines from newspapers—The Washington Post,
The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, et cetera—and
many of these headlines, not necessEirily the stories, but the head-

lines, indicate that CBO is coming out and just pillaring the Clin-

ton plan. But the more I look into the report, the more I read of

the very fine report given to us by CBO, notwithstanding some
areas where Senator Rockefeller and Senator Riegle have pointed
out that may not have been fleshed out, I think that there is a lot

of what you are sa3ring about this plan that is very positive.
I would like to ask this question. You stated: "Focusing on the

effects of the proposals in their early years is therefore not very
meaningful. It is the long term impact when new coverages would
be fully phased in and the system stabilized that are important."
I think that is important.

I think that you have poignantly pointed up this belief that you
have and you have given a great deal, I think, of credibility to the
so-called Clinton plan.

I think the question I would have at this point, where all of the

papers seem to be saying that there is a vast difference in cost esti-

mates that you are coming up with, I am reading in this report—
and I hope I am reading it correctly

—is sa5dng that the overall fi-

nancing of the Health Security Act is sound.
And in your opinion, if I might ask this question, could relatively

modest changes in the Health Security Act make it deficit neutral
in the next 5 years? Are there some ways to neutralize this first

five year deficit increase that you are looking at which would not
be of major consequences?

Dr. Reischauer. Whether the consequences would be major or
not is a decision for you to make. You could scale back the benefit

package. You could reduce the generosity of the subsidies in the

system. You could increase the Medicare and Medicaid savings.
There are a number of things that could be done.
The differences between the administration's numbers and ours

are not large relative to the menu of options that people have. But
at the same time, implementing some of those options might be ex-

tremely difficult politically. That is not my area of competence; it

is yours. We at CBO steind ready to estimate any variant of this

plan or other plans that are presented to us by the committees of
the Congress.

Senator Pryor. A new report from yesterday says that Mr,
Reischauer went out of his way to call the differences in financial

estimates "relatively small potatoes in the great scheme of things."
That is your quote?

Dr. Reischauer. Yes, I was looking for honorary citizenship in

the State of Idaho. [Laughter.]
Actually, in Maine. I should correct that.

Senator Pryor. I think you made your point. You made your
point very well.

Another point I think that the analysis states, and I quote: "The
CBO analysis is a significant acknowledgement that health reform
can do what is necessary. That is provide health coverage for all
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Americans while containing skyrocketing health care costs." That
is a statement from the report, is it not?

Dr. Reischauer. Yes.
Senator Pryor. I think, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Reischauer, there

are a lot more similarities that need to be identified. I look forward
to working with CBO. I definitely look forward to your reports
within the same degree of scrutiny on the other, alternative plans.

I was out of the room. Did you state when these reports might
be available for us?

Dr. Reischauer. I said that we were looking for guidance from
the bipartisan leadership of the Congress as well as from the chair-

men and ranking members of the relevant committees on which
items we should turn our attention to next.

There are far more proposals on our desks waiting for analysis
and for more requests for cost estimates than our office has the ca-

pacity to complete in the near future.

Senator Pryor. Thank you. Dr. Reischauer.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, sir. May I just say he also said work

would go forward after those people in the front row have one
weekend off.

I have just a very brief question, sir. First of all, just to clarify
what might have been understood. You never said that health costs

as a proportion of GDP will decline under the bill. You mean they
will decline relative to the current track.

Dr. Reischauer. Correct. Senator Durenberger is the proponent
of 10 percent of GDP for health care, not the Congressional Budget
Office.

The Chairman. That is his plan. Right.
Dr. Reischauer. Well, that is his plan before we have costed it.

[Laughter.]
The Chairman. We will just leave that. And on this matter that

Senator Pryor pointed out, why do you not tell us where you think
in your judgment we would most need to apply your resources.

What plans we have are different enough that we really
Dr. Reischauer. I would like to discuss this with my staff, and

then we can sit down together and set up an agenda.
The Chairman. All right. Sure. After that famous weekend off.

But one last question. On page 50 in your report you state, and
I quote: "If the Congress decided to include the income and outgo
of the alliances in the Federal Government's accounts, it could fa-

cilitate their recording and control by requiring them to flow

through the Treasury."
Would you expand on that just a bit? What are the advantages

of requiring the monies to go through the Treasury? I think that

perhaps is your most specific recommendation.
Dr. Reischauer. No, this is pretty far down the list. If the mon-

ies went through the Treasury, we would have some accurate esti-

mates of what the financial flows really were. As you know, the

United Mine Workers Benefit Fund is a Federal Government activ-

ity and is so viewed by both the Congressional Budget Office and
the Office of Management and Budget.
The Chairman. Recorded I believe as a "T."

Dr. Reischauer. Excuse me?
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The Chairman. Recorded as a "T," scored as a "T."

Dr. Reischauer. No, scored as an "R." It is a receipt, one of the

miscellaneous receipts on the receipts side of the budget, nestled in

there beside the earnings of the Federal Reserve.

Where was I? [Laughter.]
Senator Pryor. Somewhere between T and R. [Laughter.]
The Chairman. And in West Virginia.
Dr. Reischauer. Those funds, which are paid by coal companies

to a trust fund operated by private trustees, are Federal receipts
and the benefits are Federal outlays, but they do not flow through
the Treasury.
As a result, the monthly Treasury statement, by which we keep

track of Federal flows—or at least most large Federal flows—does

not record those amounts. It records them only at the end of the

year.
Now, for an activity that involves between $200 million and $300

million, this omission may not be the most egregious one in the

world. But for governmental activity that would involve between

$500 billion and $700 billion, that is not the case.

The Chairman. A fair point. Would you want to offer—maybe
this is just too much to ask—what assumptions you would make
about the ability of alliances to enforce payment requirements on

employers and individuals. They will have a lot of that.

Dr. Reischauer. We raised that issue in our fifth chapter as one
of the things that you should be concerned about. I do not think
that our expertise on that topic extends much beyond the few sen-

tences we have there.

The Chairman. Absolutely fair enough, sir. I quite thank you.
Now, Senator Packwood.
Senator Packwood. I have no further questions.
The Chairman. Well, there is 10 percent Durenberger down the

line there.

Senator Durenberger. IVIr. Chairman, thank you.

Bob, I would like to end up asking you a question or two. But
let me premise it by saying a couple of things I have taken out of

this hearing today. One of them is the President's goal is to in-

crease health spending to 19 percent of the GDP in 10 years. I can-

not tolerate that. The American people cannot tolerate that.

Dr. Reischauer. I do not think that is the goal of the President.

I think the goal is to slow down the freight train we are on right
now. Slow it down—but maybe not as much as you would wish.

Senator DURENBERGER. All right. Let me restate it. The effect of

all of the President's goals as articulated in his plan, as interpreted
as of 2:00 a.m. the morning before last by the Congressional Budg-
et Office, is that this country if it launches on this 800 movable

parts plan, which very few people can understand, and which may
be in trouble because of that, is going to cause radical change in

the way we buy and pay for health care in this country.
And all we get for it is approximately a 1 percent savings in the

rate of growth.
Dr. Reischauer. It would be 1.1 percent of GDP.
Senator Durenberger. Yes.
Dr. Reischauer. Reduction.
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Senator DuRENBERGER. We are going up from an expenditure
today of under $1 billion. We are going to go up to a little over $2
billion.

The Chairman. You mean trillion.

Dr. Reischauer. Trillion.

Senator Durenberger. Trillion, yes. Even after 16 years it gets
hard with all the

Dr. Reischauer. A hundred billion here, a hundred billion there.

Senator DuRENBERGER. I am not going to argue the point with

you because I am using your words. But I think people need to un-
derstand that that is all the President's plan for all of its complica-
tion and all of its debate is giving us.

It is giving us 19 percent of GDP for $2 trillion in spending in

this country 10 years out and 10 years of all of this adjustment and
everything else.

And as someone who has been at this now for 15 years, let me
say that when the problem is that it costs too much today. And it

is not just the inequities in the system, which all of us can talk

about. The crisis is real. The President is right and the crisis is not

just in the uncovered. The crisis is what all of us are paying and
what all of us are getting.
You said rightfully that you cannot estimate quality. You have

not gone into the inefficiencies in the current system. But I must
say to you. Bob, you must. Somebody must.
When you said that is his plan before we costed it, I understood

you earlier today in a response to Jack Danforth's question to in

effect say, you have already costed our plan or you have
Dr. Reischauer. No, no.

Senator Durenberger. You have costed a part of plan which is

in Clinton, which is the alliances and the basic benefit packages
and so forth.

Dr. Reischauer. No. We did an estimate of the Cooper plan—
I do not know if it was Breaux—Durenberger at that point.
Senator DURENBERGER. Right.
Dr. Reischauer. It was the Cooper plan that was introduced in

the 102d Congress. That plan has been changed. We have not esti-

mated the changed plan, but, once again, it is high on the agenda
for our discussion with the bipartisan leadership.

Senator Durenberger. But what I heard you say in response to

Jack's question is, that the Clinton plan without price controls, but
with alliances, with accountable health plans, with a basic benefit

package as described there and so forth, if it does not have the

price controls you in effect have discredited the other things that
are in there that are designed to bring markets to bear at the local

market level across the country.
Dr. Reischauer. No. I think you misinterpreted what I said com-

pletely.
Senator Durenberger. Well, then clarify it then.

Dr. Reischauer. The tax disincentive in the administration's

proposal is extremely weak compared with the one in the plan that

you are talking about, the early Cooper plan. I was referring to the
effect of keeping everything else in the administration's proposal
the same but removing the premium limits. Then we would have
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very small teeth in the tax area. It is not the 34 percent excise tax
that the Cooper plan has in it.

Senator DuRENBERGER. Well, then maybe I might make a sug-
gestion. I will not take the time to go into the existing markets and
ask you questions about in-patient hospital days to demonstrate
that some markets do work in this country and so forth.

But I think one of the more valuable suggestions that has come
out of this hearing today is that whether we do it around the re-

sponse to Alain Enthoven or we do it around something else, that
it would be very helpful for a group of us to help you and your staff

get some direction for the next couple of months on what it is you
ought to be estimating.
The Chairman. Yes.
Senator Durenberger. From my standpoint, I do not think it is

worthwhile estimating plans. I mean, you can forget about estimat-

ing our plan as an offer and forget about estimating the rest of the

plans. I think we need to agree on what it is that is beginning to

work in America today. What of behavior change did the Clinton
bill anticipate when it went into alliances, and accountable health

plans, and the function of a basic benefit and a tax cap, and things
like that.

Dr. Reischauer. I think at the same time we want to avoid

viewing one-time savings that we might be able to wring out of the

system as an indicator of what we can do over the long run. Our
current system may have a lot of inefficiency, may provide a lot of

unnecessary care, that we could squeeze out of it. But there is no
evidence that administrative costs, inefficiency, or inappropriate
procedures have been a growing portion of our national health care
bill.

If you could wring out all of those unnecessary costs, what you
would do is lower the level of spending. You would not change the
rate of growth. And if the rate of growth is being determined by
other factors, you still have to confront those factors.

Senator Durenberger. Right.
Mr. Chairman, I do not want to belabor the point. It is really ap-

propriate, in fact it is critical, that a definition of managed competi-
tion distinguish between the one-time savings. Because all the talk
about paperwork and administration is strictly one-time saving and
it is not going to do it for you.
What we are talking about is changing behavior. The inefficien-

cies in the current system, the over utilization of hospitals and
technology and all the extra surgeries that are performed and God
knows what, we could spend forever on it. Changing the way medi-
cine is practiced in this country by changing the way we buy those
services is what we need to start measuring on the basis of what
is already going on in communities in this country that are way
below the so-called national average for health care costs.

I hope that that is the endeavor that we can get some commit-
ment of time on.

The Chairman. May I say. Senator Durenberger, that Senator
Packwood and I think it would be useful just to meet in our back
room with you. Dr. Reischauer, and sort out what your capacities
are, what you think the priorities ought to be.
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Senator Durenberger has given a very important conceptual sug-

gestion that we talk about practices and innovations in medicine as

against this statute or that statute.

And with that, sir, Senator Pryor.
Senator Pryor. If I could have just 2 minutes, Mr. Chairman. I

appreciate this. I know that we have to leave.

But I was leaving the room awhile ago and my good friend Sen-

ator Durenberger asked the question, well, wait a minute, what are

we getting for all this if we go to 1 more percentage point or save

1 percentage point of the GDP. There is something I think we
ought to start thinking about, and I elicit this from the significant

study offered by Mr. Reischauer.

One, the Clinton plan when compared to today's system would
cost the average American less money. That is one thing we are

getting from it. Give them more health benefits and more choice of

physicians and medical care. I think those are significant. Senator

Durenberger.
Again, on page 26, once the administration's proposal was fully

implemented it would significantly reduce the projected growth of

national health expenditures. That is something else we are getting
for it.

I think going back here, once again citing the proposal, but

business's costs for health care would be significantly reduced, a re-

duction in business costs. We could go on and on. I think there are

several things as we say we might be getting for the cost of the

Clinton health plan.
I look forward to discussing those at another time with my friend

and colleague Senator Durenberger. But I could not let his assump-
tion rest without some degree of challenge that we are not getting

anything for the new plan.
But I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me to get that

straight.
The Chairman. We thank you. And so it falls on me to express

first of all the committee's great appreciation to Paul Van de

Water, to Linda Bilheimer, to Douglas Elmendorf, and to Douglas
Hamilton for their work in the chapters that we have had.

And most particularly to you, sir. You have been faultlessly

forthcoming and clarifying witness. We are much in your debt and
we will continue to be as Senator Durenberger and others have

suggested. But we do urge you to get that weekend off. All right?

With that, the first part of our agenda is concluded.

[Whereupon, at 12:48 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]

[The prepared statement of Senator Grassley appears in the ap-

pendix.]
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Prepared Statement of Senator Dave Durenberger

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing today. I am looking forward
to what Mr. Reischauer has to tell us about his analysis of the President's Health

Security Act.

Like all my colleagues on this committee, I am interested in CBO's recommenda-
tion that government-mandated health insurance premiums should be included in

the federal budget. I believer however, that a debate focused on whether the plan
is "on budget" or "off budget" misses a larger point. However the premiums are la-

beled, under the President's Health Security Act they will become public money.
The way the President's plan is structured, private insurance purchased by pri-

vate citizens or firms will be converted into public goods. This is not in the best in-

terest of most Americans and not the way this committee should approach com-

prehensive health reform. Government should set the market rules and not make
private transactions part of the public fisc.

Mr. Chairman, the Congressional Budget Office tells us that the President's pro-

posal must rely on premium caps and Medicare cuts as the basis for it's long term

savings. This points to the more fundamental problem with the Health Security Act.

That is, although the plan is wrapped in the appearance of using the market to effi-

ciently allocate health care resources, it actually depends on regulation to control

costs.

We have abundant evidence in this country to show that premium caps or global
budgets have not worked and will not work. Caps always mean more regulations
to meet those budgets and also mean that rationing of some form develops to obtain
the regulated good. At the end of 1993, hospitals in Canada actually closed their
doors because budget limits were exceeded. More regulations and waiting lines are
not what health reform should create.

The only effective way to get costs under control is by making the currently dys-
functional health care markets work. Competitive markets will change the practice
of medicine by rewarding providers who offer high-quality care at the lowest pos-
sible price.

My belief is not based on theories or speculation. It is based on the facts of the
Minnesota health care market today. Minnesota has developed many of the essen-
tial conditions for a sound market and currently uses important elements of man-
aged competition.
As I have shown both this Committee and Mr. Reischauer, during his visit to Min-

nesota last February, managed competition is working in Minnesota. Managed com-
petition saves money by improving people's ability to choose cost-effective health
care providers. The federal government says to providers, we will give you a fair

playing field to compete, but you have to win the game yourselves.
The Twin Cities in my state have a competitive health marketplace. Health plans

compete for patients, and businesses—the primary payers of health care—negotiate
with health care providers to obtain low-cost care for their employees.
Competition is so successful in the Twin Cities that health costs are only 82 per-

cent of the national average. The Twin Cities' small employers pay 15 percent less

for the most comprehensive indemnity plan. And, these costs are lower in a state

where 92 percent of its residents have health insurance coverage. I say this evidence

proves managed competition works to expand access to care and to reduce health
care costs.

In CBO's recent work, it determined that managed competition
—or competitive

markets—do not reduce health costs. If markets do not reduce health costs, I must

(49)
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ask how can Minnesota's experience be explained? Costs are not controlled in a vac-

uum. Businesses and providers in Minnesota have attempted to address many of the

problems with the dysfunctional health care market. Unfortunately, however, with-

out national rules.

Mr. Chairman, another recurring issue—which you and I have discussed—is the

inability of CBO or 0MB to estimate the effect a reformed marketplace will have
on individual behavior. Yet, comprehensive health reform is all about behavior

changes at the provider, consumer and government levels.

I'm especially concerned about CBO's analysis last November in a report entitled,

"Behavioral Assumptions for Estimating the Effects of Health Care Proposals."
Their analysis indicated that people do not seek out cost-effective care from low-cost

health plans.
This is problematic because CBO's conclusion contradicts what is happening in

practice in my state and the results of the study, completed by University of Min-
nesota researchers, upon which the CBO conclusion was based. The University of

Minnesota researchers and Stanford University's Dr. Alain Enthoven wrote to Mr.

Reischauer to describe the mistake in CBO's analysis. I request to include these two
letters in the hearing record. I hope Mr. Reischauer will explain how his organiza-
tion came to its seemingly contradictory conclusion.

Mr. Chairman, I am looking forward to hearing CBO's conclusions about the

Health Security Act. I believe that Mr. Reischauer's report will be an important part
of the debate this Committee and the Congress will be undertaking over the next

several months.

Attachments.
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University of Minnesota

Twin Cititt Campus Insnwitfor HeaUh Senices Kestarch Box 729

-120 Delaware Street S.E.
School of Public Health

Minneapolis. MN 55451-0381

612-624-6151

Fax: 612-624-2196

January 4, 1994

Sandra Christensen, Ph.D.

Congressional Budget Office

Second Avenue and D Streets, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Dr. Christensen:

Your recent study "Behavioral Assumptions for Estimating the Effects of Health Care

Proposals" (November, 1993), summarizes the results of several studies, including ours,

which estimate the premium-price elasticity of health plan choice. In the introduction to the

section containing our results, you state the "...the results may be interpreted as responses

to price changes among competing plans ..."(page 9). Clearly, your intent is to estimate the

impact of a health plan's decision to raise or lower its premium. Yet, when you calculate

the elasticities shown in Table 3, page 10 you do not use the health plan's choice variable,

its full premium, as the base for calculating the elasticity. Instead you use a variable over

which the health plan may have little or no control, the employee's out-of-pocket premium,
as the base. The results in Table 3 thus not only reflect a logical inconsistency, but also

mask a crucial factor which determines the size of premium elasticities: the way in which

the employer (or government's) contribution to premiums is set.

The numerical effect of this inconsistency is enormous, resulting in calculated elasticities

that are off, minimally, by a factor of ten. For example, the elasticity that you refer to as

"same-type switch" for a health plan that has fifty percent of its "nest" should be -8.693,

rather than -0.523.

We have attached a brief explanation of this point. Please note also that your "HMO/FFS"
switch elasticities based on our study are incorrect, even using your approach. We hope you
find this information helpful and will contact us if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Roge/peldman, Ph.D. Bryan Dowd, Ph.D.

Professor Associate Professor
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Calculating Premium Elasticities of Health Plan Choice

Roger Feldman and Bryan Dowd
Institute for Helath Services Research

University of Minnesota

January 10, 1994

The general expression for any elasticity is -5^— or the percentage change in Q

associated with a percentage change in P. In the case of health plan choice, Q is some
measure of the quantity ofenrolknent (number ofenrollees, or equivalently, market share,

assuming the number of total enroUees to be divided among health plans is held constant)

and P is the health plan's premium.

In the conditional logit model which was used to derive our estimates ', the probability of

choosing the
j"*"

health plan is a function of characteristics of health plans, including the

health plan's premium. The probability of choosing one health plan versus another is a

function of the employee's out-of-pocket premium differential between the two plans. To
estimate the effect of an increase in the health plan's premium on the health plan's

enrollment, one must first know how a SI.00 increase in the health plan's total premium
(P total) affects the out-of-pocket premium differential (APoop) between that plan and other

plans in the employee's "choice set". In other words, ia order to capmre the potentially

important difference between the health plan's total premium and the consumer's out-of-

pocket premium differential (which determines choices of health plan), the formula for the

elasticity must be rewritten as:

do 3AP, ^TVTAL
^(

OOP

The derivative 5APoop /SPjotal depends on the way in which the employer's (or

government's) contribution to premiums is set. There are two examples of primary interest:

a "defined" or "fixed "contribution to premiimis set equal to, or less than, the lowest health

plan's total premium and a fixed percentage contribution. In the case of a defined

contribution, any health plan that raises its premium Sl.OO, ceteris paribus, will reduce the

out-of-pocket premium differential ( AP oop) between itself and higher cost plans by SI.00 and

increase \he premium differential between itself and lower cost plans by Sl.OO. The effect

'

Feldman, Roger, Michael Finch, Bryan E. Dowd. and Steven Cassou. "Demand for

Employment-Based Health Insurance Plans," The Journal of Human Resources 24:1 [Winter,

1989] pp. 115-142)
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of both types of changes will be to decrease the higher cost plan's market share.

In the case of the level doUar contribution, set at or below the lowest total premium,

SAPoop/ 5P TOTAL =10. This is true of the employer contribution in Clinton's proposal.

Thus, the correct expression for the total elasticity is simply

But notice that the correct "index" value of P is P total '^o^ Poop

^^ XI.
d^PocP

^TOTXL

Alternatively, suppose that the employer pays 80 percent of the premium of all plans. In

that case, ^ilPoop is [Pa~ [^a
^ ^]]

~
[^s" [^b

^ •

^] ]
^"^^ ^^ derivative of this

expression with respect to Pa is -20 and the correct formula for the elasticity is

do
3^ Poop

X .20
p^^^

but again, the correct "index" value of P is P total ^^^ Poop •

Before noting the effect of using the correct index value of P, it is necessary to clarify some

terminology. In our results, we found two types or "nests" of health plans in the nested

multinomial logit model: plans which allowed relatively unrestricted access to a large

number of panicipating physicians, and those that didn't. The term "same type switch" in

the CBO report must refer to "within-nest" switch when used in reference to our smdy.

Similarly, the "HMO/FFS" elasticity must refer to a "cross-nest" switch. We understand the

difficulties associated with combining the results of several smdies into one repon, and we
assume that CBO understands and would agree with this clarification.

For "same-type" or "within-nest" switches, the correct prices elasticities would be given by
the following formula, taken directly from the discussion above: (3Qj| ;/ 3APoop) x(3APoop

/5Ptotal) x(P TOTAL /Qjii)- Note that aQjij/ aAPoopis just /3 x Qj, iX (l-Qj, J where ;3 is

-.00278 from our JHR paper and Q j |
i represents the quantity or market share of enrollees

in the j"* health plan in the i"* nest. We use the sample mean value of P total w^'^h *^
S62.09or 6,209 cents (not reponed in the JHR paper). The numbers and calculated values

for SzlPoop/ 5Ptotal = I (level dollar contribution) are shown in the table below:

^
In the Clinton administration's proposal, the employer's contribution is set at 80

percent of the weighted average premium, where the weights, presimiably, are the plans'

market shares in the prior year. Consider the case of two health plans with total premiums
denoted P^and Pg. The difference in out-of-pocket premiums (APqop) is:

[Pa-
-8

[PaOa
*

PbOb] ]

"
[Pg--^ [PaOa

*
PbOb] ]

where QAandQerepresent the prior

year market shares. The derivative of this expression with respect to P^ = 1.0.
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Table 1: "Same-Type"or "Within-nest"elasticities
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Prepared Statement of Senator Charles E. Grassley

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Reischauer, I would like to thank you for a very helpful report. I particularly

would like to thank you for a very useful discussion of the appropriate budgetary
treatment of the President's plan, were we to enact it.

It seems to me that you struck just the right note in clarifying the nature of Presi-
dent's plan from a budgeting perspective, and in recommending that the financial
transactions of the health alliances be included in the Federal Government's ac-

counts, and the premium payments shown as governmental receipts rather than as
offsets to spending. I also agree that it is really the responsibility of the President
and the Congress to determine more specifically how we will treat the program—
for instance, how it should be treated for purposes of the pay-go rules.

Beyond that, it seems to me that your discussion in chapter three is particularly
enlightening as to what kind of plan we are talking about.

I won't belabor the point here, but will just observe that, if anybody was under
the illusion that this is not a completely public, and completely federal, take over
of the health care system, they could not have been aft;er reading that chapter.

Second, I would like to say that I am grateful that you have been candid about
the limitations inherent in the kind of analysis you and your staff have provided
us. As you noted, any such analysis of a proposal calling for such massive and com-
prehensive changes in a major institutional sector, regardless of who does it, is vul-
nerable to wide variations in estimates, depending on the assumptions on which the
estimates are based.

I would remind members of the committee and those who are watching that the
$500 billion 1990 deficit reduction package has had about $190 billion of upward
technical revisions since it was passed. And this is not quite 4 years later.

The Lewin-VHI analysis of the Clinton plan conducted a kind of sensitivity analy-
sis which used three different assumptions about six different features of the bill.

Just by way of example, they estimated that, if the premium growth limit were
increased by 1.5 percent, the net change from their best estimate of the cumulative
budget depict for the period 1995 to 2000 would be $42 billion dollars. With respect
to the treatment of health benefits under cafeteria plans, they found a swing of
around $34 billion over that period when they used different assumptions.
None of this is news to the people who make a living by making such estimates.

And I dare say none of it is news to members of this committee.
My point here is that, for a proposal as complex and comprehensive as that pro-

posed by the administration, we can estimate until we are blue in the face, but will

still be making a leap into the dark as far as really knowing what the financial con-

sequences are going to be. The actual performance of the Clinton plan, if enacted,
could be much better than even the President's estimators believe. Or, It could be
much worse than CBO and other estimators believe.

I don't mean to suggest by this point that we should not do our best to improve
the way our health care system works. I do mean to imply that the more com-
prehensive and complex the plan we adopt, the more risky will be the endeavor, for
a number of reasons, including the possibility that estimating errors will be so much
larger.

Prepared Statement of Robert D. Reischauer

The Health Security Act is a comprehensive proposal to provide a universal enti-
tlement to health insurance for a broad range of services and to slow the growth
of spending for health care. To achieve these goals, it would fundamentally restruc-
ture the current health care system, changing requirements and incentives for em-
ployers, consumers, insurers, and providers of care. Because of the magnitude of
these changes, the full—impact on the health care system is extremely difficult to

predict.
The Administration's proposal would redesign the current system of financing for

health care, while building on its existing employer base. All employers would be
required to pay premiums on behalf of their employees, and all individuals and fam-
ilies—except Medicaid beneficiaries and others with very low income—would be re-

quired to pay at least part of their premiums. Subsidies would be available to help
employers and low-income families meet these obligations and would also be avail-
able for retired people ages 55 to 64.
To strengthen the demand side of the health care marketplace, the proposal would

establish regional purchasing alliances through which most people who worked for
firms with 5,000 or fewer full-time employees would obtain health coverage, as
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would most other people under age 65 who had no connection to the labor force.

Larger firms, firms participating in multiemployer group plans, rural electric co-

operatives and telephone cooperative associations, as well as the U.S. Postal Service,
would be entitled to establish their own corporate alliances. Medicare beneficiaries

would generally remain outside the alliance system. States could choose to opt out

of the regional alliance system entirely and establish a "single-payer" system of

health care financing, in which the state would pay all providers directly.

Consumers would normally have access to a choice of health plans of different

types—including at least one fee-for-service plan—that would be offered through the

alliance in the area in which they lived. All plans would offer a standard package
of benefits, which would be slightly more generous than the average plan currently
offered by employers. To ensure that consumers could make informed choices about

those plans, alliances would provide much more information about the plans they
offered than is typically available today.
The primary objective of the proposal is to ensure that health coverage would be

available at a reasonable price to everyone and that people could not be denied cov-

erage because of their health status. Accordingly, strict requirements would be

placed on the enrollment procedures that health plans could employ, requiring plans
(within the limits imposed by their capacity and financial constraints) to accept all

applicants, and prohibiting plans from excluding people because of preexisting medi-

cal conditions. A plan's premiums could not vary for any reason other than the type
of family being insured, a requirement known as community rating. (Premiums for

plans offered by corporate alliances could, in addition, vary among geographic
areas.)

People entitled to Medicaid benefits because they also receive cash welfare pay-
ments would continue to obtain coverage from Medicaid but, like almost everyone

else, would be enrolled in health plans offered through the regional alliances. Others

who currently receive Medicaid benefits would lose that coverage, but most of them
would be eligible for subsidies for their premiums.
The proposal would also expand several federal programs and institute new ones.

Important among these provisions are coverage of prescription drugs for Medicare

beneficiaries, the provision of "wraparound" health care benefits for low-income chil-

dren, and a new program to provide home- and community-based services for se-

verely disabled people.

Financing for these initiatives and the subsidies that the federal government
would pay to alliances would come from a variety of sources. They would include

several new revenue measures, increases in income and payroll tax receipts gen-
erated by the change in the mix of employee compensation that would occur under
the proposal, reductions in the Medicare and Medicaid programs, and assessments
on premiums. States would also make maintenance-of-effort payments to alliances,

reflecting their reduced obligations for Medicaid under the proposal.
To lower the rate of growth of health care spending, the proposal would establish

a complex mechanism for limiting the growth of premiums for the standard benefit

package—an approach that, if carried out as intended, would almost certainly be ef-

fective on that score. The proposal would also attempt to limit the obligations of the

federal government for subsidy pa)mients, but that endeavor would be less likely to

succeed.

UNCERTAINTY OF THE ESTIMATES

Estimates of the interactive effects of so many complex changes to an industry
that encompasses one-seventh of the economy are highly uncertain. Assumptions,
used by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and other analysts, about people's
behavioral responses to new incentives are frequently based on research evidence

from small changes in the existing marketplace. In the case of the Administration's

proposal, however, the entire marketplace and the configurations of the actors with-

in it would be changing, and there is no precedent for estimating the effects on
health spending or the economy.

Estimating the effects of any proposal to restructure the health care system is

particularly difficult because, inevitably, the transition from the old to the new sys-

tem would take several years. Focusing on the effects of proposals in their early

years is, therefore, not very meaningful; it is the long-term impacts, when new cov-

erages would be fully phased in and the system stabilized, that are important. Un-

fortunately, the uncertainty surrounding cost estimates increases significantly in

the out-years. Thus, although CBO believes that the most important estimates pre-

sented in this paper are those for 2004, they are also the most uncertain.
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FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSAL

National health expenditures would rise in the initial years of the Administra-
tion's proposal—an inevitable consequence of expanding health insurance coverage
to the uninsured, increasing the generosity of the benefits that many insured people
currently receive, and expanding home- and community-based services for the dis-

abled . Over time, however, the combined effects of lowering the rate of growth of
health insurance premiums and the cuts in the Medicare program would dominate.
Thus, CBO projects that national health expenditures would fall $30 billion below
the current CBO baseUne by calendar year 2000, and would be $150 billion (7 per-
cent) below that baseline in 2004.
The effects on the federal budget deficit show a similar pattern. The increase in

the deficit is estimated to reach slightly more than $30 billion in 1998, the first year
in which all states would be participating in the system, and then begin to fall. It

would rise again in 2001 and 2002 because of two additional factors in those years:
increases in the generosity of the standard benefit package that would occur in

2001, and the subsidies, beginning in 2002, of state and local governments in their
role as employers. By 2004, however, the estimated effects on the deficit are neg-
ligible, and CBO believes that the proposal holds the promise of reducing the deficit
in the long term.
CBO's estimates of the effects of the proposal on the deficit differ only modestly

from those of the Administration. Because the Administration developed estimates
for the 1995-2000 period, comparisons for the out-years, which are more important,
cannot be drawn. For the six-year period from 1995 through 2000, though, the Ad-
ministration's estimates indicate that the proposal would reduce the deficit by about
$60 billion. In contrast, CBO estimates that the deficit would increase by more than
$70 billion over that period. The difference between these estimates is small, how-
ever, compared with the uncertainty surrounding the budget projections.
The primary difference between the two estimates stems from the amount of sub-

sidies for employers, with CBO's estimate being considerably higher than the Ad-
ministration's—by $25 billion in 2000, for example, or about half of the difference
in the estimates of the effects on the deficit in that year. The estimates of subsidies
for employers differ for three major reasons. CBO's estimates of pre miums for the
standard benefit package are higher than the Administration's, and estimates of
these subsidies are extremely sensitive to the estimates of premiums. CBO also as-
sumes that low-wage workers would cluster in firms that received subsidies, a factor
not explicitly taken into account in the Administration's estimates of subsidies. Fi-

nally, CBO has used a different methodology than the Administration, one that cap-
tures more of the variation in average wages among firms.

EFFECTS ON THE ECONOMY

Although the Administration's proposal would make fundamental changes in the
current health care system, the overall economic impact of those changes might not
be large. Because the proposal would involve substantial redistributions within the

economy, however, the impact on business costs and employment might be signifi-
cant for individual firms and people. Similarly, though the proposal would have lit-

tle predictable effect on national saving and investment, or on the balance of trade,
some businesses could see their ability to compete with foreign firms either improv-
ing or worsening.
The proposal would retain much of the current central role of employers in the

health insurance system, requiring that a large part of health insurance premiums
be paid in the first instance by employers. But businesses' costs for health care
would be significantly reduced overall, both because the proposal would provide sub-
stantial subsidies to firms and because it would limit the growth of premiums. For
example, the total premiums employers pay for active workers would drop by about
$20 billion in the year 2000.

Although overall costs would go down, for some employers—particularly those
that do not currently offer health insurance—costs would increase. Changes in costs
could also be pronounced among firms that currently offer insurance. They would
rise for some businesses—especially those with young and relatively healthy work
forces—as a result of the provisions for community rating. Conversely, businesses
that now face high health care costs—because they are small and have little clout
in the insurance market, have older or sicker work forces, or hold substantial re-

sponsibilities for retirees—would see lower costs.

Those employers facing an increase in their premiums would probably shift most
of the added cost to their workers by reducing cash wages, mucn as occurs now in

firms that offer health insurance. Similarly, employees of firms that would pay less

would receive higher wages.
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For several reasons, the proposal would also affect people's decisions about wheth-
er they wanted to seek work or to stay home. For instance, the proposal would guar-
antee insurance for early retirees and directly subsidize the cost of that insurance.
In other words, older people would no longer have to work simply because they
needed access to affordable health insurance. A substantial number would probably
prefer the pursuits of early retirement to work, if their health costs were not a con-
cern.

The proposal might also tempt some other workers to leave the labor force. With
universal coverage, health insurance would be available even to non-workers—in

some cases at no additional cost. And the requirement that employers pay insurance

premiums for all workers, whether or not they had coverage through a spouse,
would encourage some people to stay out of the labor force, especially when there
is already a full-time worker in the household.

In contrast to these voluntary withdrawals from the labor force, fewer minimum-
wage workers might be employed, since their employers' costs of compensation
would often be much higher. The incentive to hire fewer minimum-wage workers
would be mitigated for small, low-wage firms, however, because the proposal would
cap their payments for premiums at levels ranging from 3.5 percent to 7.9 percent
of their payroll. Moreover, the number of people involved would be small, and the

proposed expansion of home- and community-based care would increase low-wage
employment.
Other provisions of the proposal would encourage some people to enter the labor

force or improve the operation of the labor market. Some Medicaid beneficiaries are

currently deterred from seeking work for fear of losing their health coverage. For
the same reason, some workers feel locked into their current jobs when they might
prefer a different one. The proposal's universal coverage would encourage Medicaid
beneficiaries to enter the work force and would end job lock.

Taking together all the provisions that might increase or reduce participation in

the labor force, CBO estimates that eventually between one-quarter of a percent and
1 percent of the labor force might prefer to stay home if the proposal was enacted.

Correspondingly, gross domestic product (GDP) would also be reduced, though by
somewhat smaller percentages. These changes are not large, falling well within the

uncertainty of projections of the labor force and GDP over the next decade.
The proposal would have one further effect on the labor market, as the subsidies

for small, low-wage firms would encourage firms and workers to reshuffle so that

low-wage workers would be largely together in small firms. The incentives for this

reshuffling, or "sorting," would be strong. But sorting would also impose two types
of economic costs: the cost of disruption as firms reorganized production, and the
costs of inefficiency that would occur because the way firms were organized would
not be driven solely by production considerations.

Businesses are often concerned that a change of such magnitude as the Adminis-
tration's health proposal would affect their ability to compete in international mar-
kets. There is little reason to expect any change in the overall balance of trade be-

cause the proposal would not have any predictable effect on the main factors deter-

mining it—the level of saving and investment in the United States. Some firms
would gain, however, and some would lose, depending on what happened to their

overall labor costs.

BUDGETARY TREATMENT OF THE PROPOSAL

Ever since the outlines of the Administration's proposal have become known, pol-

icymakers and the media have expressed considerable interest in how it would be
treated in the federal budget. This issue of budgetary treatment is not unique to

proposals to restructure the health care system. Every time the Congress considers

or enacts a bill that establishes a new program, the Congressional Budget Office

and the Office of Management and Budget must consider whether and how it should
be treated in the federal budget. For most pieces of legislation, the call is a rel-

atively easy one. But for some bills, such as major health care reform proposals,
some ambiguity and considerable complexity accompany that assessment. In this

case, CBO strongly believes that the President and the Congress should address the

budgetary treatment of the proposal explicitly through legislation. CBO's role in the

decision is strictly advisory.
Certain elements of the Administration's proposal are unambiguously federal ac-

tivities that all agree should be included in the budget—for example, the increase
in the tax on tobacco, the subsidies for individuals and employers, the expansion of

certain discretionary programs, and the changes in Medicare and Medicaid. But
what about the premiums that individuals and employers pay to the health alli-

ances and the payments by alliances to health plans? Are the alliances private or
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state entities that belong outside the federal budget? Or are they, for most practical
purposes, creatures of the federal government, whose income and outgo should all

be included in the federal government's accounts?
In answering such questions, budget analysts normally consult two sources for

guidance. One is the 1967 Report of the President's Commission on Budget Concepts.
The other is budgetary precedent. Because of the unique features of the Administra-
tion's health proposal, however, neither source provides a definitive answer.

Considering the Administration's proposal in its entirety, CBO concludes that it

would establish both a federal entitlement to health benefits and a system of man-
datory payments to finance those benefits that represents an exercise of sovereign
power. In administering the proposed program, regional alliances, corporate alli-

ances, and state single-payer plans (if any) would operate primarily as agents of the
federal government. Therefore, CBO believes that the financial transactions of the
health alliances should be included in the federal government's accounts and the

premium payments should be shown as governmental receipts rather than as offsets

to spending. Nonetheless, because of the uniqueness and the vast size of the pro-
gram, the budget document should distinguish the transactions of the alliances from
other federal operations and show them separately, as is the practice for Social Se-

curity.

CONCLUSION

The Health Security Act is unique among proposals to restructure the health care

system, both because of its scope and its attention to detail. Some critics of the pro-
posal maintain that it is too complex. A major reason for its complexity, however,
is that the proposal outlines in legislation the steps that would actually have to be
taken to accomplish its goals. No other proposal has come close to attempting this.

Other health care proposals might appear equally complex if they provided the same
level of detail as the Administration on the implementation requirements.
Questions also arise about the capabilities of new and existing institutions to per-

form their assigned tasks under the proposal, the ambitious schedule for the devel-

opment of the necessary infrastructure for the system, and the acceptability and
sustainability of the proposed cost control mechanisms. These are very legitimate
concerns but, again, they are not peculiar to the Health Security Act. Any proposal
attempting to restructure the current health care system would face similar issues.
The ramifications of systemic changes to the health care system are quite uncer-

tain; even the outcomes of incremental changes are difficult to predict. As the Con-
gress considers the Administration's proposal and alternatives, both comprehensive
and incremental, the inherent uncertainties of change must be weighed against the
detrimental consequences of the current system—increasing numbers of people who
lack the security of insurance coverage for health care and the rapidly rising costs
of that care.

Responses of Dr. Reischauer to Questions Submitted by Senator Roth

Question No. 1. Corporate Alliances: I have spent a lot of time talking to my
people back home in Delaware about health care, and one of the things that the

large employers tell me is that they will not opt into the corporate alliances—it just
is not a realistic option for them. In addition, they would have to pay a 1% payroll
tax for the privilege of using corporate alliances rather than regional alliances. I

want to highlight the fact that the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) and CBO
seem to agree with this analysis and strongly disagree with the Administration {see

page 37 of CBO report), since JCT and CBO estimate a much smaller amount of
revenue from the 1% payroll tax.

But, also, I want to say that this fact will cause these employees to have less care
and pay more money than the plan they are under now. You see, the employees do
not yet understand that because large employers back in Delaware can not opt to

keep their generally "richer" current health plan, they will have to use the regional
alliance, so the employees will generally get a benefit cut. Chances are also pretty
good that these employees will have an increase in after tax cost. As I understand
it, the companies tell me that they will use the federal dictated regional alliances,
and pay out any savings from lower premiums in the form of higher cash wages.
But this will mean more taxes for them to pay. In fact, your analysis seems to say
that they will pay about $123 billion in higher taxes. This is in addition to the cut
in benefits since they will lose their current, generally richer, health plan.

Please explain the difference between CBO and the Administration's analysis of
this "corporate alliance" option for me. In addition, please explain how you arrived
at your estimate of a revenue increase of $123 billion from increased payroll tax ef-

fects.
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Answer. Corporate Alliances. In preparing its estimates, the Administration
assumed that most ehgible large firms would choose to establish corporate alliances.

In contrast, CBO has projected that relatively few large firms would select this op-
tion. Based on data from the Bureau of the Census's Current Population Survey of

March 1993, CBO estimates that the average firm would have to expect savings in

premiums of about $800 per employee in 1996 to make it advantageous to establish

a corporate alliance rather than enroll in a regional alliance. The firms meeting this

condition employ an estimated 23 percent of the eligible employees in large firms.

That percentage would decline in later years as corporate managers had a greater

opportunity to observe regional alliances in operation and became more willing to

make what would be an irrevocable decision to join a regional alliance. CBO esti-

mates that after 2001, corporate alliances would cover 11 percent of the eligible em-

ployees in large firms.

Question No. 2. Small Employers Will Pay Lower Wages: When I speak to

small employers in my state, they indicate that the new mandated premiums in the

President's health plan will mean that they will not be able to pay as much in cash

wages. In fact, some economists like Dr. Feldstein, have told me that if there is a

health care mandate Hke the President's, then small employers that do not offer

health care insurance will re-coup those costs by slowing any growth in wages. Since

these new benefits will not be subject to tax, but cash wages are, it seems clear to

me that this dynamic will result in lower tax collections for the federal government.
Yet, your analysis shows an increase in taxes because of payroll effects of $123 bil-

lion. It seems to me that this large figure is both very speculative and optimistic.

Some have said it looks like "smoke and mirrors." In fact, in the past when Repub-
lican President's proposed such "behavioral effects" in the budget, your office often

disagreed and did not count any revenue increase as a result. In short, it appears
that there is a double standard in your estimating process.

Please provide for me detailed analysis as to how you arrived at the $123 billion

figure in your estimates as a result of "payroll tax effects." More specifically, I would
like to know how much of a decrease in cash wages, if any, you built into your anal-

ysis as a result of small businesses transferring health insurance costs to their em-

ployees. How does that compare to any increase in wages paid by large employers
who are saving on health premiums? Did you assume that all savings realized by
businesses from health premiums are passed on to the employees in the form of

higher wages, and if not, then how much is? Assuming, in general, that "small em-

ployers" are those that do not currently cover employees, then how many employees
work for small employers; how many work for large employers; and can any analysis
be offered as to how many will receive higher wages, and how many might be ex-

pected to receive lower wages because of the health mandate in the President's

nealth plan?
What, if any, is the average reduction in wages to small business employees as

a result of the President's proposed health care mandate? If there is not a reduction,
then how do you explain Dr. Feldstein's statement to me that small employers will

reduce wages in future years to pay for health care benefits? For large employers,
what is the average increase in employee's wages as a result of premium savings?
What is the average tax increase on employees of large companies as a result of the

increase in cash wages that are substituting for premium costs? What is the average
reduction, if any, in the net compensation package for employees of large businesses

based on after-tax wages and benefits, and please provide an example as to the im-

pact on employees of large businesses in Delaware earning $30,000; $40,000;

$50,000; $60,000; $75,000 and $100,000 annually.
Answer. Lower Wages. The figure of $123 billion that you refer to is the total,

over the 1996-2004 period, of the increase in revenues from both income and payroll
taxes that we estimate the proposal would generate. In 2004, for example, CBO esti-

mates that collections from personal income, payroll, and corporate taxes would rise

by $34 billion. (CBO prepared these estimates in conjunction with the staff of the

Joint Committee on Taxation.)

Corporate taxes would rise because under the proposal the government would as-

sume some of the cost of providing health care for early retirees, thus removing that

responsibility from employers and allowing profits to increase. But as you suggest,
most of the increase in revenues would come from personal income and payroll

taxes. CBO analysts calculated those figures by estimating the total bill for national

health care and the proportion of it that would be covered by employers' contribu-

tions to premiums; they then compared the result with what they estimated all em-

ployers together would spend if the current health care system were to continue un-

changed. Employers' lower spending for health care for both employees and retirees

would amount to about $105 billion in 2004. Some of the reduced spending would

be channeled into other nontaxable benefits, such as employers' contributions to
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pensions, and some would go to increase profits. But the majority would be used
to increase the cash income of workers. Applying the appropriate tax rates for cor-

porate profits and personal income and payroll taxes, CBO computed an increase
in federal revenues of about $34 billion in 1994.
The calculation required only one estimating convention and one behavioral as-

sumption. The estimating convention—applied uniformly by long-established prac-
tice to all estimates of the effects on revenues of proposed legislation

—is that nomi-
nal gross domestic product (GDP) and aggregate compensation to current employees
would not change. The behavioral assumption describes how reducing employers'
health care costs would affect other kinds of nontaxable benefits. (Similar behavioral

assumptions are used, where appropriate, in all estimates of revenues.) In this case,
CBO assumed that 15 percent of the reduction in health costs for current employees
would be used to increase other benefits that escape taxation, and the remaining
85 percent would go into taxable wages. This assumption is based on results from
recent empirical studies described in CBO's Economic Implications of Rising Health
Care Costs (October 1992).
This calculation is an aggregate one and does not distinguish the extent of the

possible rise in cash wages in many corporations that now offer health insurance
or the extent of the drop that might occur in those that do not. CBO's analysis of

the Administration's proposal recognizes and emphasizes that individual firms

would face very different changes in their costs. However, we do not have enough
information to track in detail what would happen to firms of different sizes. In gen-
eral, most firms, even small ones, that currently offer insurance would eventually
see reductions in their costs under the Admiinistration's proposal because the pro-

posal would cap the growth of premiums. If this aspect of the proposal were carried

out as described, it would reduce costs even for firms that now offer significantly
less generous benefits than the Administration's proposal would mandate. Moreover,
the proposal offers subsidies to small, low-wage firms.

Similarly, CBO does not have sufficient information to estimate specific effects of

the Administration's proposal on groups of employees, as you requested. Broadly
speaking, most workers in firms that experienced a reduction in their costs for

health insurance under the proposal would probably benefit: for those workers,
after-tax cash wages would increase, and in addition some workers would receive

better health benefits. Beyond that general result, outcomes for particular workers
would depend on a wide variety of factors, including their current health care bene-
fits and expenses, their family situation, whether or not they worked in firms that

would gain from the cap on the percentage of payroll paid for insurance, and the

competitive conditions that their employer faced in both hiring workers and selling

products. CBO has no basis for estimating how these factors would play out among
the states, among different-size firms, or among workers earning different wages.
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Summary

The
Health Security Act is comprehensive

proposal to provide a tmiversal entitlemeni

to health insurance for a broad range of

services and to slow the growth of spending for

health care. To achieve these goals, it would funda-

mentally restructure the current health care system,

changing requirements and incentives for employers,

consumers, insurers, and providers of care. Because

of the magnitude of these changes, the full impact
on the health care system is extremely difficult to

predict

The Administration's proposal would redesign

the current system of financing for health care,

while building on its existing employer base. All

employers would be required to pay premiums on

behalf of their employees, and all individuals and

familles-cxcept Medicaid beneficiaries and others

with very low income-would be required to pay at

least pan of their premiums. Subsidies would be

available to help employers and low-income fami-

lies meet these obligations and would also be avail-

able for retired people ages 33 to 64.

To strengthen the demand side of the health

care marketplace, the proposal would esublish re-

gional purchasing alliances through which iix>st

people who worked for firms with 3.000 or fewer

full-time employees would obtain health coverage,

as would most other people under age 63 who had

ix> connection to the labor force. Larger fums,

firms participating in multiemployer group plans,

rural electric cooperatives and telephone cooperative

associations, as well as the U.S. Postal Service,

would be entitled to estabUsh their own corporate

alliances. Medicare beneficiaries would generally

remain outside the alliance system. States could

choose to opt out of the regional alliance system

entirely and establish a *single-payer" system of

health care fmancing. in which the state would pay

all providers directly.

Consumers would normally have access to a

choice of health plans of different types-includmg
at least one fee-for-senace plan-that would be

offered through the alliance in the area in which

they lived. All plans would offer a standard pack-

age of benefits, which would be slightly more gen-

erous than the average plan currently offered by

emtployers. To ensure that consumers could make

informed choices about those plans, alliances would

provide much more information about the plans they

offered than is typically available today.

The prinujy objective of the proposal is to

eiuure that health coverage would be available at a

reesonable price to everyone and that people could

not be denied coverage because of their health su-

ms. Accordingly, strict requirements would be

placed on the enroUmeot procedures that health

plans could employ, requiring plans (within the

limits imposed by their capacity and fmancial con-

straints) to accept all applicants, and prohibiting

plans from excluding people because of preexisung
medical condibons. A plan's pretniums could not

vary for any reason other than the type of family

being insured, a requirement known as commumt)

rating. (Premiums for plans offered by corporate

alliances could, in addition, vary among geographic

areas.)
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People entitJed to Medicaid beoefiu because

they also receive cash welfare payments would

continue to obtain coverage from Medicaid but. like

almost everyone else, would be enrolled in health

plans offered through the regional alliances. Others

who currently receive Medicaid benefits would lose

that coverage, but most of them would be eligible

for subsidies for their premiums.

The proposal would also expand several federal

programs and institute new ones. Important among
these provisions are coverage of prescription drugs

for Medicare beneficiaries, the provision of 'wrap-

around' health care benefits for low-income chil-

dren, and a new program to provide home- and

community-based services for severely disabled

people.

Hnancing for these initiatives and the subsidies

that the federal govenunent would pay to alliances

would come from a variety of sources. They would

include several new revenue measures, increases in

income and payroll tax receipts generated by the

change in the mix of employee compensation that

would occur imder the proposal, reductions in the

Medicare and Medicaid programs, and assessments

on premiums. States would also make maintenance-

of-efTort payments to alliances, reflecting their re-

duced obligations for Medicaid under the proposal.

To lower the rate of growth of health care

spending, the proposal would establish a complex
mechanism for limiting the growth of premiums for

the standard benefit package-an approach that, if

carried out as intended, would almost certainly be

effective on that score. The proposal would also

attempt to limit the obligatioiu of the federal gov-

enunent for subsidy payments, but that endeavor

would be less likely to succeed.

Uncertainty of the Estimates

Estimates of the interactive effects of so many com-

plex changes to an industry that encompasses one-

seventh of the economy are highly uncertain. As-

sumptions, used by the Congressional Budget Office

(CBO) and other analysts, about people's behavioral

responses to new incentives are frequently based on

research evidence from small changes in the exist-

ing marketplace. In the case of the Ac jnisiration's

proposal, however, the entire marketplace and the

configurations of the actors within it would be

changing, and there is no precedent for esiunating

the effects on health spending or the economy

Estimating the effects of any proposal to

restructure the health care system is particularl>

difficult because, ineviubly. the transition from the

old to the new system would take several years

Focusing on the effects of proposals in their earl>

years is, therefore, not very meaningful; ii is the

long-term impacts, when new coverages would be

fully phased in and the system subilized. thai vc

important. Unfortunately, the uncertainty surround

ing cost estimates increases significantly in the oui-

years. Thus, although CBO beUeves that the most

important estimates presented in this paper axe those

for 2004, they are also the most uncertain

Financial Impact of

the Proposal

National health expenditures would nse in the in.:;u:

yean of the Administration's proposal~an inc« luMr

consequence of expanding health insurance cover,ipe

to the uninsured, increasing the generosity <>f lv

benefits that many insured people cunentl) rr..ei«e

and expanding home- and community-based %cr\ Kr>

for the disabled. Over time, however, the com^l^rJ

effects of lowering the rate of grovith of hca:-->

insurance premiums and the cuts in the Me<iua.*r

program would dominate. Thus, CBO projects e.j-

national health expenditures would fall S30 bilixT

below the current CBO baseline by calendar \rx-

2000, and would be SISO billion (7 percent) hcl.>o

that baseline in 2004.

The effects on the federal budget deficit sho« »

similar pattern. The increase in the deficit is esu

mated to reach slightly more than S30 billion m
1998, the first year in which all suies would be

participating in the system, and then begin to fall

It would rise again in 2001 and 2002 because of

two additional factors in those years: increases in

the generosity of the standard benefit package thai

would occur in 2001, and the subsidies, begmrung
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in 2002, of tuie and local govenuoenu in their role

s employen. By 2004, however, the estimated

effects 00 the deficit are negligible, and CBO be-

lieves that the proposal holds the promise of reduc-

ing the deficit in the long term.

CBO's estimates of the effects of the proposal

on the deficit differ only modestly from those of the

Administration. Because the AdministratioD devel-

oped estimates for the 1995-2000 period, compari-

•ons for the out-yean, which are more in^wrtant,

cannot be drawn. For the six-year period from

1995 through 2000, though, the Administration's

estimates indicate that the proposal would reduce

the deficit by about S60 billion. In contrast, CBO
estimates that the deficit would increase by more

than S70 billion over that period. The difference

between these estimates is small, however, com-

pared with the imcertainty surrounding the budget

projections.

The primary difference between the two esti-

mates stems from the amount of subsidies for em-

ployers, with CBO's estimate being considerably

higher than the Administration's—by S25 billion in

2000, for example, or about half of the difference in

the estimates of the effects on the deficit in that

year. The estimates of subsidies for employers
differ for three major reasons. CBO's estimates of

premiums for the standard benefit package are

higher than the Administntioo's, and estimates of

these subsidies are extremely sensitive to the esti-

mates of premiums. CBO also assumes that low-

wage workers would cluster in firms that received

subsidies, a factor not explicitly taken into account

in the Administration's estimates of subsidies.

Fmally, CBO has used a different methodology than

the Administration, one that captures nwie of the

variation in average wages among firms.

Effects on the Economy

Although the Administration's proposal would make

fundamental changes in the current health care

system, the overall economic impact of those

changes might not be large. Because the proposal

would involve substantial redistribubons within the

economy, however, the impaa on business costs

and employment might be significant for individual

firms and people. Similarly, though the proposal

would have little predicuble effect on nauonal

saving and investment, or on the balance of trade.

some businesses could see their ability to compete

with foreign firms either improving or worsening

The proposal would retain much of the current

central role of employers in the health insurance

system, requiring that a large part of health insur-

ance premiums be paid in the first instance by em-

ployers. But busiikesses' costs for health care would

be significantly reduced overall, both because the

proposal would provide substantial subsidies to

firrns and because it would limit the gTo\^th of

premiums. For example, the total premiums em-

ployers pay for acbve workers would drop by about

S20 billion in the year 2000.

Although overall costs would go dou-n. for

some employers—particularly those that do not cur-

rently offer health insurance—costs would increase

Changes in costs could also be pronounced among
firms that currently offer insurance. They would

rise for some businesses—especially those with

young and relatively healthy work forces-as a result

of the provisions for community rating. Converse!).

businesses that now face high health care cosis-be-

cause they are small and have little clout in the

insurance market, have older or sicker work forces.

or bold substantial responsibilities for rcurees-

wtHild see lower costs.

Those employen facing an increase in their

premiums would probably shift most of the adde^

cost to their worken by reducing cash wages, much

as occun now in firms that offer health insurance

Similarly, employees of firms that would pa> less

would receive higher wages.

For several reasons, the proposal would also

affect people's decisions about whether they wanted

to seek work or to suy home. For instance, the

proposal would guarantee insurance for early re-

tirees and directly subsidize the cost of thaf insur-

ance. In other words, older people would no longer

have to work simply because they needed access to

affordable health insurance. A substantial number
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would probably prefer tbe punnits of early retire -

meat to work, if their health com were not a coo-

Tbe propocal might alto tempt some other

woiken to leave tbe labor force. With universal

coverage, health insurance would be available even

to DODwnken-in Kxne case* at no additional cost

And the requirement that employers pay insurance

premiums for all workers, whether or ikx they had

coverage through a spouse, would encourage tome

people to suy out of the labor force, especially

when there is already a full-time worker in the

household.

In contrast to these voluntary withdrawals from

tbe labor force, fewer minimum-wage workers

might be employed, since their employers' costs of

compensation would often be much higher. The

incentive to hire fewer minimum-wage workers

would be mitigated for small, low-wage fimu, how-

ever, because the proposal would cap their payments
for premiums at levels ranging from 3.5 percent to

7.9 percent of their payroll. Moreover, the number

of people involved would be small, and the pro-

posed expansion of home- and community-based
care would increase low-wage employment

Other provisions of die proposal would encour-

age some people to enter the labor force or improve
the operation of the labor maiket Some Medicaid

beneficiaries are currently deterred from seeking

work for fear of losing their health coverage. For

the same reason, some workers feci locked into their

current jobs when they might prefer a different one.

Tlie proposal's universal coverage would encourage

Medicaid beneficiaries to enter the work force and

would end job lock.

Taking together aU the provisions that might

increase or reduce participation in the labor force,

CBO estimates that eventually between ooe-quaiur

of a percent and 1 percent of the labor force might

prefer to stay home if the proposal was enacted.

Correspondingly. frt»s domestic product (GDP)
would also be reduced, though by somewhat smaller

percenuges. These changes are not large, falling

well within the uncertainty of projections of the

labor force ai>d GDP over the next decade.

The proposal would have one further effect on

the labor market as tbe subsidies for small, low-

wage firms would encourage firms and workers to

reshufRe to that low-wage workers would be largely

together in small firms. The incentives for this

reshuffling, or 'toning,' would be strong But

tartiDg would alto impose rwo types of econonuc

costs: the cost of disruption as firms reorganized

production, and the costs of inefficiency that would

occur because the way firms were organized would

not be driven solely by production considerations

Businesses are often concerned that a change of

such magnitude as the Administration's health pro

posal would affect their ability to compete in inter-

naoooal markets. There is Utile reason to expect

any change in the overall balance of trade because

the proposal would not have any predicuble effect

on the main factors determining it-the level of

saving and investment in the United States Some

firms would gain, however, and some would lose.

depending on what happened to their overall labor

cosu.

Budgetary Treatment of

the Proposal

Ever since the outlines of the Administrauon s

proposal have become known, pohcymakers and the

media have expressed considerable interest in how n

would be treated in the federal budget This issue

of budgetary treatment is not uiuque to proposals to

restructure the health care system. Every time the

Congress considers or enacts a bill that establishes a

new program, the Congressional Budget Office and

the Office of Management and Budget must con-

sider whether and how it should be treated in the

federal budget For most pieces of legislatjon. the

call is a relatively easy one. But for some bills.

such as major health care reform proposals, some

ambiguity and considerable complexity accompan>
that assessment In this case. CBO strongly be-

Ueves that the President and the Congress should

address the budgetary treatment of the propose

expUcitly through legislauon. CBO's nde in the

decision is stnctly advisory.
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Ceruio elemenu of the AdministntioD't pro-

posal are unambiguously fedend activities that all

agree should be iocluded in the budget-for ex-

ample, the increase in the tax on tobacco, the subsi-

dies for individuals and employers, the expansion of

certain discretionary progruns, and the changes in

Medicare and Medicaid. But what about the pre-

miums that individuals and employers pay to the

health alliances and the payments by alliances to

health plans? Are the alliances private or state

entities that belong outside the federal budget? Or

are they, for most practical purposes, creatures of

the fedenl govenuoent, whose income and outgo

should all be included in the federal government's

accounts?

In answering such questions, budget analysts

nomully consult two sources for guidance. One is

the 1967 Report of the President's Commission on

Budget Concepts. The other is budgetary precedent.

Because of the unique features of the Administra-

tion's health proposal, however, neither source

provides a definitive answer.

Considering the Administration's proposal in its

entirety, CBO concludes that it would estabbsh both

a federal entitlement to health benefits and a system

of mandatory payments to finance those benefits

that represents an exercise of sovereign power. In

adnunisteruig the proposed program, regional alli-

ances, corporate alliances, and state single-payer

plans (if any) would operate primarily as agents of

the federal government. Therefore, CBO believes

that the fmancial transactions of the health alliances

should be included in the federal govenunent's
accounts and the prenuum paynkents should be

shown as governmental receipts niher than as ofT-

sets to spending. Nonetheleu. because of the

uniqueness and the vast size of the prognm. the

budget document should distinguish the transactions

of the alliances from other federal operations and

show them separately, as is the practice for Social

Security.

Conclusion

The Health Security Act is unique among proposals

to restructure the health care system, twih because

of its scope and its anenbon to detail. Some cntics

of the proposal
ni«int«in that it is too complex. A

major reason for its complexity, however, is that the

proposal outlines in legislation the steps that would

actually have to be taken to accompbsh its goals

No other proposal has come close to anempting

this. Other health care proposals might appear

equally complex if they provided the same level of

detail as the Administration on the impleraeniacion

requirements.

Questions also arise about the capabibues of

new and existing institutions to perform theu as-

signed tasks under the proposal, the ambiuous

schedule for the development of the nccessarv infra-

structure for the system, and the accepi2bilir> and

sustainability of the proposed cost control mecha-

nisms. These are very legitimate concerns but.

again, they are not peculiar to the Health Sccunr.

Act Any proposal attei^pting to rescrucrurt the

current health care system would face sjrular issues

The tamificabons of systemic changes to the

health care system are quite uncenajn. e^en ihc

outcomes of incremental changes are difficult to

predict As the Congress considers the Admirustra-

bon's proposal and altemaDves. both comprehensive

and incremental, the inherent uncenainues of changr

must be weighed agamst the detnmenLaJ conse-

quences of the current system-increasing numbers

of people who lack the secunry of insurance cover

age for health care and the rapidly nsing cosu of

thai care.
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obligations. That package would cover the follow-

ing:

Hospital teivices:

Servicer of health professionals;

Emergency and ambulatory medical and surgical

services;

riiniral preventive services;

Mental illness and substance abuse services;

Family planning services and services for preg-

nant women;

Hospice care;

Home health care;

Extended care;

Ambulance services;

Outpatient laboratory, radiology, and diagnostic

services:

Outpatient prescription drugs and biological

products;

Outpatient rehabiliution services;

Durable medical equipment and prosthebc and

orthotic devices;

Vision care;

Dental care;

Health education classes: and

Certain treatments under clinical investigation in

approved research trials.

Coverage of some services would be phased in over

lime. Dental benefits, for example, would be very
limited before 2001, and the coverage of mental

illness and substance abuse services would also

become more extensive in that year.

Although the proposed coverage of most ser-

vices is comparable with that provided by relatively

generous employment-based poUcies today, there arc

some differences. The coverage of preventive

health services, for example, would be more exten-

sive from the beginning than in most current health

plans, as would the mental health and substance

abuse benerits when they were fully phased in. By
contrast, the prescription drug and hospital benefits

in plans with higher cost sharing and (before 2001)

the dental health benefits would be less generous
than those that many employers currently provide.

Health Alliances

The AdministratioD's proposal would expand the

central role employers now play in purchasing

health insurance and restructure the market for that

insurance. All employers would have to pay part of

the premiums for their employees' insurance.

Moreover, the demand side of the health insurance

market would be reorganized in order to engender

greater market power for individuals and small

finas, eiuble people to have a choice of health

plans at a reasonable cost, and provide incenuves

for health plans to compete on the bases of both

cost and quaUty.

To accomplish these goals, the proposal would

establish a nationwide system of regional purchasing

alliances. Most people who worked for fums with

S,000 or fewer full-time employees, as well as mosi

people who were not in the labor force (including

Medicaid beneficiaries), would be required to obtain

health insurance coverage through those alliances

Medicare beneficiaries, however, would generalh

continue their coverage through thai program

Firms with more than 5.000 full-time em

ployees, firms participating in large multiemployer

group plans, rural electric cooperatives and tele-

phone cooperative associations, and the U.S. Postal

Service would be entitled to esublish separate cor-

porate purchasing alliances. Full-time employees of

firms that did so would have to purchase their cov-

erage through their firm's corporate alliance unless

they had a spouse who worked for an employer that

participated in a regional alliance. Such two-worker

famiUes could choose to obtain their insurance

through either the corporate or the regional alliance

Federal civilian employees would obtain their

coverage through regional alliances starting in 1998.

ad the OfRce of Personnel Management (0PM)
would make available to them one or more supple-

mentary plans. 0PM would also develop one or

more plans that would supplement Medicare's bene-

fiu for retired federal workers and their dependents
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People who uc now eligible for health coverage

through certain federal ageocies would stUl be able

to receive their standard benefits through those

agencies. Active-duty members of the armed forces

would continue to receive their health benefits from

the D^artment of Defense (DoD). Their depen-

dents and military retirees could also obtain cover-

age through the DoD system if its resources permit-

ted. Indians could obtain coverage through the

Indian Health Service and veterans through the

Deparnnent of Veterans Affairs system. Box 1-1

describes these aspects of the proposal.

Regional Alliances. These entities would be esub-

lished by the states as either nonprofit organizations

or state agencies. They would have nonoverlapping

jurisdictions thai could be a pornoo of a sute or an

entire state but could not cross state boundaries or

Bei M.
Health PlaiH OtTcrcd Through the Department of DefcBic,

the Department of Veterans Affairs,

and the ladiaii Health Sarrlce

In general, individuals who are cuirently eligible for

health services from govemmeat tgeoaes could

receive their iiaodard beaefii* through health plus
offered by those agencies. Unlilce the current sinia-

tioD, however, people selecting a govemment plto

could not sinultaneously participate in another plan

covering the standard benefit package.

The Secretary of Defense would esublish one or

more Uniformed Services Health Plans that would

cover at least all the items and services ia the staa-

dard benefit package. Active-duty personnel would

be required to enroll in those plans, for which they

would pay minimal amounts. Other people eligible

for military health care would have the choice of

enrolling in a military plan if one was available, a

plan ofTered by a regional or corporate
«iii«~-» (for

those under age &5), or Medicare (for those age 65

and over). Premium payments and other cost-shar-

ing requirements for people who elected to enroll in

military plans could not exceed the family share of

premiums and cost-sharing amounts ia health plans

offered tluough regional illiinrrs.

Military health plans would receive premium

payments from Medicare on behalf of people en-

rolled in the Supplementary Medical Insurance pnv
giam who selected a military plan. Conversely, the

Department of Defense might make premium pay-
menu 00 behalf of people who were eligible for

military plans but elected to participate ia other

plans.

In a similar matuter, veterans could elect to

enroll in health plans estabUshed by the Department

of Veterans Affairs (VA). Those plans would be

required to offer all the items and services in the

standard benefit package, and they would also pro-

vide certain additional services specifically relsted lo

service<o&oected conditions. These addiuonaJ ser-

vices would be available to all veterans oow eligible

for them, regardleu of whether they enrolled in s

VAplan.

Low-income veterans and veterans with service-

connected disabilitiei who enrolled ui VA plans

would not have to pay premiums or cosi-shanng

amounts, but most other veterans would pay amounu

based on rules established by the regional alliance in

the area in which the VA plan operated Va health

plans would be authorized, but not required, to enroll

family members of VA enrollecs subject to their

paying the required premiums and cosi-shannf

amounts. Veterans who chose to enroll in other

health plans would have no premiums paid on iheir

behalf by the VA VA plans would be eligible (or

reifflbunement from Medicare, but only on behalf of

panicipanu who were eligible for Medicare, »ho
also had no service-connected diubibues. and who
were not defined by the VA u havuig low income

The Indian Health Service (IMS) would tJso

sponsor plans covering the standard benefit package
for eligible Indians, who would not have lo piy

premiums or cost-sharing amounts. Family memben
who were not otherwiie ebgible could enroll in IMS

plans but would be required to pay premiums and

cost-shanng amounts. The IHS would make no

paymenu for preimums or cost-shanng amounu for

Indians who chose to enroll in noo-IHS plans.
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subdivide a metropoliun iiea within > ttate. E«ch

regional alliance is supposed to ensure that its resi-

dents would have a choice of th: health plans that

contracied with the alliance, at least one of which

would be a fee-for-service plan. The alliance would

also be responsible for ensuring that residenu bad

the necessary information with which to make in-

formed choices and that they enrolled in a health

plan.

In general, alliances would be required to con-

tract with all health plans that met the tute's stan-

dards and wished to offer insurance coverage in

their area. Regional alliances could, however, re-

fuse to contract with plaiu whose proposed premi-

ums exceeded 120 percent of the target for the

alliance's per capita premium or that had violated

previous contracts with the alliance. The alliances

would also collect funds from employers, house-

holds, and governments and make payments to the

plans chosen by participants. Fmally, they would

have to meet federal requirements to keep their

average prermums at or below specified targets.

Corporate Alliaisccs. G>rporate
'"*"''^' would

also have to offer participants a choice of plans,

although that choice could be more restricted than

in regional alliances. Specifically, corporate alli-

ances would have to offer at least one tradibonal

fee-for-service plan and at least two others of a

different type, such as health maintenance organiza-

uons (HMOs). Like regional
«iii«~-^« their respon-

sibilities would include collecting and disseminating

information about health plans and their outcomes,

as well as meeting federally determined targets for

cost contaiiunenL

Medicare and the AllUncc Syftcm. The Medicare

program would generally continue to functioo out-

side the system of regional and coiponte '"«'"•*«

Enrollment in plans offered through the «iii»~->«

would be mandatory, however, for people eligible

for Medicare if they or their spouse were employed
at least 40 boun a month. In addition, some people

could elect to stay in certain eligible plant when

they became entitled to receive Medicare benefits.

Fmally, provided that they met certain requiremenu,

sutes would also have the option to integrate all

their Medicare beneficiaries into regional alliances.

Medicaid and the Alliance Syitcm. Medicaid

beneficiaries who receive cash welfare payments
would continue to be covered by Medicaid but

would receive services in the standard benefit pack-

age through health plans offered by the regional
«iii«tw»t These beneficiaries could choose any

health plan thai charged an average or below-aver-

age premium, would be absolved of other payments
for premiums, and would have special limits on

their cost-sharing liabilities. (They could choose a

more expensive plan by paying the difference in

premiums themselves.) For this group, the ftdenl

and state governments would also conunue to make

payments for benefits that Medicaid now covers but

that would not be included in the standard bene Hi

package.

In general, Medicaid beneficiaries who do not

receive cash payments would no longer obtain cov'-

erage from Medicaid, except for long-term care and

cost sharing required by Medicare Instead, they

would benefit both from the same subsidies avail-

able to other low-income people obtaining coverage

through the alliance and from payments made by

their employers if they were working Almost all

children eligible for Medicaid under current la^^

would, however, continue to be covered for those

services provided by Medicaid that would not be m
the standard benefit package

The Singlc^Payer Optton for States. The Admin

isiratjon't proposal would allow sutes to opt out of

the regional alliance system and establish a 'single

payer' system of health care financing in u hich the

State would pay all health care providers directly

States electing that opbon would assume responsi-

bility for all people who would otherwise have been

in regional alliances. They could also choose to

eoroll in their tingle-payer system all Medicare

beneficiaries and people who would otherwise have

been in corporate alliances.

Health Plans

The proposal envisions that people who obtained

their health insurance through alliances would select

from a variety of plans that contracted with their

alliance, including fee-for-service plans. HMOs, and
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poiat-of-iervice plans. Some people, however,

might not be able to eoxoU in the plan of their

cboice-for example, if it wu operating at capacity.

Plans would have to comply with one of the three

cost-sharing schedules thai are specified in detail in

the proposal-lower, higher, or combinabon cost

sharing—as well as other requirements.

Requirements for Coct Sharing. Higher<ost-

shariog plans would impose both specified deduct-

ible amounts and coinsurance (calculated as percent-

ages of the providers' fees) according to a nabooal

schedule that is specified in the proposal. The use

of flat copaymenu would be prohibited in those

plans. Lower-cost-sharing plans would have no

deductible amounts and no coinsurance (except for

services obtained from providers outside the plyi's

nerwork of providers). Such plans would charge
flat copayroent amounts for paitcular services ac-

cording to a fixed nabonal schedule also included in

the proposal. Cost sharing in combination plans

would basically follow the lower-cost-shanng model

for in-nerwork services and the higher-cost-sharing

model for out-of-networfc services. In all three

types of plans, maximum annual out-of-pocket

payments would be the same: $1^00 for an individ-

ual and S3.(X)0 for a family.

Requirements for Supplementary Coverage. The

proposal would place strict requirements on supple-

mentary health insurance. Insurers could not offer

supplementary policies thai would duplicate cover-

age offered in the standard benefit package. Any
policies to cover services not included in the stan-

dard package would have to be available to all

applicants, regardless of their state of residence,

subject to capacity and financial coiistnmts.'

All plans available through regional alliances

would have to offer their enroUees supplementary

coverage for cost-shanng amounts.' Lower- and

combination-cost-sharing plans, however, would

offer supplementary coverage only for deductible

amounts and coinsurance required for services re-

ceived from providen who did not have contracts

with the plan. Only enroUees in a plan could pur-

chase the supplementary coverage associated with

that plan. Premiums for such coverage would have

to be the same for all enroUees in a plan, and they

would have to reflect the expected increase in use

of services thai would result from the reduced cost

sharmg. (Coverage of flat copayments, as opposed
to coinsurance, would not be permitted.)

Certification Requirements for Health Plans. In

order to contract with a regional alliance, health

plans would have to be certified by the sute in

which the alliance was located. The chtena for

certification would encompass standards for quabty.

financial subility, and capacity to deUver the stan-

dard benefit package, as weU as requirements relat-

ing to commuiuty rating, enroUmenu and coverage.

Those for community rating would prohibit plans

from varying premiums among residents of the

alliance area (except for variations attributable to

different types of families-individuals, couples,

single-parent faniilies. azuf two-parent families).

The other requirements would prohibit medical

underwnong and limitations on coverage so that no

one would have coverage denied or restricted be-

cause of a preexisting condition. Those require-

ments would be stringent: a plan could not termi-

nate or restnct coverage for any reason, even if

enroUees did not pay their premiunu.'

Corporate alliances could either contract with

staie-cemfied plans or offer self-insured plans that

met the requirements of Title I of the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974. Those

plans would have to meet requirements for commu-

nity rating, enrollment, and coverage just as plans

offered by regional alliances would.

M«fDbcnhip arjuiuDOM
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conuDunity provider! who wished to have such

agTcemeou. Essential community providen could

either participate in the plan or receive payments
from the plan without having a participating provid-

er agreement. Certification as an essential commu-

nity provider would be automatic for a wide range
of private nonprofit and public providers that re-

ceive Auding under the Public Health Service or

Social Security Act* Certified providers would also

include Indian health programs and providen of

school health services that would receive funding
under the proposal, as well as other providen and

organizations certified by the Secretary of Health

and Human Services (HHS).

The requirement for health plans to contract

with essential community providen would end five

yean after an alliance first offered a health plan.

No later than March 2001, however, the Secretary

of HHS would recommend to the Congress whether

to continue, modify, or terminate the requiremenL

Requirements Relating to Workers' Compensa-
tion and Automobile Insurmnce. All health plans

that provided services to enroUees through partici-

pating providen would be requited to provide or

arrange for worken' compensation services for their

enrollees. Worken' compensation carrien would

reimbune health plaiu for those services. Worken'

compensation services could, however, be provided

through alternative means if the carrier and the

injured worker agreed.

Similarly, enroUees would generally receive

from their health plans any medical benefits to

which they were entitled through their automobile

insurance. Health plans would be required to ar-

range for referral tervicet, u necessary, to ensure

the appropriate treament for injured individuals.

Automobile insurance carrien would reimbune

health plans for those services. As with worken'

compensation insurance, injured individuals and

carrien could agree to alternative arrangements.

Tboac prwidm would iaclutft eoouBuaiiy tad Bu(nai httJtb
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Federal Program Initiatives

and Expansions

In addition to the new program to provide universal

health insurance coverage, the Administration's

proposal would create several federal programs and

would expand othen. Changes in tax pobcy (dis-

cussed in a later section) would also benefit some

people, such as those with large expenses for long-

term care.

Medicare's Coverage of

Prescription Drugs

Starting in January 1996, Medicare's Supplemenury
Medical Insurance (SMI) benefit package would

cover prescription drugs for outpatients. This neu

benefit would have a SISO deductible amount. 20

percent coinsurance, and an out-of-pocket limji of

S1,000. The deductible and out-of-pocket limji

would be adjusted each year to ensure thai neither

the percentage of individuals satisfying the deduct-

ible nor the average percentage of enrollees receiv-

ing benefits would change.

Several new program requirements would ii-

tempt to restrain potential expenditures for prescnp-

oon drugs. Medicare would limit reimbursement to

pharmacists, generally paying them the lesser of the

90lh percentile of pharmacies' charges for a parucu-

lar drug or their acquisition cost plus a dispensing

fee. In addibon, drug manufacturen would have to

provide rebates to Medicare for all nongenenc dru;^

sold to enrollees.

Home- and Community*Based Services

for Severely Disabled People

The AdrainistratioD's proposal would esublish a

new grant program for the states to provide home-

and conununity-based services for people with se-

vere disabilities. Although all people who met the

diubility criteria would be eligible to receive ser-

vices from this program, it would not be an entjik-

ment for disabled individuals; the number actually

receiving services would depend on the amount of
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funduig approphited Federal contiibutions lo the

prognun, which would be phased in over leveo

yean, would be capped, and states would be re-

quired to provide tome funding.

The total federal budget for the prognm would

be S4J billion in fiscal year 1996, rising to $38.3

billion in 2003. Increases in subsequent yean
would reflect changes in the consumer price index

(CPI) and the size of the disabled population. As in

Medicaid, a state's share of the funding would vary

according to its per capita income, but the share

would be much lower than in the Medicaid pro-

gram, ranging from 3 percent to 22 percent of ex-

penditures for services. If sutes transferred severely

disabled people from the Medicaid program to the

new program, thereby reducing federal expenditures
for home- and community-based services under

Medicaid, the federal budget caps for the new pro-

gram would increase accordingly.

States would have to impose cost-sharing re-

quirements on all program participants on a sliding

scale according to income. Participants with family
income below ISO percent of the poverty level

would pay nothing; those with family income at or

above 230 percent of the poverty level would pay
the maximum cost-sharing rate of 25 percent.

Expansions in Medicaid's Coverage
of Long-Term Care

Three features of Medicaid's coverage of long-terrn

care would change under the Administration' t pro-

posal, two of which would expand eligibility for

nuning home services. At their option, states could

raise the amount of assets that may be fududfd
when determining the eligibility of single iixlividu-

als for nuning home services (the asset disregard)

from the ctirrcnt limit of S2,000 to as high u
SI 2,000. In addition, all sutes would be required to

grant eligibility for nuning bonte services to people
who would meet the income and asset requirements
for eligibility if their nuning home expenses were

deducted from their incotne. (States currently have

the option to grant eligibility to this group of

people, but about one-thiid of the states do not do

so.)

A third provision would require all states to

allow nuning home residents who are Medicaid

beneficianes to keep ai least SSO a month for their

personal needs. Because almost half the sutes now
set this allowance at the minimum allowed (S30),

tome beneficiaries would contribute less to the cost

of their care. The federal government would pay
for the resulting increase in Medicaid spending.

"Wraparound" Benefits for

Low-Income Children

Because the current Medicaid program provides a

wider range of services than those mcluded in the

ttandard benefit package, so-called wraparound
benefits (apart from long-term care) would be prrv

vided to children now eligible for Medicaid. Al-

though these benefits would be financed entirely by
the federal government, sutes' maintenance-of-effon

payments would, in effect pay for roughly their

traditional share of costs for these additional ser-

vices for children in families receiving cash welfare

benefits. Thus, the federal government would, in

effect, take over the financing of these additional

services only for children in families who did not

receive cash benefits.

Expenditures for these benefits would be
iimin»H however, based on the combined fiscal year
1993 federal and sute spending for them. This

limit would be updated to account for changes in

the number of eligible children and adjusted by

Medicaid-specific inflation facton through 1998 and

by the 'general health care inflation factor* com-
bined with the rate of growth in the populauon
under age 6S thereafter.'

For Itac 1996-2000 pcnod (be *|tacnl bctllb an lantooe fKUr*
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Funding for Graduate Medical

Education and Payments to

Academic Health Centers

The Adininistntion's propoul would restnicture the

current tynem of fedenl subsidies for graduate

medical educatioD and academic health centen (and

teaching hospitals) to account for the special cosu

they incur. It would emphasize the training of pri-

mary care physicians; both the «ti'«"'^« and Medi-

care would help to pay for the training of physi-

cians. The proposal would also authorize S200 mil-

lion a year for graduate nursing education and S400

million a year for Public Health Service programs
for the training of miirarities and of health profes-

sionals specializing in primary care.

A new National Council on Graduate Medical

Education would authorize the number of residency

positions, by specialty, in graduate medical educa-

tion programs that received federal funding. At

least 55 percent of residenu who completed eligible

residency programs would have to be in primary
care-that is, in family mediciiM. general internal

medicine, general pediatrics, or obstetrics and gyne-

cology. That requirement would fim hold for resi-

dents entering training in the 1998-1999 academic

year.

Funding for the direct costs of approved training

programs for physicians would be S3.2 billion in

calendar year 1996, rising to S5.8 billion in both

1999 and 2000. In subsequent years, the amount

would be the previous year's level increased by the

general health care inflation factor. Under the Ad-

ministration's proposal. Medicare would contribute

SI .5 billion in fiscal year 1996, S1.6 billion in 1997

and 1998. and the 1998 level increased by the CPI

in subsequent years. Thus, Medicare's relative con-

tribution would probably decline after 2000 since

total payments would almost certainly be rising fast-

er than Medicare's contribution.

Medicare's relative conthbubon to payments to

academic health centen (and teaching hospitals) for

the indirect costs of graduate medical education

would also probably decline over time. Such pay-

ments would total $3.1 billion in calendar year

1996, rise to S3.8 billion in 2000, and then increase

in subsequent yean by the general health care infla-

tion factor. Of these amounts. Medicare would pay

$2.1 billion in fiscal year 1996. $2.0 billion in 1997

and 1998. aitd that amount inflated by the CPI in

subsequent yean. The remaining funding for both

the direct and indirect costs of graduate medical

education would come as needed from a U percent

assessment on total premiums paid to regional and

multiemployer corporate alliances and from part of

the 1 percent tax on the total payrolls of all other

employen who estabUshed corporate alliances.

Expansion of the WIC Program

The proposal would establish a special Treasury

fund subject to discretionary appropriations thau m
addition to the regular appropriations for the Special

Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants,

and Children (WIQ. would help bring the program

up to full funding by the end of fiscal year 1996

and then in»int«in ful] funding levels. To that end.

the Secretary of the Treasury would credit annual

amounts to the fund totaling $1.85 billion over the

1996-2000 period. These aipual amounts would be

available for spending, however, only if the regular

appropriation for the year provided new budgetary

authority for WIC at levels specified in the pro-

posal.

Public Health Service Initiatives

Activities of the Public Health Service would ex-

pand significantly in a number of areas ranging

from biomedical and behavioral research to healtli

services for medically underserved populabons To

accomplish that expansion, funding for a Public

Health Sernce Initiative would be authorized.

Financing Provisions

Premiums paid by employen and households ard

payments by the federal and state govenunenu
would finance the insurance coverage obtained

through the alliances. Employen would pay prenu-

I

i
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urns for til employees who worked at least 40 hours

a month.* Except for Medicaid beneficiaries who
receive cash assistance, nonelderly individuals and

families would, in general, be responsible for paying
the part of the premium that was not contributed by

employen. Families with no workers, or with self-

employed workers only, would be responsible for

the entire premium for the plans they selected.

Government subsidies would be available, bow-

ever, for low-income people and for people berween

the ages of 53 and 64 who had retired from the la-

bor force. Employers, except for those that formed

corporate alliances, would be entitled to subsidies

that ensured that their payments for health insurance

premiums did not exceed certain fractions of t|ieir

payroll.

The costs of financing the subsidies, expanding
the Medicare program, and augmenting various

mandatory and discrebonary federal health programs
would be covered by states' maimenance-of-efTon

payments, higher SMI premiums, an increase in the

excise tax on tobacco, an assessment on the payroll

of firms that established corporate alliances, and

other assessments and tax changes, as well as by
various reductions in the Medicare and Medicaid

programs.

Premiums Paid to Alliances

The premiums charged by any health plan offered

through a regional alliance for the standard benefit

package could vary only by the type of family (indi-

vidual, couple, one-parent family, aitd two-parent

family): they could not vary by age, sex, or health

status. Premiums for platu oflfered by a coq»raie
alliance, however, could also vary by geographic
area. Moreover, the relationship among premiums
for different types of families would be fixed and

uniform across all regional alliances. For example.

the premium for a couple would have to be twice

that for an individual in the same plan.'

The distribution of premium payments among
families and employers would be based on the

premise that employers should pay about 80 percent
of the premium for full-time workers, and families

the remaining 20 percent. The actual proporaons
would vary, however, for several reasons.

Every family who enrolled in a plan offered by
a regional alliance would be assigned an 'alliance

credit amount* that would equal 80 percent of the

weighted avenge premium in the alliance for that

type of family. The weighted average premium for

a specific family type would be calculated by aver-

aging premiums for that family type for all the

plans in the alliance, weighting the premiums by the

number of families of that type in each plan The

family's portion of the premium would be the dif-

ference between the premium for the plan telecied

by the family and the alliance credit amount, subject

to varioiu other adjustments, including subsidies

In contrast, an employer's payment ^ould nm

eqtial the alliance credit amount because familir\

contain, on average, more than one worker f.<r

whom some employer would be paying prrrrxjumv

An employer's payments would also not be deiet

mined by the premiums of the particular plans w
lectfid by its employees. Rather, for full-ume ui<ri

ers in a specific family type, each employer s pjv

ments would take into account the number ot «i>rk

ers of that family type in the alliance-for ctampir
the more two-parent families there were »ith r«f

full-time workers, the smaller the proporuon of the

80 pereent employer share any particular empl.-«rr
would have to pay.'

More specifically, setting aside the possibility of

other adjustments (such as the subsidies for nrms
that are described below), an employer's payment
would be calculated as follows:
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o For individuals, the unouot paid by each em-

ployer would be 80 percent of the weighted

average premium for single individuals in the

alliance.

o For couples, the amount would be 80 percent of

the total premium payments for couples (that is,

the number of couples in the alliance multiplied

by the alliance's weighted average premium for

couples) divided by the number of couples plus

the number of 'extra workers.* Extra workers

are the full-time-equivalent workers in couples

with more than one woridng member. This

complicated fonnulatioD means that the amount

an employer would pay per worker would be

reduced as the number of workers in the alli-

ance who were part of a couple rose relative to

the number of couples. The reductions in an

employer's payments ftom this adjustment,

which derives primarily from the presei>ce of

rwo-worker couples, would be spread among

couples without a woricer or with only one pan-
time or full-time woiker.

o For both single- and two-parent families, an

employer's payments would equal 80 percent of

the combined total premium payments for both

family types divided by the sum of the number

of single-parent families, the number of two-

parent families, and the number of extra work-

ers in two-parent families. The aggregation of

single- and two-parent families would ensure

that an employer paid the tame amount for

employees in families with children, regardless

of the number of parents in the family.

Unlike employen in regional allianrfs. those

that formed corporate alliances would pay an

amount similar to the alliance credit amount-

namely, 80 percent of the weighted average pre-

mium in the corporate alliance for employees in

each type of family. (Because the coipotate alliance

would receive payments for spouses eligible to

enroll in other alliances, however, the cost per

worker would be reduced in much the same way as

for an employer in a regional alliance.) An excep-

tion would apply to full-time workers with average

annual earnings of less than SI 5,000 (indexed by
the CPI after 1994). For these workers, the em-

ployer would have to pay the greater of 80 percent

of the weighted average premium or 93 percent of

the premium of the lowest-cost plan offered by the

corporate alliance that had either lower or combina-

tion cost sharing.

Employers in either regional or corporate alli-

ances could pay more than the required
minitnnm

amounts on behalf of their employees, but their

additional payments for the standard benefit package
could not exceed the amount of the family share for

the highest-cost plan in the alliance. If an employer
chose to pay more, the amounts its employees owed
would be reduced correspondingly. Such voluntary

payments would have to be equal for all employees
in the same type of family, however, regardless of

the plans that were selected. Moreover, if the em-

ployer's payments totaled more than the premium of

the plan selected by the employee, the difference

would be returned to the employee (and included in

taxable income).

Individuals and families would be responsible

for the family share of the premium-that is, the

difference between the premium charged by the plan

they selected and the alliance credit amount-unless

their employers paid more 'than the required mini-

mum. For most individuals and families, their

obligation would average about 20 percent of the

total premium costs, but it could be more or less

depending on whether they selected a plan with an

above- or below-average cost.

Individuals and families with no worker or only

a part-time worker would be responsible for some

or all of the employer portion, as well as the family

portion, of their premiums.* The self-employed
would pay 7.9 percent of their self-employment
income or the employer portion, whichever was

lower, even if their family had another full-time

worker. (The required percenuge would be lower if

they were eligible for the subsidies provided to low-

wage firms that are discussed below.)

If tome employers and families did not pay the

premiums they owed to regional alliances, other

A (tmiiy wouU sat bt mpoeiible fcr te tmfihj jm titit J ont

el lU OKiBbcn »u employed full am* (or riui mootfc or J two

Bcmbcn worked pen Offle ead ihtu rnm li iei i) koun d cBploy-

iKsi louled ai leen |]0 ihei mooib.
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employers and families in those »"'»'"^« would

bear the consequences. Each year, an alliance

would estimate the amount of premiums that it

would be unlikely to collect adjusted for over- or

underestimates in the previous year. It would then

adjust the premiums for each type of family by the

same proportion in order to collect the desired total

from those expected to pay the amounts they owed.

Subsidies

The obligation to pay premiums that the Adminis-

tration's proposal would place on employers and

families would be reduced by a variety of subsidies

designed to assist low-income families ant] em-

ployers. These subsidies would be available only

for families that obtained, and employers that paid

for, coverage through regional alliances. In other

words, employers that established corporate alli-

ances would not be eligible for subsidies and would

have to keep the amounts paid by their low-income

employees below certain limits.

Subsidies for FamiUo. Families receiving benefits

from Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(AFDC) or Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and

people whose income was below a very low thresh-

old ($1,000 in 1994, inflated by the CPI thereafter)

would not have to pay the family portion of the

premium for plans with premiums at or below the

weighted average for that type of family. The fam-

ily's maximum obligation would rise with income

so that at ISO percent of the poveny level a family

would pay the lesser of 20 percent of the weighted

average premium or 3.9 percent of income. Pay-

ments for the family portion would be limited to 3.9

percent of income for all families with income

below $40,000 (in 1994, inflated by the CPI there-

after). If no plan with a premium at or below the

weighted average was available (for example, be-

cause all such plans were at capacity), the family's

obligation would stay the same and the amount of

the government subsidy would increase.

Subsidies would also be available for individ-

uals and families who were responsible for paying

part or all of the employer share of their premiums
and for the self-employed who worked part-time

and whose remaining obligation for the employer

share was not met by the work of other family

members. The subsidies would be set on a sliding

scale and would be phased out when nonwage in-

come—which includes items such as rents, interest,

and dividends-reached 250 percent of the poverty

level.

Families in regional alliance plans who had

income below 150 percent of the poverty level

would also be eligible for reductions in cost sharing

if they lived in areas in which no lower- or combi-

t^on-cost-sharlng plan was available at a cost that

did not exceed the weighted average premium for

their type of family. Families meeting those cntena

would be obligated only for the cost-shanng

amounts they would have paid if they were enrolled

in lower-cost-shahng plans. Regional alliances

would pay the remainder to the plans. Special

subsidies for cost sharing would also apply to Med-

icaid beneficiaries, who would pay only 20 percent

of the copayment amounts required by lower- or

combinabon-cost-sharing plans. The plans them-

selves would generally flnance the cost-shanng

subsidies for Medicaid beneficiaries.

Early retirees who would be eligible for Medj-

care's Hospital Insurance (HI) benefits when they

turned 65 would receive special subsidies for theu-

premiums. (Early retirees would be people between

the ages of 55 and 64 who were not employed full

time.) Spouses under age 65 who were not em-

ployed and other dependents of early retirees would

also be subsidized. Retirees in these families would

be entitled to govenunent subsidies covenng the

employer share, leaving them to pay only the difTer-

ence between the premium for the plans they chose

and the alliance credit amount The subsidies would

be reduced by employers' payments for retirees or

their spouses who worked part time. If the spouse

of a retiree worked full time, no govenunent sub-

sidy would be necessary.

Subsidies for Finns. The Administratjon's pro-

posal would also place limits on the premiums paid

by employers in regional alliances. With the excep-

tion of the federal, state, and local govemmenis.

which would not be entitled to caps on their pre-

mium payments for employees until 2002. an em-

ployer's premium payments to regional albance
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plans would genenlly not exceed 7.9 percent of

pavroU."

Small, low-wage employen would have lower

caps, which would vary according to both the size

of the firm and its wage level. The lowest propor-
bon of payroll (3J percent) would be paid by firms

with fewer than 25 full-time-equivalent employees
and average annual wages per fiiU-time-equivalent

employee of not more than SI 2,000. The em-

ployers' obligation would increase to reach 7.9 per-

cent for firms with 75 or more employees or aver-

age wages of more than S24,000. The proportion of

small employers that would be eligible for these

additional subsidies would fall over time because

the wage thresholds on which the subsidies, are

based would not be indexed.

Changes in the Internal Revenue Code

Receipts from a variety of sources would finance

the Administration's proposal, although some new
tax incentives would reduce revenues. Detailed in-

fonrution on the amendments to the Internal Reve-

nue Code contained in the Administration's proposal

is available in a recent publication from the Joint

Committee on Taxation." Therefore, only a sum-

mary of those provisions is provided here.

One provision would increase the excise tax on

cigarettes by 75 cents per pack and the taxes on

other tobacco products by approximately the same

amount per pound of tobacco content In addition,

employers that no longer had to pay for their re-

tirees' health coverage would have to pay a tempo-

rary assessment Employers that esublished corpo-

rate alliances would be required to pay a 1 percent

payroll tax, in part to help pay for the federal grants

for graduate medical education, nursing education,

and academic health centers. Multiemployer corpo-

10. Eaploy«n tbpMc » iwNiih CMiiUim "*-~* Out cboM lo

paracipMc u • n|>OB*l ullitae* oould a tat «Ji(iblc far ih«c

ibtidMi for ttac fini four yun Ttac nibodia would tao»ii »ii .

bi phiMd IS dufUf ttt aut four jnan.

11. Joiai Coramiaac oa Tuuob. Dtttnpnen and /Oufyiii of nu
VJI efHK StOO. S. 1717. md i. 177} CHiaiih StcvUf Act').

JCSJD-9i CDtctwba 20. 1993)

rate alliances and regional alliances would have to

pay a 1.5 percent assessment on premiums for the

same purposes.

Other provisions would broaden the definition

of the tax base for self-employed people. First

more business income of shareholders in S corpora-

tions would be treated as 'wages* for the purpose of

calculating the corporation's eligibility for subsidies

of its premiums. Specifically, individuals who
owned more than 2 percent of the stock in an S cor-

poration and who participated materially in the busi-

ness would have their distributive share of the

corporation's income 6om the service-related busi-

i>ess treated as wages for this purpose. Likewise,

more business income of limited partners in partner-

ships would be treated as wages for the same pur-

pose. The added income of S corporabon share-

holders and limited parmers would also become

subject to employment taxes. These changes would

not only reduce subsidies for employers but would

also increase payroll tax receipts (as well as future

benefits from Social Security and unemployment
insurance).

The proposal would also require all sute and

local employees to pay Medicare's HI payroll tax.

Currently, woricers hired before April 1, 1986. in

states that do not have a voluntary parbcipabon

agreement with the federal government do not pay
this tax. although many are eligible for Medicare's

benefits through their spouse or nongoverruneniaJ

employment The increase in Medicare's revenue

from this proposal would be parbally offset by high-

er future spending because more people would par-

bcipate in the program.

Two other provisions would reduce subsidies

received by high-incon>e retirees. Medicare en-

rollees with modified adjusted gross titcome above a

specified threshold amount (S90,000 for single ux-

payen and SI 15,000 for married taxpayers filing a

joint return) would, in effect, have to pay higher

prehuums for Supplementary Medical Insurance.

The maximum SMI premium for high-income Medi-

care beneficiaries would cover about 75 percent of

the average benefits per enrollee, up from the cur-

rent level of about 25 percent In addibon. high-

income early retirees who would otherwise be eli-

gible to receive subsidies for the employer share of
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their health insunnce premiums would be required

to pty ilut share themselves.

The Administntion's proposal would leave the

tax treatment of employers' payments for health

benefits largely untouched until 2004. As under

current law, the proposal would allow the exclusion

from employees' incomes of employers' payments
for the standard benefit package and for cost-sharing

amounts under the standard package, including

premiums for cost-sharing supplements. But the

proposal would expand the exclusion for employers'

payments for qualified long-term care insurance.

Beginning in 2004, employer-paid premiums for

supplementary coverage of additional services

would no longer be excludable from employees'
income for income tax and payroll tax purposes. In

keeping with that provision, beginning in 1997,

coverage provided through flexible spending ac-

counts would be tax-exempt only for benefits re-

lated to the standard package. Also beginning in

that year, employers generally could not include

health benefits in 'cafeteria* plans.

If employers chose to pay more of their employ-
ees' premiums than the minimum required, they

would have to make equal voluntary payments for

all employees in the same type of family. Thus, the

employer's total payment could exceed the total

premium of the plan selected by an employee. In

such a case, the employee would be entitled to

cash rebate that would be subject to both income

and payroll taxes.

The proposal also would expand the income tax

subsidy for health insurance purchased by the self-

employed: it would do so by making permanent and

later increasing a tax deduction for health insurance

premiums. The proposal would reinstate the 2S

percent deduction that expired at the end of 1993

and increase it to 100 percent of premiums for the

standard benefit package beginning in 1997 (or

1996 if the sute had.begun participating in the new

system).

By contrast, the proposal would put tighter

limits on deductions for taxpayers who prepaid their

health insurance premiums. If taxpayers made those

premium payments or other payments for mrrliral

care, the benefits from which would extend for

more than a year after the payment, that amount

would be trrairrt as having been paid on a pro rati

basis over the pehod in which the benefits were

received. That provision would preclude taxpayers

from claiming a large tax deduction for a lump-sum

payment for future health benefits.

Three tax provisions related to long-term care

would lower revenue. One such provision would

provide tax relief for individuals with high expenses

for long-term care, and another would offer a tax

subsidy to encourage people to purchase pnvate

insurance for long-term care. Taxpayers could

claim an itemized deduction for spending on quali-

fied long-term care services provided to themselves,

their spouses, or dependents for which they had not

been reimbursed, if those expenses plus their other

qualified medical expenses exceeded 7.3 percent of

their adjusted gross income. Premiums for qualified

long-term care poUcies would also count as quali-

fied medical expenses for purposes of itemized

deductions. And as mentioned above, the exclusion

of as employer's payment of premiums for qualified

long-term care policies fronf an employee's income

would be expanded; benefits received from such

pobcies would also be excluded from income.

Other tax provisions in the Administration's

proposal include changing the tax treatment of ac-

celerated death benefits under life insurance con-

tracts, providing tax incentives to encourage primary

care physicians to practice in areas desigiuied as

having a shortage of health professionals, and giv-

ing tax credits for personal assistance services for

disabled workers.

Reductions in the Medicare Prograin

A major part of the funding for the profwsal would

come from reductions in the Medicare program.
Some of them would affect the Hospital Insurance

program, some would affect the Supplementary

Medical Insurance program, and some would afTeci

both. (Increases in SMI premiums for high-income

enroUees were discussed above because they would

be collected through the income tax system.)
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Spendiog for the HI prognm would be reduced

primaiily because payment ntes to providen would

be lower than under cuneot law. SpeciAc provi-

sions of the proposal would:

o Reduce the updates to the per-case rates used by
Medicare's prospective payment system (PPS),

which pays for inpatient hospital services, for

fiscal yean 1997 through 2000;

o Eliminate the adjustment to PPS paymenu for

the indirect costs of patient care that are related

to hospitals' medical education programs-al-

though a portion of the amount that would have

been paid under this adjustment would be trans-

ferred to the fund for academic health centers;

o Reduce the base payment rates for capital-

related costs of inpabent hospital services and

reduce the updates applied to those payment
rates for fiscal years 1996 through 2003:

o In states that were participating in the proposed
new health care system, revise and. on average,

reduce the PPS payment adjustment for hospi-

tals that treat a disproportionately large share of

low-income patients; and

o Reduce the updates to some payment rates for

skilled nursing facilities in fiscal year 1996.

The largest reductions in spending for the SMI

program compared with current law would result

from lower payments for physicians. The specific

provisions would:

o Establish goals for cumulative expenditures for

physicians' services. Currently, the target rate

of growth for each year is based on the prior

year's actual rate of growth in outlays for physi-

cians' services, without regard to the phot

year's target rate of growth. Under this pro-

posal, the growth target for outlays for physi-

cians' services would be built on a designated

base-year target (fiscal year 1994) and updated

annually for changes in enrollment and inflation

but not for actual growth in outlays above or

below the targets for prior years.

o Institute a new system for setting the target rate

of growth for payments to physicians. The new
vstem would both substitute the average rate of

growth in real gross domestic product (GDP)

per capita (plus 1.5 perceouge points for pn-

mary care services only) for a measure of the

change in the volume and intensity of services

provided by physicians during the previous Rve

yean, aixl eliminate the annual percentage re-

duction known as the performance standard

factor.

Eliminate the floor on the reduction penruned m
the default update for physicians' paymeni rates

Currently, there is no upper limit on increases m

physicians' fees under the default update form-

ula, but fees cannot decrease by more than 5

percentage points.

o Reduce the convenion factor for the fee schcd

ule for services (except for primary care) pro-

vided by physicians by 3 percent in 1995 The

convenion factor is a dollar amount that con

verts the fee schedule's relative value units into

payment amounts.

o Limit payments for physicians' servicer pro-

vided by medical staffs at high-cosi hospiuK
effective January 1, 1998. This propouJ «r>ulj

establish limits on Medicare's paymenii l><r

physicians' services per inpaueni ho^piuJ aJ

mission, similar to limits on paymenu (or hi»p<

tal services.

o Limit total payments for certain ourpauent N>«

pital services to Medicare's approved amount t

effective July 1. 1994. Medicare enroliccv

coinsurance liabilibes for hospitals' ourpauem

lervices are now based on the hospitals' acruo:

charges rather than on Medicare's (r>-pi:aJI«

lower) approved amount for the services Be

cause Medicare usually pays 80 percent of ihr

approved amount, hospitals often receive morr

than the total approved amount This provision

would reduce Medicare's payments for hospj

tals' outpatient services by the amount of

pabents' extra payments for coinsurance.
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o Require Medicare beneficiaries to pay 20 per-

cent coinstirance for all laboratory services,

effective January 1, 1995. Medicare currently

does not require copayments for clinical labora-

tory services, although most other SMI services

are subject to a 20 percent coinsurance require-

ment

Establish a competitive acquisition process for

magnetic resonance imaging tests, computerized
axial tomography scans, oxygen and oxygen

equipment, laboratory services, and other items

at the discretion of the Secretary of HHS. effec-

tive January 1. 1995. If competitive bidding did

not reduce average prices for those services by
at least 10 percent, the Secretary would reduce

Medicare's approved fees for those services 'to

accomplish the same goal.

The provisions that would affect both Hospital
Iiuunnce and Supplementary Medical Insurance are

quite diverse. They would:

o Retain Medicare's role as a secondary payer for

disabled employees and employees with end-

stage renal disease (who would be insured

through their firms). Under current law. Medi-

care would become the primary payer for those

enrollees as cf 1999.

Esublish new standards for Medicare's pay-
ments to HMOs and competitive medical plans

with risk-sharing contracts. Currently. Medicare

pays 95 percent of the avenge adjusted per

capiu cost (AAPCQ for Medicare enrollees in

each county. The program would establish a

range around the HI and SMI components of

the AAPCC varying from 80 percent of the

national average value up to ISO percent for

SMI services and 170 percent for HI services.

The intent would be to encourage more HMOs
to parbcipate in Medicare while establishing

reasonable limits on reimbursement in counties

whose AAPCC is high.

o Reduce the limits on payments for routine costs

for home health services. In past years.

Medicare's payments for home health services

were limited to no more than 112 percent of

avenge home health cosu nationwide. This

provision would reduce the limit to 100 percent

of median costs nationwide.

Require beneficiaries to rmikp a copayment of

10 percent of the avenge costs for home health

visits, excluding visits that occurred within 30

days of discharge from a hospital. Currently,

Medicare requires no copayment for home
health visits.

o Require the Secretary of HHS to contract with

'centers of excellence* for the provision of

cataract and coronary by-pass surgery and other

services to Medicare beneficiaries, thereby ex-

panding current demonstnuon projects to all

urban areas. Medicare would contract with in-

dividual centers using a flat payment nte for all

services associated with the affected surgical

procedures. Patients would be encouraged to

use the centers through rebates equal to 10 per-

cent of the government's savings from the cen-

ten.

Reductions in the Medicaid Program

The cost of the Medicaid program would be sub-

stantially less than under current law. The proposal
would terminate coverage for adult beneficiaries

who did not also receive cash welfare benefits and

would limit the rate of growth of the per capiu

payments to regional alliances for beneficiaries who
did receive cash benefits, as discussed above In

addition, the proposal would end Medicaid's pay-
ments to disproporbonate share hospiials-those thai

neat a relatively high proportion of low-income and

uninsured patients-when the state began partici-

pating in the new system.

Issues of Governance

The Administration's proposal would place new

responsibilibes on the federal and state govern-
ments, create a variety of new instituuons. and

specify a complex flow of resources among those

insutuDons.
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The Role of the Federal Government

The fedenl govenunent would pliy the major role

in designing ud finucing the proposed health care

system. Many of iu functions would be the respon-

sibility of a newly created National Health Board;
other important responsibilities would fall to the

Department of Health and Human Services and the

Department of Labor.

Functions of the National Health Board. The
National Health Board would have the mandate to:

o Interpret the standard beiKfit package:

o Oversee the cost containment provisions "for

regional alliances and certify ihat those require-
ments were met:

o Develop and implement eUgibility rules relating
to the coverage of certain individuals and fami-

lies;

o Develop and implement standards for a nabonal

health informabon system for measurtng the

quality of health care;

o Establish and assume responsibility for a system
to manage and improve the quality of care;

o Develop the multiplicative factors for convening
premium amounts for wdividuals into premiums
for couples, single-parent families, and two-

parent families:

o Develop methods for adjusting premium pay-
ments to health platu so that the premiums
reflected the health risks of their enroUees;

FacUiute the development of a system of re-

insurance so that plans could protect themselves

against the fmancial consequences of enrolling a

disproportionately large number of people with

expensive medical conditions:

o Develop capital standards for health plans that

contract with regional alliances;

o Develop standards for sute guaranty funds,

which would be used to pay providers in the

event that a health plan offered by a regional
alliance failed:

o Establish criteria that states must meet to begm
parbcipating in the system and monitor their

compliance: and

o Review documents submitted by the sutes de-

scribing their proposed health care systems and

approve or disapprove them.

Federal Inltiativo to Enstirc Compliance by
States. Tht federal government would not only
esublish most of the criteria that sutes and alliances

would have to meet but would also have to ensure

that sutes met those standards. To that end. fedenJ

planning grants would be available to assist sutes in

setting up their health care systems. The NauonaJ
Health Board, moreover, would have considerable

authority to impose sanctions if necessary to enforce

the standards. If it determined that a sutes noo-

compliance resulted from the actions of a particular

regional alliance, the board could order that alUance

to comply and take additional measures to assure

that it did so. The board could also require the

Secretary of Health aitd Human Services to reduce

federal payments to sutes for items such as aca-

demic health centers and health services research as

a sanction for noncompliance. If. however, the

board determined that a sute was sufTiciently far

out of compliance that people's access to health ser-

vices would be sehously jeopardized, the Depan-
ment of Health and Human Services would take

over the operation of that state's system. (The fed-

enl government would impose a 15 percent sur-

charge on total premiums in those cireumstances )

Ovcrright of Regfoaal Bad Corponu AUianccs.
The Department of Health and Human Services

would oversee the financial management of the

regional alliances. Accordingly, the department
would develop standards and conduct periodic au-

dits relating to the alliances' enrollment of eligible

individuals, their management of subsidies for pre-
miums and cost-sharing amounts, and their overall

financial management

The Department of Labor would assimte major
responsibility for oversight of corporate alliances

and employers in regional alliances. In parucular. it
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would ensure that employen in regional alliancft

paid their thare of prenuums, withheld and paid

their employees' family thare of premiums, and

submitted timely repofts. The department would

also tempoiaiily take over any insolvent lelf-insured

corporate alliances: for that purpose, it would estab-

lish an insolvency fund to which lelf-instired corpo-
rate alliafxft would be required to contribute when
funds were needed.

Federal Piyments. The U.S. Treasury would make

payments for several purposes. In particular, the

govenunent would be the main source of subsidies

for low-income families, employen, and retirees. It

would also finance a package of wnparound bene-

fits for low-income children who were previously

eUgible for Medicaid, as well u pay the federal

share of the restructured Medicaid program. In

additioD, funding would be required for program

expansions such as Medicare's coverage of prescrip-

tion drugs and initiatives such as home- and com-

munity-based services for severely disabled people.

The Role of State Governments
and Alliances

Although the structure and standards for the pro-

posed health care system would come largely from

the federal govemntent, the states and alliances

would have the nujor responsibility for the day-to-

day operabon of the system. States would also have

to help fmancc the new system.

Responsibilities of State Govenimcnls. Each par-

ticipating state would be required to:

o Submit a document to the National Health

Board describing the health care system the

sute proposed to establish;

o Esublish one or more regional alliances, desig-

nating the geographic area that each alliance

would cover,

o Ensure that families in each regional alliance

had a choice of plans in which to enroll:

o Ensure that families were credited with any

subsidies for their premiums to which they were

entitled;

o Establish capital standards for health plans that

net the federal requirements;

o Establish standards for financial reporting, audit-

ing, and reserves of health plans;

o Establish the standards for certifying the health

plans that regional alliances would offer, includ-

ing criteria for quality, financial siabilit>'. and

capacity to deUver the standard benefit pacluge.

and certify the plans to be offered;

o Establish a guaranty fund to pay claims and

other debts in the event that a plan failed and.

after a failure, collect an assestmeni of up to 2

percent on premiimu to repay the obbgauons of

the plan:

Ensure continuity of coverage for enrollees in

health plans that failed;

o Ensure that the amounts owed to regionaJ aJli-

aoces were collected and paid; and

o Assist regional alliances in esublishing clipibil

ity for subsidies of premiums and coii-ihann;

amoimts and assume financial responnbiln) (or

enon that exceeded certain limits

A designated state agency or officiaJ uould be

responsible for coordinating these acuv-iuet ai thr

state level.

States would also have subsianual financial oN

ligalioos. Tbey would pay the regional alliances for

their share of premiums for individuals and families

wtto remained eUgible for Medicaid, and they N^ould

be responsible for their share of Medicaid's spend

ing 00 services not included in the standard bene Hi

package for that group.

In addition, states would make maintenance -of-

effort paymenu related to the restructured Medicaid

program. Two components of these payments
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would be on behAlf of people wbo would loee their

Medicaid covenge under the proposal. (Those

people would no longer obtain coverage from the

Medicaid program, but most of them would receive

subsidies for their premiums for the standard benefit

package.) One component would reflea 1993 ex-

penditures for services in the standard package, and

the other would reflect the part of states' paymenu
to disproportionate share hospitals attributable to

this group of people in that year. A third compo-
nent would be based on fiscal year 1993 expendi-

tures for children who remained eligible for Medic-

aid, excluding spending for services that would be

in the standard package and for long-term care. The

1993 amounts would be updated by Medicaid-spe-

cific factors until the first year of a sute's participa-

tion, and by the general health care inflation factor

combined with the projected rate of growth in the

populabon under age 65 thereafter.

Responsibilities of Regional AlUanca. The re-

gional alliances, by contrast, would not finance the

health care system. Rather, they would serve as

conduits of funds from the federal and sute govern-

ments, employers, and families to health plans.

They would be the frontline agencies that contracted

with health plans, enrolled individ«ials and families

in plans, and obtained and disseminated information

on the performance of those plans. Regional alli-

ances would also calculate the amounts that families

and employers would have to pay, determine

whether families and employers were eligible for

subsidies, and collect payments from them. In

addition, regional «Hi«~-»« would have to imple-

ment the cost control provisioos required by the

federal govemroent That would include establish-

ing fee schedules for fee-for-service plans, unless

the sute elected to have a single, statewide fee

schedule.

Regional alliances would also play an important

role in collecting and analyzing data. They would,

for example, have to estimate the number of woric-

CIS in the different types of families; those numbers

would be used in determining bow much employers

would have to pay. In addition, in order to deter-

mine the weighted average premium for each family

type, each alliance would have to provide informa-

tion to the Nabonal Health Board about the market

shares of the difTerent plans with which it had coo-

tracts.

All activibes of the regional alliances would be

paid for by an assessment on premiums. Each alli-

ance would determine that level annually, but ii

could not exceed 2.2 percent of total premiums.

The Role of Employers and

the Decision to Form a

Corporate Alliance

Employers would have many of the sane responsi-

bilibes whether they participated in a regional alli-

ance or established a corporate alliance. In either

case, employers would have to pay a ponioo of the

premiums for their employees' pohcies. They
would also have to deduct their employees' share of

the premiums from their paychecks and transfer the

funds to the appropriate alliance. In addition, all

employers would have to provide specified informa-

bon to their employees and to the regional alLances

Most firms with 5,000 or fewer full-time em-

ployees would have to participate in regional alL-

ances. (Some smaller firms might pamcipate in

mulbemployer corporate alliances or ones esub-

lished by rural electric and telephone cooperabves )

Larger firms, however, would have to decide

whether to join a regional alliance or set up a cor-

porate alliance after weighing the relaove advan-

tages and disadvantages of the two opbons. Firms

would generally have to decide by January 1. 1996

A decision to participate in a regional alLance

would be irrevocable; however, the decision lo

establish a corporate alliance could be reversed ai a

later date.

Advantagca of Corporate Alliances. Large Tirms

might choose to form a corporate alliance for sev-

eral reasons. Fums that had already estabbshed

effecbve programs for containing health care cosu

might think that they could control health spending

better than the alliance system. Firms would also

continue to have direct input into the quality of care

their full-time employees received. In addiuon. they

would not be responsible for the assessments that

employers parbcipating in regional aUiances would
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have to pay if there was a thortfaU is premium pay-

ments. Fmally, they would not have to pay the 1.3

percent assessment on premiums for graduate medi-

cal educaboo and academic health centers that firms

in regional alliances would pay. (Firms in mulb-

employer alliances would have to pay the U per-

cent assessment, however.)

Disadvutages of Corporate ADUdccs. Despite
the advantages of establishing a corporate alliance,

significant disadvantages would predominate for

many large firms. The most important one would

generally be that firms that formed corporate alli-

ances would have to pay a tax of 1 percent on their

total payroll and that the tax would begin before the

regional alliances were set up. (Firms participating

in multiemployer alliances would not be subject lo

that tax.) Moreover, the effective rate of the tax on

the payroll of full-time employees enrolled in plans

offered by the corporate alliance would be higher

than that, because the wages of part-time employees
would be in the tax base but the employees would

not be eUgible to parbcipate. (They would have to

enroll in plans offered by the regional alliance, and

the firms would have to make the appropriate pay-
ments to regional alliances on their behalf.)

Furthermore, a firm that established a corporate
alliance would not be eligible for the cap on its

premium payments that would be phased in if it

joined a regional alliance. Moreover, ia low-

income employees who worked full time would not

be eligible for governmental subsidies of their pre-

miums, and the corporate allianrf itself would gen-

erally have to subsidize premiums for full-time

employees making less than S1S,000 a year." A
firm thai esublished a corporate alliance and chose

to self-insure might also have to make periodic

contribubons (of up to 2 percent of annual premi-

ums) to the insolvency fund esublished by the

Secretary of Labor for self-insured health plans

offered by corporate aljiancff^.

Large firms that had self-insured in the past

would probably experience coosidermbly more regu-

latioo under the proposal. In addibon to the federal

requirements for health plans offered by corporate

alliances that have already been discussed, the Sec-

retary of Labor would specify financial reserve

requirements that those alliances would have to

meet Their fee-for-service plans would have to use

the same fee schedules as plans in their correspond-

ing regional alliances. The growth rates of their

premiums would be subjea to essenbally the same

limits as those of the regional alliances. Finally, in

addibon to greater regulabon, such firms might find

themselves with relabvely little power in markets

dominated by large regional alliances.

Employers' ObUgatloiu for Redrecs' Health

Benefits. Regardless of whether they participaied m
corporate or regional alliances, all firms thai were

paying more than a specified threshold for retirees'

health benefits on October I, 1993, would conunue

to have obligabons to those retirees and most of

their dependents. When the subsidies for early re-

tirees commenced in 1998, those employers would

be required to pay 20 percent of the weighted aver-

age premium for the appropriate type of famiK

That obligabon would conbnue only as long ts

memben of that cohort remained eligible for the

benefits of early retirees.

Because of the large financial windfall iKii

firms with extensive obligabons to retirees «oulJ

gain under the proposal, all employers with hciJih

care costs for retirees aged 35 through 64 in I <M 1 .

1992. or 1993 would also be subject to a temporv%
annual astessmenL Thai assessment, which would

be paid each year from 1998 to 2000. would equaJ

one-half of either the average annual health carr

cosu for rebnes in the 1991-1993 penod (incrraifJ

by the medical care component of the CPI from

1992 on) or the estimated reducbon in reurect

health care costs for the year-whichever wa»

greater.

The Flow of Funds Through Regional
Alliances and Health Plans

II No Bibndy would be raquind il ttc tmployv'i ooosibutMa eo«-

cnd u kati 95 pcraai of Ibc pxmium of te nc

pits thu did on bivt hi|bcr con ihaiuf

Regional alliances would receive funds from mulu-

ple sources, which they would then allocate to

health plans and to other uses. The proposal speci-

fies who would bear the financial responsibibty m
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they would genenlly require of puticipuits, became

MedicAid bcnefidaies would pay only a imall

ponioD of iL

AllocatioD of Risk for AdministTBtivc ud Esti-

matiiic Errors. The payment obligations of region-

al allianrrt could exceed their receipu for a variety

of reasons. Shoit-tenn problems with cash flow

could result from administrative problems, dispari-

ties in the timing of receipts and payments, and

estimating eiiuis .

The federal government would not accept finan-

cial responsibility for cash flow problems arising

from administrative errors that exceeded certain

limits: such eiron would occur primarily in deter-

mining eligibility for subsidies. Alliances could

borrow from HHS for shortfalls resulting from such

errors, but the states-not alliances-would have to

repay the loans through increases in their mainie-

nance-of-effon payments.

Regional alliances could alto borrow from HHS
for shortfalls arising from disparities in the timing

of payments and receipts or from errors in estimates

of the factors used to determine their inflows and

outflows. These facton would include the number

of extra workers in couples and two-parent families,

the proportion of AFDC and SSI beneficiaries in the

alliance, the disthbubon of families in different risk

categories, the amount of premiums that would not

be collected, aiMl, under certain circumstances, the

distribution of enrollment in plans with different

levels of premiums. The loans would be repaid

through reductions in fiiture federal payments to the

alliance.

In the fint year of operation, bowevcr, no alli-

ance could borrow more than 23 percent of its esti-

mated total premiums from HHS. b nibsequent

yean, an alliance's total outstait^g loan amount

could not exceed 25 percent of itt premiums in the

previous year. The Secretary of the Treasury would

be authorized to advance funds to HHS to cover

loans to regional t"'«'"'*« but the total balance of

advanced fUnds could not exceed S3.5 billion at any

time. Regional nl''""**' would also be able to

borrow in the private credit markets, but they would

be prohibited from using tax-exempt financing.

Controlling Health Care
Costs and Limiting the

Financial Exposure of the

Federal Government

Besides ensuring universal coverage, the other major

goal of the Administration's proposal is to control

the rate of growth of health spending and. as a

corollary, to limit the financial exposure of the

federal govenunent The proposal employs a rwo-

pronged approach to concroUing costs: reliance on

market forces and. as a backstop mechanism, federa]

control of the level and rate of growth of premiums
It also attempts to limit federal payments to alli-

ances for subsidies.

Market Forces and Cost Containment

CompetittOD among health plans in a regional alL-

ance is one mechamsm through which the proposal

intends to control costs. Under the proposal. ho»-

ever, health plans would compete on a different

basis than they do today. Those in a regional alb-

aace would not be able to compete on the basis of

the benefits they offered, as do current plans, be-

cause they would all be required to offer the same

standard package of benefits, including standanlized

cost sharing, to all their enroUees. Moreover, sup-

plementary policies to cover additional services

would generally have to be available to any appb-

cant. subject to capacity and financial constraints

Plans would therefore compete on the basis of the

quality and convemence of their services and on the

level of their premiums.

Families purchasing health coverage through a

regional alliance would have incentives to select

leas expensive plans because the payments that

employers would have to nuke would be indepen-

dent of the plans their employees selected In prui-

ciple, famiUes with workers who selected plans with

premiums above the weighted average in the alli-

ance would have to pay more than 20 percent of the

premium, and those selecting plans with prenuums
below the weighted average would pay less than 20
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panicular circumsuoces if outflows from alliaaces

exceeded inflowi.

Sourccf of Funds for Regional Allinnccs. Re-

gjoni] alliaoces would receive payments &T>m the

following sources:

o Payments (reflecting pprophate reductions

because of subsidies) from employers;

o Payments (reflecting appropriate reductions

bwause of subsidies) fh>m families for the

family share and, in some cases, for part or all

of the equivalent of the employer share;

o Risk-adjustment payments from fums that were

eligible to form corporate alliances but decided

to join regional alliances:"

o Payments from corporate alliances for part-time

employees and for employees in two-worker

families who chose to participate in plans of-

fered by regional alliances;

Sutes' payments for AFDC and SSI beneficia-

ries, who would make up the continuing Medic-

aid population;

o States' maintenance-of-effort payments, includ-

ing those made on behalf of low-income people
who would no longer be eUgible for the restruc-

tured Medicaid program; and

o Federal paymenu for subsidies and for Medicare

beneficianes who were enrolled in plans offered

by the regional alliances, as well as the federal

share of Medicaid paymenu for AFDC and SSI

beneflciaries.

Although Medicaid beneficiaries would be en-

rolling in plans offered by the alliances, Medicaid's

paymenu to alliances on their behalf would not be

related to the actual premiums of those plam.
Rather, the paymenu would generally be 9S percent

1) If paopic wtao muld hivt bats co*aid tj pUai offend by Ibe

eorpmic tUiiaot wot M fiuur nik thu oOwn oovoad by ttc

rtiiookl tUiuo't pUai. ibc Km veuld pty luk-^juaad prtmi-
uiu for itac Am four yun. Tbii idjuiacsi nould bt pkiMd out

dunai itat oni (our yun.

of what Medicaid would have paid in 1993 for the

services in the standard benefit package, updated by

Medicaid-specific inflation factors until the fint

year of the state's participation, and by the gener&l

health care inflation factor thereafter. (Those

amounu would be estimated separately for the

AFDC and SSI populations.)

Federal paymenu for subsidies would, in effect.

be residual paymenu based on the difference be-

tween an alliance's payment obligations and

amounu receivable from all other sources. As dis-

ctused below, however, the proposal specifies cer-

tain shortfalls between inflows and outflows that

would not be coiuidered federal responsibilities and

would not be included in the calculation of those

residual amounu.

Uia of the Regional Alliances' Funds. The funds

of the regional alliances would be used pnmanly to

make paymenu to health plans and to pay the alli-

ances' administrative cosu. Regional alliances

would also pay the federal government 1.3 percent

of total premiums in order to help the govemmeni
finance academic health centers and graduate medj-

cal education. In addition^ these alliances vkould

make paymenu to corporate alliances for tuo-

wofker families who elected to enroll in a plan

offered by the corporate alliance rather than in one

offered by the regional alliance.

Health plans would not. however, receive their

actual premium amounu. Instead, they would re-

ceive a per capiu amount for each enrollee. that

amount would be based on a weighted average of

the final per capiu premiunu the plans had nepoo-
•led with the alliance and the amounu thai Medic-

aid would pay for the AFDC and SSI populauons
The weigbu would reflect the relative site of those

populations in the alliance as a whole.

Regional alliances would also adjust the per

capiu amounu to reflect the risk sums of each

plan's enroUees. The risk adjustmenu would be de-

signed to protect plaiu that enrolled people whose

expected use of services was higher than that in the

alliance as a whole. Risk adjustmenu could also be

made for plans that enrolled disproportionate num-

bers of AFDC or SSI beneficiaries. Plans would.

however, have to absorb pan of the cost shanng
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percent. (That might ioot always be the case be-

cause of other adjustments, such as subsidies for

low-income families, or because the employer paid

more than the minimum
required.) Families for

whom no employer was paying premiums, including

nonretiree families with no workers, would also

have strong incentives to choose plans with lower

premiums. They would have to make a trade-off,

however, if the lowest-cost plans had higher cost

sharing.

Box 1-2.

ControUiiig the Level ud Growth of Premiiuiu

The contrab on premiums would be implemenced

difTerently io regiooal and cotponte illiinm. The

National Health Board would estabUsh the initial

maximum per capita premium that would be permit-

ted ID each regiooal alliance: it would alio set limiu

00 its growth. In conttast. coipome illiinm would

experieiice coniroU only on (he me of growthr of

their premiums.

Setting Initial Premiums
for Plans in Regional Alliances

The following steps describe the proceu for estab-

Ushing and enforcing the initial level of premiums
for regiooal ff)lf"'^T in states that chose to enter the

system in 1996.'

The Nabonal Health Board would set a baseline

target for the aanosal per capita premium based on

expendinires for the standard benefit package in

1993. These expendinires would, however, exclude

spending for groups such as beneficiaries of Aid to

FamiUes with Dependent Children. Supplemental

Security Income, and Medicare.

The target would also reflect expected inoeases

in use of services by people who were uninsured or

had coverage that was leu comprehensive than the

standard benefit package, declines in niKompensaied

care, anncipaied reductioos in use resulting from

higher cost sharing, and cost-sharing amouna that

would be required for services coveted by the stan-

dard package. It would also include an allowance of

up to 13 percent to cover the adminisnanve coats of

A liailir pracaa •ould bt foUowvd far illiiaon iha bcgu
a 1997 or 1991.

health plans and «n>«iw>« ud existing state taxes oo

premiums for health insurucc. The board would

inflate the 1993 natiooal baseline target to 199S ut-

ing an inflahoo factor based oo the rate of increase

of health speeding by the private sector but not more

than IS percent over the two-year period.

By the beginning of 199S, the board would

adjust the 1993 nabonal baseline target to esublish a

target for each regional alliance that would be oper-

ating in 1996. The adjustments would account for

variations among '"'~-*« in health spending, insur-

ance covnage, and spending by acadenuc health

centen. To obtain the 1996 targets, the baseline

amount would be increased by each alliance's infla-

tion factor. That factor would be the general health

care in/latioo factor adjusted to reflect changes be-

tween 1995 and 1996 in the health sums and demo-

graphic characteristics of each aUiance reliuve to

changes in the nation u a whole.

Health plans in a state that was planning to start

participating in 1996 would then submit their bids

for the per capita premium to each regional albance

in whida they wished to operate. Each plan's bid

would reflea iu estimate of the average per capiu

premium for the standard benefit package ui a par-

ticular alliance. Plau submittiag bids would do so

witb (he undemanding that the board could, under

dtciunstances described below, subsequently lower

their bids, and they would have to accept any such

reducbon.

Following a negoiianon period during which

Itealth plaiu might voluntarily lower their bids, each

regional alliance would submit its final bids for the

per capita premium from their bealih plans to the

National Health Board for review. The board would

use informatioo from the alliance to estunatc its

weighted avenge bid; each plan's bid would be

weighted by the expected enrollment in that plan

The result for each alliance would then be compared
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Compaiison shopping by consumers would be

easier because the regional
"""*« would provide

information about factors such as the quality of care

provided by each plan, and consumers would no

longer be concerned about differences in benefit

packages that were hard to detect Aimual open-

enrollment periods would also facilitate moving out

of plans that consumers found unsatisfactory.

with the target for that alliaoce'i per capita premi-

If the weighted avenge bid exceeded the target

for the alliance, the boanl would notify the alliaoce

that it wu not io compliance. It would also notify

all plans whose bids were above the target that they

would face compulsory reductions in thdr per capiu

premiums if they did not lower them voluntarily.

The reductions would be a percentage of the amount

that their bids txcttdrA the target ai>d would be

designed to lower the weighted avenge bid to the

target Plans with bids under the target would not

be affected.

Any plan that chose not to lower its bid volun-

tarily would have its per capita premium—that it. the

amount that would determine its fiuding frem the

alliance-reduced by the board. As a consequence,
the plan would be required to lower its payments to

providers. Those cuu in paymenu would reflect the

proportional reducuon in the plan's premium, ad-

justed for the aanciptted increase in the volume of

services that would result from the lower payments.

Limiting the Growth
of Premiiuns

After its first year of participation, a regional alli-

ance's target for the per capiu premium would be

the target for the previous year updated by that alli-

ance's inflation factor. This inflatioo factor could

differ is two ways from the definitiaa used in the

initial year. First, it would reflect any changes in

the demographic chancteristics of the ttgiooal alli-

ance that occurred because a cotponte alliance had

tenniiuted and its memben had enrolled in the re-

gional alliance. A second adjustment would occur if

the actual per capita premium for the alliance ex-

ceeded its target in any year as a result of more

people enrolling in high-cost plans than expected. In

this case, the alliance's inflation factor would be

reduced for the next two yean so that health spend-

ing in the alliance would be reduced during the two-

year period by enough to offset the higher expendi-

tures made in the previous year.

Alttr the initial year, changes would also be

made in the procedure for detenmniog the amounts

by which bids for the per capita premium would be

reduced for a regional alliance that did not comply
with its target To determine the extent to which a

plan's bid was too high, the board would compare
the current bid with the following amount: the

previous year's bid plus the premium iirget for the

current year, leu either the premium target or the

weighted avenge bid, if that was lower, for the

previous year.' Bids submitted by new plans would

be compared with the target for the alliance's per

capiu premium. The remainder of the procedure

would be the same as in the in^tia] year.

For corponte alliances, the cap on the nte of

growth of premiums would be based on a compari-

son of the rate of growth of the three-year moving

average of per capiu spending with the rate of

growth of the three-year moving svenge of the gen-

eral health care inflation factor. In 2001, corponte
illisncrt would have to start reporting their avenge

per capiu expenditure* for the previous three yean
to the Secretary of Labor. If the nte of growth of

the speikding measure exceeded the rate of growth of

the inflatioo measure in rwo yean out of three, the

alliance would be tenninaied and iu memben would

enroll in plans offered by their regional alliances.

The board also would estimau targets for per

capiu premiums for single-payer sutes. If per capi-

U spending for the standard benefit package in those

sutes exceeded the targets, the states would be re-

quired to reduce payments to providen accordingly.

la lta» rtat ihu the plus M for ifac prevwui ytm h^
baia raduoad lAvoluaunJy, Ibc UDOum o( Au nducooo
oould alio b( tubncud.
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Funhennore, limiting the exclusion of eiii>

ployer-paid insunnce pre urns from employees'
income would heighten consumers' awireneu of

cosu once the new system wu fully phased in.

Employer-paid premiums would be excluded until

2004, however, and then only employer-paid prenti-

ums for policies covering additioaal services would

be included in employees' taxable income. More-

over, the proposal would substantially expand the

income tax subsidy for premiums paid by the self-

employed, further limiting the effectiveness of mar-

ket forces in containing costs.

Controls on the Level and Rate

of Growth of Premiums
•

To supplement the effects of market forces in con-

taining health care costs, the proposal includes

provisions for federal control of premiums for the

standard benefit package. The principle underlying
the proposed controls is that the national per capiu

premium for the standard benefit package should

increase each 'year by no more than the general
health care inflation factor. For the period from

1996 through 2000, the values of that factor would

be the increase in the CPI plus specified amounts-

1.S percenuge points in 1996, 1.0 percentage point
in 1997, OJ percenuge point in 1998, and zero in

1999 and 2000. After 2000, if the Congress did not

specify new inflation factors, the default factor

would be the percentage increase in the CPI com-

bined with the percenuge growth in real GDP per

capiu. (Adjustments would also be made in 2001

to account for at least a portion of the increase in

the actuarial value of the benefit package that would

occur in that year.)

How the controls would be implemented would

differ somewhat in regional and corporate alliances.

The National Health Board would esublish both the

initial maximum per capiu premium that would be

permitted in each regional alliance and the limiu on

its growth. Corporate alliances, however, would

experience controls only on the rate of growth, not

the initial level, of their premiums. Box 1-2 (on

pages 22 and 23) describes the processes that would

be used to set the targets for regional and corporate

alliances, as well as the consequences of breaching
the targeu.

Limits on Federal Payments
to Alliances

In a fiuther attempt to limit the federal govern-

ment's financial exposure, the proposal lists maxi-

mum total federal payments to alliances of the fol-

lowing amounts: S10.3 billion in fiscal year 1996.

S28.3 billion in 1997. S72.6 billion in 1998. S78 9

billion in 1999, and S81.0 billion in 2000 After

2000, the limit would be the previous year's limit

inflated by the increase in the CPI combined uiih

the average annual percenuge change in the popula-

tion for the previous three years and the average

annual increase in real GDP per capiu for the pre \ i
-

ous three years.

The proposal also includes the procedures to he

followed if federal payments to alLances «kcre ex-

pected to exceed the limiu. In particular, the Prr«i

dent would have to recommend to the ConpTe%\

poUcies to resolve the conflict The propovtl al^>

states that these recommendations would be conxij

ered in an expedited manner and would not hr

subjected to the routine procedural hurdles that irrvj

to slow Congressional consideration of le(ivUii.>n

Because the Congress has the constituuona) nphi u>

make and change its own rules, however. proceOunl
fiwyb^nifrnt cannot guarantee that an issue »ill he

considered. If the Congress took no action, the

couru might be asked to decide which portion of

the legislation took precedence-payments to the

fii;.iw->. to ensure coverage of the specified benefiii

or the limits on federal payments.
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Chapter Two

Financial Impact of the Proposal

Two
of the major objectives of the Adminis-

tnbon't health proposal are to slow the

growth in ovenll naoonal health expendi-
lures and to reduce the relentless pressure that

spending for major health programs places on the

federal budget Between 196S and 1993. national

health expenditures grew &om 6 percent to 14 per-

cent of gross domestic product The Congressional

Budget Office's (CBO's) projections suggest that

this figure will rise to 20 percent by 2004 if the

current system is not changed. Over the 1965-1993

period, federal spending for health increased from 3

percent to 17 percent of budget outlays. Medicare

and Medicaid are the only major federal programs
that are expected to grow faster than the economy,
and their growth will begin to drive the budget
deficit upward again in the second half of this

decade.

Initially, the expansion of health insurance cov-

erage in the Administratioo's proposal would in-

crease national health expenditures, but the limiu on

the growth of health insurance premiums and the

proposed cuts in Medicare would reduce spending
for health in the longer run. By 2004, the proposal
would hold national health expenditures about S150

billion below the baseline level. CBO and the Joint

G}nuTuttee on Taxation estimate that the Adminis-

tnbon's health proposal would increase the federal

deficit by a modest amount as the proposal was

phased in. But in the longer run-afier 2004-it

holds out the promise of reducing the deficit

CBO has published estimates of the cost of two

single-payer plans (H.R. 1200 and S. 491) and four

bills from the previous Congress and will soon be

providing estimates for other pending proposals.'

Several of those, including the Administration's,

would make massive alterations in the curreni sys-

tem for financing and delivering health care Esti-

mates of the effects of such sweeping changes on

overall health spending and its components will nec-

essarily be much less precise than estimates of in-

cremental modifications to existing federal pro-

grams. Nonetheless, estimates of the effects of dif-

ferent approaches to health reform provide useful

comparative information on the relauve costs or

savings of alternative proposals.

CBO's estimates of the effect of the Administra-

tion's health proposal on national health expendi-

tures and the federal budget use CBO's baseline

projections as their starting point The Economic

and Budget Outlook: Fiscal Yean 1995-1999 (Janu-

ary 1994) describes CBO's current economic as-

sumpdotis and baseline budget projecbons. A CBO
memorandum. 'Projecbons of Nabonal Health Ex-

penditures: 1993 Update' (October 1993), seu out

CBO's baseline projecbons of national health ex-

penditures. For comparability with the Administra-

bon's figures, CBO's estimates assume that the pro-

posal is enacted during 1994 and takes effect on

fcbedule. CBO assumes, as does the Admuustra-

bon. that IS percent of the relevant popuiauon
would participate in health alliances in 1996, 40

percent would parbcipate in 1997. and 100 percent

would parbcipate in 1998. Fmally, the estimates

1. CcBgnuioBi] Budget Office. *E<(iniici of Htami C«n Pnpouii
tram tttt lCI2oi CooptM.' CBO Ptper (July 1993)
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assume that the proposed methods for constraining

the rate of growth of premiums for the standard

benefit package
-

uld be completely effective.

How the Proposal AfTects

National Health Expenditures

Once the Administration's proposal was fully imple-

mented, it would significantly reduce the projected

growth of national health expenditures. Its provi-

sioiu for covering the uninsured, providing better

coverage for many people who already have insur-

ance, and estabUshing a new federal program of

home- and community-based care for the severely
disabled would increase the demand for health care

services. But the limits on the growth of health

insurance premiums and the reductions in the Medi-

care program would hold down health spvending

For the first few years after the proposal was in

place, the increases in spending would exceed the

decreases, and the proposal would raise nabooal

health expenditures above the levels in the baseline

From 2000 on, however, national health expendi-

Tabla 2-1.

Protections of National Hoalth ExpondKursa Under th* Administration's Hsstth Proposal,

by Sourcs of Funds (By calendar year. In billions of dollars)

Souros of Funds 1996 1997 1996 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Prtvata

Public

Faderal

Haatth alUancM

Slat* and local

Total

Privat*

PutXic

Fadaral

Haalth alliancM

Suta and local

Total

Prtvats

Public

FsdsrsI

HmW) allianoM

Stat* and local
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tures would ftll below the twseline by increasing

amounts. By 2004, CBO projects that total spend-

ing for health would be SI50 billion—or 7 percent—
below where it would be if cuirent policies and

trends continued (tee Table 2-1). National health

expenditures in 2004 would represent 19 percent of

GDP-more than a percentage point below the base-

line.

The Administntion't proposal would also sig-

nificantly change the compositioD of nabonal health

expenditures. A substantial amount of spending that

is now being financed by private payments and ex-

isting government programs would be channeled

through new public entities—the health alliances. In

20O4, the alliances would collect almost S730 bil-

lion in premiums from employers and households,

subsidies from the U.S. Treasury, and other reve-

nues and would disburse the same amount in pay-
ments to health plans and in other expenses. Under

the proposal, private health insurance and out-of-

pocket payments would pay for $650 billion less in

health spending than in the baseline. And other

federal, state, and local government programs would

fund almost S250 billion less.

The projections of itabonal health expenditures

by source of funds are not intended to portray the

effects of the proposal on the budgets of families,

employers, or governments. The national health

accounts allocate national health expenditures ac-

cording to who directly pays for the health insur-

ance or services-not accortling to who ultimately

bears the burden. Thus, the Medicare program is

counted as a federal activity, although the program
is financed by payroll taxes, general revenues, and

prenuunu paid by households and employers. Simi-

larly, spending by the health »iii«ni-M is shown as a

separate category, even though it is financed by pre-

miums from households and employers and pay-
ments by federal and sute governments.

would provide federal subsidies for low-income

families and certain employen, alter Medicare and

Medicaid, establish new benefit programs for long-

term care and supplemental services for children,

restructure the system of subsidies for graduate

medical education and academic health centers, and

make changes in numerous other federal programs.
In addition, it would raise Social Sectirity outlays

by providing subsidies for early retirees and encour-

aging more people to start collecting benefits before

the age of 65.

Higher levels of receipts by the federal govern-
ment would offset most of the additional spending.

The Administration's proposal would increase ex-

cise taxes on tobacco products, levy a payroll tax on

employers that esublished corporate alliances, ex-

tend the Medicare Hospital Insurance tax and cover-

age to all employees of state and local goverrunenu.
exclude health insurance from cafetena plans, estab-

lish a temporary annual assessment on employers
that now provide health benefits for early retirees,

and make permanent the tax deduction for health

insurance premiums of the self-employed. By limii-

ing the rate of growth of health insurance pre-

miums, the proposal would also reduce spending by

employers for health insurance, raise eamingi or

other taxable income by a corresponding amount.

and increase collections of income and payroll

taxes.

On average, the Adnuiustntion's health pro-

posal would increase the projected deficit by less

than S15 bilboo a year berween 1995 and 2004 (see

Table 2-2). In the last few years of that penod.
however, the proposal's effect on the deficit gradu-

ally dissipates. After 2004, (he proposal could

potentially reduce the deficit

Health Insurance Premiums

How the Proposal Affects

On-Budget Programs and
Social Security

The Administration's health proposal would affect

on-budget federal spending in several ways. It

Determining the average premium to be paid to

health insurance plans is one of the most cnucal

elements in estimating the cost of federal subsidies

The higher the estinuted prerruum. the higher will

be the estimate of subsidy payments by the federal

goverameot.
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CBO't estimatioD of the avenge premium fol-

lows thr methodology specified io Section 6002 of

the Ad-jinistntion's proposal. The estimate pro-

ceeds in three steps: calculate the initial amount of

health spending in the baseline that would be paid

for by premiums collected by the alliances; increase

that base amount in proportion to the expected in-

crease in the use of health services by individuals

who are cunently uninsured or who have coverage

Jiat is leu comprehensive than the standard benefit

package; and divide the result by the number of

people covered by alliance premiums. The calcula-

tion of the average premium excludes spending on

behalf of Medicaid cash recipients, for whom the

TabI* 2-2.

Estimated Oa-Budg«t and Social Sscurtty Eff*eU of tha Admlnlatratlon't Haalth Proposal

(By fiscal year, lr« billions of dollsrs)
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«iii«nr>. would be sepantely reimbuned. and

tpending for people who would not be puticipatiiig

in health «iii«tu-i'* such u Medicare beneficiaries

who were not employed and members of the armed

forces on active duty.

FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSAL 29

CBO'i estimate of the base amount of spending

includes all baseline private health insurance pre-

miuBU. subsidies from slate and local governments
for public hospitals and clinics, half of sute and

local subsidies for mental institutions, all Medicaid

TabI* 2-2.
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spending for ooncAsh beoeficiaiies, and federal

Medicaid payments for disproportionate share hospi-
tals. For uninsured people, CBO uses an estimate

of induced demand employing the assumptions de-

scribed in its memorandum 'Behavioral Assump-
tions for Estimating the Effects of Health Caic Pro-

posals' (November 1993). The estimate also as-

sumes that the Adminisiratioo't standard benefit

package would initially be 5 percent more expensive
than the average benefit of privately insured people
in the baseline.

The estimated total premiums and employer
shares per full-time-equivalent worker in 1994 for

the four types of poUcies specified in the Adminis-

tration's proposal are as follows:

Single Penoa
Mamed Couple
One-Pareot Family
Two-Parent Family

Total

Premium

S2.I00

UJ200

$4,095

$5J65

Employer
Shift

SI.680

$2J15

$3,033

$3,033

These estimated base premiums are asstmied to in-

crease annually according to the formula specified
in the proposal, including an additional increase of

S percent in 2001 to cover the expansion of denial

and mental health benefits scheduled in that year.'

Employers would collectively be liable for up to

80 percent of aggregate premiums (before any sub-

sidies) under the Administration's proposal. Their

actual liability would be less, however, because

families without qualified workers would themselves

be liable for the employer share. In addition, the

percentage of premiums paid by employer! collec-

tively would not be the same as the percentage paid

by a particular employer. Individual employers
would acmally pay 80 percent of the average total

premium only for single workers without children.

Because the calculation of the employer share for

each worker takes into account the number of extra

workers (working spouses) in couples and families.

CBO foUowt tfte Adnumtnoea'i pneoec of iaaa| prtmiuiBt for

1994 10 lUutnu ilK cff««i of lb* prapoul S«i [>e>iBnac Policy

CouBcU. HtaliM itnnry: nt fmi^m $ Mtpon m ite AMrnran
^npU (OcukB 1993). pp 11MM

the employers of married people and single parents

(whose employer share is calculated in combination

with that of two-parent families) would generally

pay less than 80 percent of each worker's total pre-

mium. For married couples, the employer share

would be 80 percent of the total premiums for all

couples dividttl by the number of couples plus extra

workers. For one-parent and two-parent families,

the employer share would equal 80 percent of the

combined total premiums for all families divided by
the combined number of families plus the number
of qualified extra workers in two-parent families.

For example, employen would pay S2.31S for

each member of a married couple who worked full

time. If only one spouse worked full time, that per-

son's employer would pay about 35 percent of the

total premium (S4.200) for the couple. If both

spouses worked full time, each spouse's employer
would pay S2.31S to the alliance, and both em-

ployers together would pay 110 percent of the total

prermum.

On average, families would pay 20 percent of

the pretnium, less any subsidies from the federal

government, but specific families would pay more

or less depending on their choice of plan. In addi-

tion, families with no workers would generally be

liable for the employer share of the premium for

their type of family. CBO's estimate assumes that

the payments of employers and families are based

on the average premium for each type.

Corporate Alliances

Firms that formed corporate alliances and their full-

time, low-income employees would not be eligible

for federal subsidies. Therefore, the estimated num-
ber of firms with more than S.OOO employees that

would elea to form a corporate health alliance is

another important factor in estimating the budgetary
effects of the Administration's proposaL

The decision to establish a corporate alliance

would depend largely on how much a firm thought
it could save by staying outside the system of re-

gional aUiances. A firm would tend to find' it ad-

vantageous to esublish a corporate alliance if its

average employee had a much lower level of health
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(pending thin the avenge participant in a regionaJ

alliance. But a fiim that esublished a corponte
alliance would also bear levenl additional costs: a

I percent tax on its payroll (including the earnings
of part-time workers, who must enroll in the re-

gional alliance in any event), subsidies for pre-

miums of full-time worken earning less than

$13,000 per year, and the loss of the 7.9 percent-of-

payroll limit on premium costs, which would other-

wise be phased in over eight years if the firm joined
the regional alliance. In addition, because the pay-
roll tax would start in 1996—whereas most regional

alliances are not expected to be in place until 1998-

many firms that elected to form a corporate alliance

would have to pay the tax for two years before

receiving any benefit from their decision.

Based on data from the Bureau of the Census's

Current Populabon Survey of March 1993, CBO
estimates that the average firm would have to ex-

pect savings in premiums of about S800 per em-

ployee in 1996 to make it advanugeous to establish

a corporate alliance rather than etiroU in a regional

alliance. The firms meeting this condition employ
an estimated 23 percent of the eligible employees in

large firms. That percentage would decline in later

years as corporate managers had a greater opportu-

nity to observe regional alliances in operation and

became more willing to make what would be an

irrevocable decision to join a regional alliance.

CBO estimates that after 2001. cmporate imp'->T

would cover 1 1 percent of the eligible employees in

large firms. CBO also estimates that about three-

quarters of the employees now covered by multi-

employer plans. iui«l electric and telephone cooper-
atives, and the U^. Postal Service, none of which

would be subject to the 1 percent payioU tax. would

ultimately be in corporate alliances.

Subsidies for Employers

Employers that participated in regional iii«rK'^T

would generally be eligible for federal subsidies that

would limit their required premiums to 7.9 percent

of their payroll. Small firms with low average
annual wages would beiKfit from limits u low as

3,5 percent of their payroll. The wage brackets for

determining eligibility for these larger subsidies

would not be indexed for growth in prices or wages.

CBO based its estimate of the amount of sub-

sidy payments to employers on County Business

Paoenis data for 1990 collected by the Census

Bureau. These data cover employment and payroll

for 5.1 million firms. CBO has adjusted the dau to

match total payroll in the national income and prod-

uct accounts for 1990 and to reflect growth in em-

ployment and wages after that year.

An employer's required premiums would de-

pend on the number of its workers who were en-

rolled in regional alliances and on their family rype

Employers would not have to pay premiums for

employees who were dependent children under 18

or dependent full-time students imder 24. or for

employees who worked less than 10 hour^ a week:

employers would pay only part of the employer
shve for employees working between 10 and 30

hours a week. They would pay the mosi for

workers is one- and two-parent famiLes and the

least for single workers. The estimate assumes thai

the relevant characteristics of each firm's work force

match the average for its size and industry, as calcu-

lated from the March 1993 Current Populauon

Survey.

These data allow CBO to estimate each firm s

liability for premiums as a percentage of its quali-

fied payroll. They also provide esumaies of full-

time-equivalent employment and avenge wages per

full-time-equivalent employee, which deierminc l^c

twwitniim
percentage of its payroll that the firm

must pay. The estimated federal subsidy is the

exceu of the firm's percentage Lability for pre

miums over its limit, multiplied by its qualtfyin;

payroll.

The final estimate iocorpontes three adjust-

ments to the figures derived from the County Busi-

ness Patterns data. It adds subsidies for employers
DOI included in the data-employers of agnculturxl.

railroad, and domestic workers; employers in Puerto

Rico; and (after 2001) sute and local govemmenis
It removes estimated subsidies for firms choosing to

operate a corporate health alliance. And it takes

into account incentives for low-wage workers to

minimi?^ IheiT premium liability by clustering in

firms. As described in Chapter 4, CBO estunates

that such clustering, or sorting-includir^g uhai

already appears to be taking place without the in-
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centives in the AdministntiOD's proposal-would
increase the amount of subsidies to employen by 9

percent in 2000 and 14 percent in 2004.

In total, federal subsidies for employers are

projected to rise from SS billion in 1996 to SS8

bilUon in 2000 and S102 billion in 2004. Em-

ployers with up to 24 full-time-equivalent em-

ployees-whicb includes over 90 percent of em-

ployers but only one-fifth of workers-would receive

44 percent of total federal subsidy payments to

employers. This percentage would decline over

time, however, as rising wages pushed some small

employers out of the higher subsidy brackets. Pre-

mium payments would be capped for about three-

quaners of all employen, representing over one-half

of qualified employment

The rapid increase in subsidies for employers
between 1996 and 2000 primarily irflects the grow-

ing number of workers enrolled in regional ailianr^s

during this period. Subsidies continue to grow
thereafter because employment levels rise, health

insurance premiums increase more rapidly than

wages, and sute and local governments and addi-

tional employers electing not to form corporate

alliances become eligible for subsidies.

the rules specified in the proposal. CBO grouped
individuals into health insurance units, excluded

ineligible units (for example. Medicare beneficianes

who were not employed and people in corporate

alliances), identified units that would be subject to

special provisions (for example, recipients of Aid to

Families with Dependent Children or SupplemeniaJ

Security Income, early retirees, workers ebgible for

Medicare, and the self-employed), computed the

relevant measures of income and Ubor force status.

and determined the premium liabLLty and subsidy

amount for each health insurance unit The estimate

was then adjusted to take account of people misstd

by the CPS (the so-called undercount) and people

not included in the CPS universe, such as msuru

Donakzed persons and residents of I^le^o Rico

Subsidies for families would toiaJ an esumated

$54 billion in 1998, $70 billion in 2000. and S95

billion m 2004. The number of faimhes receiving a

subsidy for the family share of the premium would

rise from 40 milUon in 1998 to more than SO irul-

lion m 2(X)4. Famihes receiving a subsidy for the

employer share of the premium (such as those wiih

early retirees, self-employed people, or pan-ume
workers) would approach 30 million in 20O4 B\

20O4, half of all families would receive some

subsidy.

Subsidies for Families

Under the Administration's proposal, families (in-

cluding single people) who partcipated in regional

alliances would be eligible for a variety of federal

subsidies. Families with low total income could

receive subsidies for the family portion of the pre-

mium. Families with low nonwage income could

also receive subsidies for the employer share of the

premium, for which the family would be liable if it

did not have a full-tinK wage and salary worker or

the equivalent In 1998 and Uiereafter. retirees ages

23 to 64 could have the full amount of the employer
share of their fairuly's premium subsidized if they

would be eligible for Medicare at age 65. Further

subsidies would help low-income families pay cost-

sharing amounts.

CBO based its estimate of premium subsidies

for families on the March 1993 Current Population

Survey (CPS). Using the dau from the CPS and

Total Federal Subsidies

Employers and families would pay regional alli-

ances the premiums they owed, less the amount of

any subsidy; the federal government would, in ef-

fect pay regional alliances for the subsidies, re

duced by the states' maintenance-of-effon paymenu
to the alUances. Those maintenance-of-effon pay-

ments would be based on 1993 spending by ihe

states for standard benefiu for Medicaid beneTicia-

ries wbo did not receive cash welfare payments.

paynxnts to disproporaonate share hospitals attnb-

utable to such beneficiaries, and supplemeniaJ

(wraparound) benefits for children receiving AFDC
or SSI. This amount would be updated by the

projected rate of growth of Medicaid spending

through the first year of a sute's parucipauon in the

new program and thereafter by the general health

can inflation factor combined, with growth .of the

populanon.
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CBO eninutes ttut fedenl payments to regional

alliances for subsidies would total S82 billion in

1998. S108 billion in 2000, and SI73 billion in

2004. Those figures exceed the capped federal alli-

ance payments specified in the Administration 'i

proposal; CBO believes, however, that the caps on

payments to the alliances would not be legally bind-

ing. Section 9102 of the proposal attempts to limit

federal liability for the subsidy costs of the pro-

gram, but the limitation does not diminish the fed-

eral government's responsibilities under the pro-

posal. The proposal would oblige the government

both to make subsidy payments on behalf of em-

ployers and families and to ensure health coverage

for all eligible people. The proposal contains no

provisions for limiting those entitlements in the face

of a funding gap, other than providing for expedited

Congressional consideration of the matter.

Changes in Medicare

The Administrabon's proposal would cover outpa-

tient prescripbon drugs under Medicare stamcg in

labia 2-3.

Estlmataa of M*dlcar« Program Savings Undfcr tha Administration's Hsaltti Proposal

(By fiscal ysar. In billions of dollars)
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1996. CBO based itt ettiiute of the cott of the

preschptioa diug benefit on the methodology de-

tilled in itt study Updated Estunates of Medicare's

Catastrophic Drug Insurance Program (October

1989). The distribution of spending for prescription

drugs by Medicare beneficiaries under current poli-

cies was estimated using the 1987 National Medical

Expenditure Survey, adjusted for underreporting and

for subsequent increases in drug prices and use.

Total tpeiuling for prescription drugs by Medicare

beneficiaries under the proposal was increased to

reflect additional demand for drugs stemming from

the extended insurance coverage and reduced to take

into account the limits that the proposal would im-

pose on drug prices. Medicare would pay for the

portion of this spending that exceeded the specified

deductible and coinsurance amounts. Of the in-

crease in Medicare spending, 25 percent would be

covered by an increase in premiums paid by benefi-

ciaries, and the remaining 7S percent would be cov-

ered by general revenues. All things considered, the

net cost to Medicare of the prescription drug benefit

would reach S19 billion in 2000 and S28 billion in

2004.

deductibles. Medicare would also be responsible for

paying a portion of the alliance premium for Medi-

care-eligible individuals who worked part time or

retired in the middle of a year. Based on data from

the Current Population Survey, CBO estimates that

in 1998 this provision would reduce the number of

people receiving primary coverage through Medi-

care by 2.5 million, of whom about 0.7 million

would be the disabled spouses of woricers. CBO
assumes that most of this group would remain en-

rolled in Medicare's Supplementary Medical Insur-

ance program to receive the secondary coverage that

it would provide. On balance, these changes would

save Medicare an estimated S6 bilUon in 1998. S8

billion in 2000, and SIO billion in 2004.

Other elements of the Administration's proposaJ

would increase Medicare spending by about S2

billion a year. Most of thai increase would repre-

sent payments to the Department of Defense for

care provided to Medicare-eligible individuals who

enrolled in a health plan operated by the Defense

Department.

As noted in Chapter 1, reductions in Medicare

spending would provide a major part of the funding

for the Administration's proposal. The proposed

savings would grow from S19 billion in 1998 to

$37 billion in 2000 and $77 billion in 2004 (see

Table 2-3 on page 33). Most of the cuu would be

made in reimbunemenu to hospitals, physicians,

and other providers of health care services. Benefi-

ciaries would also be required to pay higher premi-

ums for Supplementary Medical Insunnce and pan
of the cost of laboratory services and home health

care. CBO estimated the savings from these provi-

sions by applying the proposed changes in the reim-

bursement fonntilas and cost-sharing tequiremenu
to iu baseline projections for the types of spending
that would be affected.

Under the Administration's proposal, people

eligible for Medicare who were employed or who
were married to a worker would receive their pri-

mary coverage through an alliance rather than

through Medicare. Medicare would continue to

provide secondary coverage for benefiu that it cov-

ered but that were not in the standard benefit pack-

age, including coverage of certain copayments and

Changes in Medicaid

Under the Administration's proposal, some people

who currently receive certain health benefits from

Medicaid would receive them from the alliances or

from other programs instead. Medicaid uould no

longer cover standard benefits for beneficianet who

did not receive cash welfare payments, supplemental

services for poor children with special needs, or

pharmaceuticals covered by the new Medicare druc

benefiL CBO's estunates of the uvings from ihii

discontinued Medicaid coverage reflect the baseline

projections of spending for these items. The esti-

mated uvings would grow from S31 billion in 2000

to S48 billion in 2004.

Medicaid would continue to cover recipients of

cash welfare paymenu, who would receive services

through the regional alliances, but federal payments

would be cut Initially, the federal government

would pay only 95 percent of what it would have

paid under current law. Thereafter, premiums for

Medicaid beneficiaries would grow at the same raio

as other premiums in the regional alliances. In

addition, Medicaid would no longer make payments
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for ditproportionate (hare bospitalt (BSH). Limit-

ing the growth of premiums and cuoiiig DSH piy-

meots would uve Medicaid S24 billion in 2000 and

$45 billion in 2004.

The Administration 't proposal would liberalize

eligibility for long-term care benefits, speed up

payments for services, reduce administrative ex-

penses, and make other small changes to the Medic-

aid program. Those changes would, on balance, in-

crease Medicaid spending sUghtly.

Long-Term Care Benefit

The Administration's proposal would establish a

new entitlement progrmm to help states finance horae-

and community-based care for the severely (lis-

abled. The proposal would limit spending for this

new program to specified amounts, plus the amount

of federal savings for home- and community-based
services under Medicaid. CBO assumes that the

states would spend about one-quarter of theu^ sav-

ings on optional Medicaid services. Net of the

savings to Medicaid, this program would cost the

federal government an estimated $20 billion in 2000

and $40 bUUon in 2004.

Changes in Other Federal Programs

The Administration's proposal would also affect

several other federal programs. It would establish a

new program for poor children to provide supple-

mentary benefits not included in the standard benefit

package, restructure the system of subsidies for

graduate medical education and academic health

centers, expand the activities of the Public Health

Service, and fully fund the Special Supplemental
Food Program for Women. Infantt, and Quldicn.

The Departroenu of Defense and Veterans Affain

would receive payments from regional
»iii«~'>» for

health services provided to some memben of their

health plans. The Federal Employees Health Bene-

fits program would save money from the limiu on

prenuums. which would slow the growth of its

spending, and from being relieved of part of its

responsibility for subsidizing the health benefits of

retirees.

The availability of universal health insurance

and the subsidiziDon of health insurance for retirees

ages 55 to 64 would encourage some older workers

to retire earlier. CBO estimates that these changes
would add 215,000 noore retired workers ages 62 to

64 to Social Security's benefit rolls in 2000 and

would raise Social Security outlays by $2 billion.

Over the long term. Social Security would incur no

additional costs, because benefits are actuanally

reduced for early retiremenL

Changes in Revenues

The Joint Committee on Taxation has estimated the

impact of the provisions of the proposal thai would

affect on-budget federal revenues and Social Secu-

rity payroll taxes. By 2004. more than half of the

new revenues would stem from increases in income

and payroll taxes on the additional taxable income

generated by the proposal. The limits on premiums
and other elements of the Administration's proposal

would sharply reduce the growth of employer

spending for health insurance. By 2004. employers
would save about $90 billion for active workers and

more than $15 billion for early retirees. The esti-

mate assumes that the lion's share of those savings

would be returned to workers in the form of higher
cash wages and that most of the rest of the savings

would be reflected in higher corporate profiu.

(These assumpbons, which reflect long-estabbshed

conventions of revenue estimatioit. are examined in

Chapter 4.) Federal revenues would rise because

the additional wages and profits would be subject to

income and payroll taxation. The additional reve-

nue* would total S34 billion in 2004. Other provi-

sions that would significantly increase on-budget
and Social Security revenues include an increase in

the excise tax on tobacco ($10 billion in 2(X>4) and

the exclusion of health insurance from cafeteria

plans ($7 billion).

How CBO's Estimates

Compare with Those of

the Administration

Id iu budget for fiscal year 1995, the Administra-

tioD estimates that iu health proposal would reduce

the deficit by $38 billion in 20(X) and by a cumula-
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TabI* 2-4.

DIftarancM B«t¥rMn CBO't and tha Admlnlatratlon'a Eatlmataa of ttta Admlnlatratlon'a Haatth Propoaal
(By fiaeal yaar, In blllliona of doltara)
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estiinite of prtmiums is higher than the Admioistn-

tioo't *>^*^itT it utuines that the alliance health

plans would be responsible for a larger proportion

of national health expenditures. For example, com-

pared with the Administration's estimate, CBO as-

sumes that more services for the uninsured, which

are now funded by state and local subsidies to pub-

lic hospitals, would be paid for through alliance

plans. CBO also assiiroes, based on consultations

with actuaries, that the standard benefit package
would be about 5 percent more expensive than the

current average benefit package for insured people.

CBO's higher estimate of premiums explains about

$15 billion of the difference between the estimates

in 2000.

As noted above and explained in Chapter 4,

CBO concludes that providing subsidies to em-

ployers based on the employer's average wage
would create an incentive for low-wage workers to

cluster in certain firms. The Administration, in

contrast, makes no expUcit assumption about the

sorting of workers into firms. This difference in

assumptions explains another S4 billion of the dif-

ference between the estimates in 2000.

The remaining S6 billion difference between the

estimates of subsidies for employers stems from

differences in estimating methodologies. CBO
based its estimate on County Business Pattenu data

for specific firms. In contrast, the Administration

based its estimate on dau for people in the Current

Population Survey and imputed an average wage per

firm to each worker in the CPS sample based on the

worker's industry, state of residence, and estabUsh-

ment size. CBO believes that the Administrabon's

method of imputation undersutes the variation in

average wages among firms and therefore substan-

tially underestimates the number of workers in firms

that would be eligible for subsidies.

Other DifTerences

Other differences between CBO's and the Adminis-

tration's estimates are much smaller. The two esti-

mates of the cost of subsidies for families are quite

similar, in 2000, the Administration's allowance for

behavioral changes almost exactly offsets CBO's

higher premiums.

CBO's estimates of mainteiuuice-of-effon pay-

ments by the states are slightly lower than those of

the Administration, with the difference reaching S3

billion by 2000. Maintenance-of-effort payments
would be based on spending by states in 1993 on

behalf of Medicaid recipients who were not benefi-

ciaries of AFDC or SSI or eligible for Medicare.

CBO's estimate of the proportion of Medicaid

spending that falls in this category is derived from

dau reported by the sutes to the Health Care Fi-

nancing Administration; it is smaller than the figure

assumed by the Administration.

CBO and the Administration differ slightly in

their estimates of the costs of the proposed Medi-

care drug benefit and the long-term care benent.

CBO's estimate of the cost of the drug benent is

S2 billion higher than the Adminisirauon's in 2000

CBO assumes a higher level of spending for dru^s

in the baseline, but the Administration assumes

larger increase in demand from the new benefit.

CBO's estimate of the long-term care benefit ex-

ceeds the Administration's estimate because of

CBO's assumption that the sutes will spend about

one-quarter of their savings on optional MedicuJ

teivices. Another differente in the two sets of

estinutes is that the Administration's esumaie in-

cludes no additional Social Security benefits fi>r

early retirees.

The Joint Committee on Taxation (JCTi h^t

estinuted that the income from the 1 percent avtet>

ment on the payroll of corporate alliance emplo>rr\

would yield only SI billion in revenues ui 20(f >- Vi

billion less than the Administration's esumate of S*

billion. In preparing its estimate, the Admjniftratii<n

assumed that most eligible large firms would cN«tr

to establish corporate alliances. In contrast. CBO
and JCT have projected that fums employing onl>

about 15 percent of eligible employees would be tn

coqwrate alliances in 2000. JCT has also esumated

that excluding health benefits from cafeteria plans

would gain S5 billion less in revenues in 2000 than

the Administration has calculated. The difference

arises from JCTs assumption that a smaller fracuon

of the health benefits that could no longer be pro-

vided through cafeteria plans would end up as

wages.
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Sensitivity of the Estimates

to Premium Levels

The impact of the Administntion's proposal on the

deficit is highJy sensitive to the assumed level of

health insurance premiums in the alliances. "Die

higher the average premium, the greater will be the

federal subsidy payments, the smaller the increase in

taxable incomes, and the bigger the increase in the

deficit CBO has illustrated this sensitivity by esti-

mating the financial impact of the Administration's

proposal under two additional sets of premiums: that

of the Administration, which is roughly 13 percent

below CBO's, and a set thai is 10 percent higher

than CBO's.

Using the Administration's premiums, CBO
estimates that the AdministratJon's proposal would

reduce the deficit in 1999 and later years. The

reduction would amount to SI7 billion in 2000 and

S40 billion in 2004. The reduction in the deficit ui

2000 would still be about S20 billion less than the

Ttbis 2-S.

Sources and U»«a of Funda of th* HMlth Allianes*

(By fiscal yaar, In bllllona of dollars)
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Adminisntion's own esomate, but removing the

difference in ««""«*<< premiums would eliminate

more than half of the total difference between

CBO's and the Administration 't estimates. If pre-

miums were 10 percent higher than CBO has as-

sumed, the proposal would add substantially to the

deficit each year-SS2 billion in 1998, S36 billion in

2000, and S38 billion in 2004.

Sources and Uses of Funds
of the Health Alliances

Although the Administration's proposal would have

only a modest effect on the federal deficit, the flows

of funds into and out of the regional and corporate

health *"'«"'^» would be substannal (see Table

2-5). Payments to health insurance plans would

constitute by far the largest of the alliances' outlays

Alliances would receive payments of premiums
from employers and households and maintenance-

of-effort payments and payments on behalf of Med-

icaid beneficiaries from the states. The U.S. Trea-

sury would also make payments to the alliances for

subsidies for employers and households, the federal

share of Medicaid, and premiums for federal civilian

employees and certain people eligible for Medicare.

Alliances would make payments to other alLances

in cases in which a household could choose its

source of coverage, but these uiteralliance payments
would have no net effect.
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Chapter Three

Budgetary Treatment

of the Proposal

The
Budget of the United States Government

serves many purposes. Not only is the bud-

get a fmancial accounting of the receipts

and expenditures of the federal government; it also

sets forth a plan for allocating resources-between

the public and private sectors and within the public

sector-to meet natjonal objectives.

Ever since the outlines of the Administration's

health proposal became known, policymakers and

the media have expressed considerable interest in

how it would be created in the federal budget

Some observer contend that the program would not

receive an appropriate degree of scrutiny if the

budget did not include all of its financial transac-

tions. If the financial activities mandated by the

new program were not part of the budget, they

argue, fiscal discipline might suffer activities that

are now in the budget might be transferred to non-

budget enbties that were not subject to the oversight

and restraints characteristically imposed on budget

accounts. Others fear that labeling all of the pro-

gram's nnancial flows as budgetary might preclude

a reasoned consideration of the proposal's merits by

raising concerns about the size of the public sector.

The choice of budgetary treatment could also affect

which Congressional committees are given primary

jurisdiction over the proposal.

The issue of budgetary treatment is not peculiar

to the health reform initiative. Every time the Con-

gress considers or enacu a bill that esublishes a

new program, the Congressional Budget Office and

the Office of Management and Budget must con-

sider whether and how it should be shown in the

federal budget. For most pieces of legislation, this

is a relatively easy call. But for some bills, such as

major health reform proposals, that assessment is

marked by some ambiguity and considerable coro-

pleuty.

This chapter discusses the appropriate budgetary

treatment of the Administration's health proposal,

particularly the treatment of the payments to and

from the regional and corporate alliances. It first

examines the two main sources of guidance on bud-

getary dassification-the Repon of the President i

Commission on Budget Concepts and the current

budgetary treatment of programs analogous to the

President's plan. It finds thai these sources can

inform the decision on how to treat the Administra-

non's proposal but by themselves cannot resolve the

issue.

The second and third sections of this chapter ex-

plain CBO's view: the financial transactions of the

health alliances should be included in the accounts

of the federal government, but they should be dis-

tinguished from other federal operations and sho>»-n

separately, as is the practice for the Social Security

program. CBO bases this view primarily on its

judgment that the Administration's proposal would

establish a federal entitlement to health benefits and

that the mandatory premiums used to finance the

new entitlement would coiutitute an exereise of

sovereign power. CBO's view on these nutters is

only advisory; ultimately, the Congress and the

President should explicitly address the issue through

legislation to ensure the appropriate public control

of and accountability for the transactions of the

alliances.
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Guidelines for Budgetary
Classification

CexXMiB eleincou of the Administration 't proposal

are unambiguoiuly fedenl activities that all agree

should be included in the budget-for example, the

increase in the tax on tobacco, the subsidies for

individuals and employen. the expansion of certain

discretionary programs, and the changes in Medicare

and Medicaid. But what about the premiums that

individuals and employers pay to the health alli-

ances and the payments by the alliances to the vari-

ous health plans? Are the alliances private or state

entities that belong outside the federal budget? Or

are they, for most practical purposes, creatures of

the federal government, whose income and outgo

should all be included in the federal government's

accounts?

In answering such questions, budget analysts

normally consult two sources for guidance. Oite is

the 1967 RepOn of the President's Commission on

Budget Concepts. The other is budgetary prece-

dents. Because of the unique feanues of the Ad-

ministration's health proposal, neither souice pro-

vides an unambiguous answer.

The President's Commission

on Budget Concepts

In March 1967. President Lyndon B. Johnson ap-

pointed a IS-member commission to advise him on

budgetary concepu and presemation. The commis-

sion issued its rtpon ia October of that year, and

the budget thai the President submitted in January

1968 reflected most of its recommendatioiu-nou-

bly, the institution of a unified federal budget. The

conunission's proposal to record federal credit trans-

actions in the budget oo a subsidy-cost basis was

not adopted until 1990. with the passage of the

Federal Credit Reform Act A few recommenda-

tions-for example, the use of accrual accounting

instead of cash accounting-have never been fully

implemented.

Although the Repon oftht President's Commis-

sion on Budget Concepts has no legal status, it

remains to this day the only authoritative statement

on federal budgetary accounting. The commission's

moct in^rtant recommendation was for a compre-

hensive budget with few exclusions. To work

well.* the commission stated, "the govemmenial

budget process should encompass the full scope of

the programs and tnnsactiotis that are within the

Federal sector and not subjea to the economic

disciplines of the marketplace.* The commission

recommended that 'the budget should, as t generaJ

rule, be comprehensive of the full range of Federal

activities. Borderline agencies and transacuons

should be included in the budget unless there arr

exceptionally persuasive reasons for exclusion
''

The commission recognized that its recommen'

datioD posed 'practical quesDons as to precis^lv

what outlays and receipts should be in the budget of

the federal government The answer to this quesuon

is not always as obvious as it may seem the bound

aries of the federal estabUshment are someijmei dif-

ficult to draw.' The commission proposed a «nts

of questions to help make this determinauon 'Ulio

owns the agency? Who suppbes its capita]'' ^^'ho

selecu its managers? Do the Congress and ihr

President have control ovet^ the agenc) s prppra-Ti

and budget, or are the agency's pobcies the rr^pnn

sibility of the Congress or the Presideni onU m
some broad ultimate sense? The answer to no one

of these questions is conclusive, and ai the rrvL-pin

where boundary questions arise, decisions hj\f frtr

made on the basis of a net weighing of at m.LP>

relevant considerations as possible.*'

The report cited some exceptions. Cioufh \o is

Ttcommendabon of a comprehensive budfri Fi»

example, even though the Federal Reserve S>\ifm o

clearly a federal operation, the commission rrcom

Tnft"<**< that its receipts and expenditures be n
eluded from the budget, in pan to protect the irvv

peodeace of the nation's monetary authonues T)v

commission recommended that the local receipts

and expenditures of the District of Columbia be ei

eluded as well, even though the District is a fexlrriJ

1. Mtpon af ilW frtnitM'i Cammujiem « Bi^t*' Ccmrtfa (Oruv

bv \m\ pp 24-23.

Ibid.
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enclave. The commission further recommended that

govemment-tponsored enterprises be omitted from

the budget when such enterprises were 'completely

privately owned.* Because the Administration's

proposal shares some of the characteristics of these

exceptions but lacks others, no one can be sure bow
the commission would have treated the health alli-

ances, had they been on the horizon in 1967.

The commission also considered the issue of

when to offset receipts against expenditures in pre-

senting the government's fiscal totals. For fiscal

year 1993, the Department of the Treasury reported

federal outlays of SI.408 billion, federal govern-

mental receipts of SI. 153 billion, and a deficit of

S22S billion. The figure for governmental receipts

ncludes most of the funds that the government
.oUects (for example, income and payroll taxes).

But the budget treats some of the government's

income, such as proceeds from the sale of stamps

by me Postal Service, as an offset to its outlays.

"For purposes of summary budget totals," the

commission recommended, 'receipts from acbvibes

which are essentially govenunental in character, in-

volving regulabon or compulsion, should be re-

garded as receipts. But receipts associated with

acuvities which are operated as business-type enter-

prises, or which are market-oriented in character,

should be included as offsets to the expenditures to

which they relate." Among the various items that

should be treated as budget receipts the commission

listed both employment taxes and social insurance

premiums.'

Budgetary Precedents

Another way to inform judgment is by examining
relevant precedents. Yet this approach is also in-

complete, because the Administration's health pro-

posal differs significantly from existing programs
and because existing accounting practices are incon-

sistent

In one major instance-the unemployment insur-

ance (UI) program-the federal budget includes in

] IbuL. p 6J

itt entirety a joint activity of the federal and state

govemmenu. The Social Security Act of 193S cre-

ated the UI program and established a federal tax

liability. Under the program, states are free to set

tax rates, benefit levels, and eligibility requirements
within certain limits. States that establish a feder-

ally approved UI system and impose their own pay-

roll tax receive a partial credit against the federal UI

tax. The federal tax pays for federal and state ad-

ministration of imemployment insurance, 97 percent

of the cost of employment services, and 50 percent

of the cost of extended benefits during periods of

high unemployment in a sute. The sute and federal

taxes alike are deposited in trust funds held by the

U.S. Treasury, and the federal budget records all of

the funds' revenues and spending.

In other instances, the federal budget includes

only pan of the cost of a joint federal/sute program.
For example, if a state establishes a program of

Medicaid or Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-

dren that meets the terms of the Social Security Act.

the federal government pays a prescribed share of

the costs, and the budget includes only that federal

payment. Unlike the case of unemployment msur-

ance. however, the federal government imposes no

tax or other penalty if a state fails to esublish a

Medicaid or AFDC program.

The Coal Industry Retiree Health Benefit Pro-

gram is part of the federal budget, although its

funds do not pass through the Treasury. Established

by the Energy Policy Act of 1992. this program

guarantees lifetime health benefits for certain miners

and their dependents and requires coal companies to

pay health insurance premiums to two privately

managed trust funds on behalf of those miners,

including some who never worked for the compa-
nies in question. Even though the benefit plans are

Dominally private and the federal government plays

ix> role in selecting their trustees, the plans' receipts

and spending are included in the federal budget

because federal law both requires payment and de-

termines the use of the money.

The budgetary treatment of the promotional

boards for agncultural conunoditics is at odds with

that of the Coal Industry Retiree Health Benefit

Program. Federal law has established 17 of these

boards since 1955. The boards collect assessments
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from domestic producers (and tometioaes importers

and marketers) and use those funds to promote cod-

tumptioo of a particular commodity, luch as dairy

products or cut flowers. The Secretary of Agricul-

ture appoints most of the boards, and federal law

establishes and enforces payment of the assess-

ments. Yet despite this substantial federal role, the

budget does not include the transactions of the

boards.

Still other comparisons are possible between the

Administration's proposal and various federal regu-

latory activities. For example, the federal govern-

ment requires employers to meet conditions govern-

ing the wages and hours of workers (under the Fair

Labor Standards Act of 1938). occupational sa/ety

and health (under the Occupational Safety and

Health Act of 1970), and the treatment of persons

with disabilities (imder the Americans with Disabili-

ties Act of 1990). AU of these laws impose sub-

stantial costs on employers and may affect the

amount and type of compensation that employees

receive, but the budget includes none of their costs.

Looking at these budgetary precedents does not

resolve the issue of how to treat the Administra-

tion's health proposal. The proposal bears a resem-

blance to all of the programs cited, but it also shows

significant differences. Which is the most appropri-

ate comparison? Is the proposal most like the un-

employment insurance program. AFDC or Medicaid,

the Coal Industry Retiree Health Benefit Program,
the promotional boards for agricultural coirunodities.

the tnandates of the Americans with Disabilities

Act or some other program? The answer is. agam.
a matter of judgment. But even if the answer were

clear, a practice followed for a program costing

S200 nullion might not be appropriate for one cost-

ing SSOO billion.

ity or uiDsaction that remains essentially private?

If the activity is primarily governmental, is it a

federal activity, a state activity, a shared federal/

state activity, or some new hybrid? If the answers

to these two questions indicate that the program

belongs in the accounts of the federal government, a

third question arises: How should the program be

displayed in. and controlled through, the budget?

Considering the Administration's proposal in its

entirety, the Congressional Budget OfTice concludes

that it establishes both a federal entitlement to

health benefits and a system of mandatory payments
to finance those benefits. In administering the pro-

posed progrvn. regional alliances, corporate alli-

ances, and state single-payer plans (if any) would

operate primarily as agents of the federal govern-

ment Therefore, CBO believes that the financial

transactions of the health alliances should be in-

cluded in the federal government's accounts and

that the prenuum payments should be shown as

govenunental receipts rather than as offsets to

spending. Nonetheless, because of the uniqueness

and vast size of the program, the budget document

should distinguish the transactions of the alliances

from other federal operations and show them sepa-

rately, as is the practice for Social Security. CEO's

view, as noted earlier, is solely advisory. The Presi-

dent and the Congress should ultimately resolve the

debate over the proposal's budgetary treatment

through legislation.

Why Should the Health

Alliances Be Included in

the Accounts of the

Federal Government?

CBO's Assessment

Determining the appropriate budgetary treatment of

a program like health reform involves answering not

one but a series of questions. Is the program funda-

mentally governmental in nature, or does the legis-

lation seek to facilitate, regulate, or guide an acov-

Two factors shape CBO's view that the proposed

health alliances should be included in the federal

government's accounts-a review of budgetary con-

cepts and precedents and the need to ensure fiscal

accountability and control. In addition, the pubbc's

perception of the nature of the new program de-

serves some consideration.
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Budgetary Concepts and Precedents

More than a government regulation, the Administra-

tioD'i proposal specifies outcomes, dicutes the

raeans by which the outcomes must be achieved,

prescribes the financing mechanism that must be

used, and enforces the prescribed transactions. The
fint section of Title I creates a universal entitlement

to a set of benefits that are defined in considerable

detail. The benefits would not be restricted to those

who already receive similar benefits, nor would

nonpayment of premiums be grounds for a health

plan or health alliance to deny benefits. Thus, the

prognm does more than redefine the terms or con-

ditioiu of preexisting private transactions, which is

how one might characterize the minimum wage, for

example.

The Administration's proposal establishes an ex-

plicit financing mechanism for the standard benefit

package. It requires employers (except those large
firms that choose to form corporate alliances), em-

ployees, and nonworken to pay premiums to the

regional alliances. A federal entity-the National

Health Board-and a set of subsidies specified in

federal law would largely deterroine the levels of

those payments. The premiums would be manda-

tory, although many participants would undoubtedly

pay them gladly in return for the program's health

benefits, just as many would voluntarily contribute

to Social Security in return for that program's retire-

ment, survivors, and disability benefits. The pro-

posal would also require sutes to make specified

payments (for example, Medicaid maintenance-cf-

effort payments) to their regional alliances.

The National Health Board and the Depanments
of Health and Human Services and Labor would

play important roles in the cteatioo and day-uxlay
operation of the new health system. The board

would approve the states' health care systenu, im-

pose sanctions on those systems that failed to meet
federal requirements, develop a methodology for

risk adjustment and reinsurance, set capital stan-

dards for health plans in the regional alliances,

develop standards for sutes' guaranty funds, and
oversee and monitor the system. The Secretary of

Health and Human Services would develop stan-

dards for the financial management of the health

alliances, audit the regional alliances, and certify

essential commimity providers with whom plans

would have to affiliate. The Secretary of Labor

would be responsible for the proper functioning of

the corporate alliances and could impose civil mon-

etary penalties for noncompliance.

Although the federal government would play a

very large role, the proposal would assign substan-

tial responsibilities—and leave some discretion—to

the states, the regional alliances, corporations, and

individuals. States would esublish and define the

geographic boundaries of the regional albances, en-

sure that the amounts owed to the alLances were

collected and paid, assist alliances in verifying eligi-

bility for subsidies, certify health plans and assure

their fiscal solvency, ensure that all residents had

access to an adequate choice of health plans, estab-

lish a reinsurance program for health plans, and pro-

vide a guaranty fund. If they chose, sutes could

assign the responsibilities of the alliances to a sute

agency. They could also esubbsh a single-payer

plan, which would affect the amount of choice

offered to the state's residents, the governance of

the system, and (within specified limits) the sys-

tem's financing.

The regional alliances would be charged with

making agreements with qualified health plans and

offering those plans to the residents of their areas

The alliances would ensure that people enrolled in

health plans, collect premiums, determine eligibilit>

for subsidies, evaluate the performance of health

plans, ensure that the plans suyed within budgri.

adjust paymenu to plans for different levels of nsk.

establish fee schedules for services, and coordinate

activities with those of other alUances. In addition,

health plans in the regional alliances would offer

participants the option of purchasing supplementary
insurance to cover certain cost-shanng requirements
of the staitdard benefit package and could offer

supplementary insurance for items not included in

the standard package. As proposed, the alliances'

income from premiums and their payments to the

health plans would not pass through the Treasury's
accounts.

Large corporations would be able to esublish

corporate alliances that would perform the basic

functions of regional alliances. Large corporations

would also have some discreoon in shaping the
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options tfait their ccxporite
«in«t»/-»t offered to

employees. The Adminisntion'i propoMl would

impose no limits on the imount corpontioo could

initiilly pay for the insunnce it provided to its

workers, but it does specify tbe minimum friction

of tbe cosu that the fiim would have to pay and the

rate by which picmiums could grow. Tbe premi-

ums and payments would not flow though the re-

gional alliances, and tbe subsidies to individuals

would be largely the responsibility of die coipon-

tion. which would be required to pay at least 9S

percent of the costt of insuring iu low-wage

workers. Tbe proposal would require corporate

alliances to offer at least three health plans (includ-

ing one fee-for-service plan and two others, such as

health maintenance organizations), employ copunu-

nity rating, use the sane medical fee schedules as

the regional alliances, and satisfy much the same re-

quirements for information as the regional alliances.

Individuals in both regional and corporate

alliances would have a choice of health plans, and

their premiums would vary according to the plan

they chose and their income. People would also

have the option of purchasing supplementary health

insurance.

Are these discretionary aspects of tbe proposal

sufTicient to classify the new program as a regula-

tory activity or a shared federal/state program? The

answer to this question is a maoer of judgment No

sharp line separates regulatory activities that are

outside the budget from governmental activities that

are within it In this case, when tbe federal govern-

ment specifies not only an outcome but also how
the outcome is to be achieved, limits tbe ways in

which the activity can be financrd. makes a substan-

tial nnancial contributioo. and calls for tbe creation

of new institutions to carry out the activity. CBO
concludes that the boundaries of regulation have

been crossed.

In particular, this appears to be tbe case with

respect to the regional alliances. Federal statute

would establish and define these i>ew institutions.

The terms and financing of the insurance tbey of-

fered would be specified by federal law, and their

activities would be regulated and monitored by the

Departmenu of Labor and Health and Human Ser-

vices. This situation differs from cases in which the

federal government requires existing insDUtions-

states or businesses—to take on added responsibili-

ties and leaves open the choice of how they would

finance them.

Tbe corporate alliances, which have many of the

characteristics of private entities, would for all prac-

tical purposes be standing in for a govemmeotal or

quasi-govemmeniiJ agency-the regional alliance. If

a large corporation chose not to establish its own

alliance, it would have to participate in the regional

alliances. If a corporate alliance did not comply
with federal regulations or became financially insol-

vent, it could be terminated by the Secretary of

Labor. If a state chose to estabUsh a single-payer

system, it could deny the large corporations operat-

ing within its borders the option of establishing a

corporate alliance.

Tbe important role and fleubility afforded to

states and regional alliances do not appear to be

sufficient to classify the proposal as a shared fed-

eral/state program like AFDC or Medicaid. Indeed,

the level of federal involvement would far exceed

that of existing entitlement grant programs. Re-

gional alliances would be Able to borrow from the

federal government and would receive stan-up

grants from Washington. In addition, they would be

granted powers that could only flow from federal

authority. For example, they would have the power
to extract premium payments from businesses in

other states that employed their residents, even

when those businesses engaged in no activity in the

alliance's state. Federal law would establish a com-

plex set of financial flows among alliances. Those

flows would cover people who moved either tempo-

rarily or permanently, full-time studenu who tt-

leoded schools located in other alliance areas, and

multiworker families in which one or more workers

could be covered by a corporate alliance.

As described in Chapter 1, federal agencies

would play an important role in ensuring that states

and alliances fulfilled the requirements specified in

tbe proposal. If a sute did not establish a system of

alliances according to the law, or if the National

Health Board terminated its approval of a state's

system, the Secretary of Health and Human Services

would estabUsh and operate a system of alliances

and would impose a surcharge of \5'. peiceot on
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premiunu to cover additionxl dmioistntive and

other expenses. This backstop is even stronger than

the one in the unemployment insurance program,
which esublishes a federal payroll tax liability that

can be largely offset by state unemployment payroll

taxes.

The univentaLty of the entitlement distinguishes

the Administration's health proposal from programs
such as AFDC and Medicaid. In those two pro-

grams, states have the option of not participating.

(Until 1982, Arizona did not participate in Med-

icaid.) The Adminisization's proposal would require

everyone to participate: it would also require states

to make specific payments to their regiooal alliances

for noncash beneficiaries of Medicaid and for addi-

tional benefits for certain children receiving A^DC
or Supplemental Secuhiy Income.

The significant tinancial role that payments
from the U.S. Treasury would play in the new pro-

gram reinforces the impression that it would be

predominantly a federal, not a state, activity. By
2004. about 30 percent of the paymenu to the

health aUiances would be federal subsidies to low-

income families and employen, payments for Med-

icaid benericiahes. and the like. And the financial

role of the Treasury in the regional alliance* ctMild

grow even bigger if many Medicare recipienu ai>d

military dependents currently receiving federal

health services chose to participate in the alliances

instead. In contrast, the states would have a much
smaller fmancial role.

Even the voluntary aspects of the new program
do not by themselves resolve the issue of budgetary

treatment. The fact that individuals could choose

the plan they wanted, and thus the premium they

would pay. is balanced by the constraints that fed-

eral law and regulation would place on the benefits

and the charges. The benefits and cost sharing

would be set by legislation, and ultimately the Na-

tional Health Board would limit the average pre-

mium in each area. Tlie voluntary nature of supple-

mentary cost-sharing insurance-people can decide

whether or not to purchase it—must be weighed

against the fact that federal law would define its

scope, coverage, and availability. Moreover, the

proposal would require that the premiums for cost-

shahng supplements take account of the increased

use of standard benefits by those people who bad

purchased the supplementary coverage. Further-

more, it is worth noting that the federal budget

i:.cludes many voluntary transactions, not the least

of which is physician insurance under Medicare.

On balance, the new program seems to represent

an activity of the federal government that rebes on

the exercise of sovereign power. The umversalit>

of the entitlement, the mandatory nature of the

premiums, and the major financial participanon of

the U.S. Treasury outweigh other considerations

Although the sutes and the alliances would have

important roles and responsibilities, they would be

acting largely as agents of the federal govemnieni

Fiscal Accountability and Control

The second reason for including the health alliances

in the federal government's accounts is the need for

accountability and control. Since the alliances

would be agents of the federal govemmenL their

financial flows should be subject to a level of o\er

sight and control similar to that accorded propram^

that arc included in the federal budget

It is particularly important that the acuMues of

the health alliances be subject to some fiscal rr

ttninu and limits as long as tight controls go^tm
other federal activities. Discretionary appi^jpnauons

are currently limited by caps on budget auihonts

and outlays. Receipts and direa spending prrpramt

are constrained by pay-as-you-go rules Social

Security, which is classified as off-budget, is subject

to its own set of rules, which are designed to pre

vent the depletion of the program's reserves

The Administration's health proposal «oulJ

establish many financial flows berween the Treasur>

and the health allianrfs. Paymenu would (low frrsm

the Treasury to the alliances for subsidies to mdi

viduals and employers, for recipients of cash t^el-

fare benefits, and for Medicare beneficianes uho

chose to stay in an alliance plan The Treasur>

would receive payments from the alliances for grad-

uate medical educatioD and for parucipanii N^ho

chose to get their health care through plans esub-

Lshed by the E>epanment of Defense. Department of

Veterans Affairs, or Indian Health Service. If the
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activities of the health llitir''** were not subject to

fiscal control, the restraints on federal spending and

receipu could easily be circumvented by altering

these financial flows ot creating new ones.

For example, the Congress could lower the

mandatory payments that the federal and state gov-

enunenu would make to the alliances to pay for the

health benefits of Medicaid cash beneficiaries from

9S percent of their previous payments to, say, 75

percent If the alliances were exempted from the

budgetary discipline imposed on roost other federal

activities, cutting those payments would appear to

reduce federal spending and would add room on the

pay-as-you-go scorecard, even if individuals and

employers were required to pay higher health insur-

ance premiums to cover the receipts lost to the

alliances.

Similarly, the Congress could require health

plans to cover needs and activities that are currently

provided through discretionary appropriations, such

as nutritional assistance for infants and pregnant

women. This move would free up resourees under

the discretionary spending limits of the budget and

make the health alliances bear added burdens if they

were not subject to appropriate budgetary controls.

Increasing the limits on the pereentage of their

payrolls that employers contributed to the regional

alliances would appear to have very different effects

on the federal government's finances depending on

how the budget treated the alliances. If the alli-

ances were included in the government's accounts,

higher employer payments would be recorded as an

increase in governmental receipts. If the alliances

were excluded, any rise in employers' payments
would be shown as a spending cut. because it would

reduce federal subsidies to the allianrrs.

Preventing budgetary gamesmanship requires

that corporate alliances and state single-payer

plans-not just regional alliances-be included in the

federal government's accounts. Otherwise, legisla-

tion could create the semblance of budgetary sav-

ings by expanding the corporate alliances or by

creating additional incentives for states to operate

single-payer systems. Including the corporate alU-

ances and the sute plans would also avoid meaning-
less changes in the fiscal totals that could anse if

several large firms tenniiuted their corporate alli-

ances or if the Secretary of Health and Human
Services was forced to taVe over a state's system of

alliances.

The Congress has several options available for

controlling the financial activities of the health

allianrrs. It could subject the alliances to the same

fiscal controls that govern the rest of the federal

government's activities, or set up a separate set of

controls for them, or both. Without a full account-

ing and some sort of control, however, the income

and outgo of the health alliances would escape the

scrutiny that is essential when the federal govern-

ment takes resources from individuals and busi-

nesses and uses them to meet a nanonal objective

Public Perception

Some policymakers and citizens may wonder

whether including the health alliances in the federal

govenunent's accounts defies common sense and

the public's perception of the nature of the new pro-

gram. Why should the government's accounts show

transactions that, for most workers, are like those

that already occur in the private sector? The answer

is that the budgetary status of a federal activity is

not determined by whether the private sector pro-

vides the same service. Very few federal programs
would be included in the budget if the critenon for

inclusion were that there be no comparable pnvate

spending Many federal programs thai appear in the

budget are largely an extension of prior practices m
the pnvate sector. For example, loans to businesses

and individuals, medical research, and pubbc safety

programs are a few of the large number of federal

programs that have displaced private spending to

some degree.

Many of those people who now have employ-
ment-based health insurance might be surprised at

first to be told that they had just become partici-

pants in a major new federal program, since under

the new system they might be able to keep the same

health plans that they now have and might enjoy

much the same benefits. Currently, employers (or

unions) make payments to insurance earners that

refiea both the employers' contributions and the

employees' pretmums (if any), which are deducted
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from the workers' paychecks. In the new tystem.

eaployen would make the ume lortt of ptyments,
but they would make them to an alliance, which

would then transfer funds to the health plans that

the workers had chosen.

What would differ is that federal law latber than

the employer would determine the benefits and

premiums. Moreover, the transactioo would no

kxiger be voluntary. The employer could not drop

or change the terms of the health insurance benefiL

Similarly, employees could not opt out of their

employment-based plan, as tooK do now because

they do not want to pay their share of the premium
or because they are covered under a spouse's policy.

Those people who were receiving employment-
based health insurance for the first time would

initiaUy be more accepting of the notion that they

had become participants in a government program.

Their employers, who would suddenly find them-

selves required to make paymenu for their employ-
ees' health iiuurance, would ui>doubtedly feel the

same way. Many nonworking and self-employed

individuals with adequate incomes who currently

choose to remain iminsured would probably con-

clude that they were part of a government program
as well.

Why Should the Health

Alliances Be Shown

Separately?

Although CBO's analysis has concluded that the

health aUiances would be iix>re like federal agencies

than like sute or private entities, it has also found

that the Administration's proposal would be unique

in iu form, size, scope, and complexity. In addi-

tion, the funds eatmariced for the health atlianrrs are

not intended to be used for any other federal pro-

gram. These features of the proposal argue for

showing iu transactions separately in the federal

government's accounts rather than mixing them with

other federal activities.

The institutions and responsibilities that the

Administration's proposal would create would be

unlike those of any existing federal program. The

flows of premiums and spending into and out of the

>iii«nr»« would 'Iwarf the ii>come and outgo of

Social Security, which is currently the largest fed-

eral program (see Table 2-S). The complexity of

the structure would be unprecedented, with regional

aUiances, corporate alliances, and possibly suie

single-payer plans interacting with each other and

with numerous private health plans. Medicare. Med-

icaid, the Veterans Affairs and Indian health sys-

tems, the Defense Department's health plans for

military dependents, and the federal subsidy system

A separate budgetary accounting would make clear

the size of the program and its effect on fedtnl

receipts ai>d outlays.

Like Social Security, which is treated as off-

budget but included in the federal govemmenrs
coiuolidated accounts, the Administration's health

proposal would be financed from earmarked rcNc-

nues, except for the subsidies and other expbcit pa>
-

ments from the U.S. Treasury and the states. Seg-

regating the finances of the alliances from other

federal programs would reflect the earmarked nature

of the prenuums and highlight the additional subsi-

dies required.

Several practical considentions consotuie fur-

ther grounds for segregating the finances of the

health «iii««r^« Unlike the funds of almost all

other federal programs, those of the alliances would

iKM flow through the U.S. Treasury. At least ini-

tially, then, their financial dau-panicularl> the

reports from the corporate alliances-are likely to be

of poorer quality than those of programs currrmJ)

in the budgeL The Coal Industry Retiree H&alih

Benefit Program illustrates this point: despite its

being in the budget, its fui>ds do not pass through

the Treasury, and problems with dau collecuon

have thus far prevented its inclusion in the Monthly.

Trtasury Statemtnt of Rtctipts and Outlays of the

United States Covenunent.

Table 3-1 iUustntes the budgetary display that

CBO suggests for the Adminisniion's proposal

Federal outlays for premium and cost-shanng sub-

sidies. Medicare, and Medicaid, and federal receipts

from income and excise taxes (see Table 2-2) would

be shown on-budget Changes in Social Secunt>

benefits and payroll taxes would be shown off-
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budgeL The of -^utlayt and oonfedenl receipu of

the health alliu: (lee Tible 2-S) would be tbown

in new ofT-buoget category, the way Social Secu-

rity is thowD today, aad included in the federal gov-

eniment't consoUdated totals. Because the health

«iii«nr*c uc expected to balance their income and

outgo, including them in the totals would have no

Tabl«»-1.

8ug9«st»d Budgetary Display of the

Admlnlatratlon'a HMlth PrepoMl,
Fiscal YMr 2004 (In bllllorw of dollars)
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Chapter Four

Economic Effects of the Proposal

Any
fuDdanienuI reform of the health cire

tyttem could have profound effects on the

(tiucture of the U.S. ecooomy, and the

AdministTBtion's proposal is no exception.

Supporters of the Administration's approach

argue that it would improve the efficiency of labor

markets by reducing insurance-related job lock and

the work disincentives Medicaid beneficiaries face.

They claim that it would also improve the allocatioo

of resources in the economy by increasing the effi-

deitcy of tht health sector and strengthen the com-

petitive position of U.S. producers, particularly

those with large health burdens for retired workers.

Critics of the proposal have argued that it would

raise business cosu, devastate small enterprises, put

some low-wage workers out of their jobs, encourage

many workers to leave the labor force, and ad-

versely affect the competitive position of U.S. in-

dustry.

This chapter
>«»twitwi« the probable impact of

the Administration's proposal on imponant upects

of the economy—business costs, employn>ent. labor

markets, and international competitiveness. The

complexity of the proposal and of die current U.S.

health insurance system makes analyzing these

topics especially difficult, and few conclusions can

be reached with great precision.

Several conclusiou can, however, be drawn

with relative confideoce. Fust, the proposal would

increase the cash wages of U.S. workers (see Chap-

ter 2). Second, the proposal would without doubt

involve a substantial redistribution of cosu within

the economy, and thus would have imponant conse-

quences for individual workers and firms. Third,

some low-wage workers would lose their jobs be-

cause their employers would have to pay for insur-

ance, but this group is likely to be quite small;

some others may gain jobs in community-based care

for the disableid. FmaDy. more workers would

voluntarily leave employment in response to new

incenbves created by the proposal, and sotne

workers would enter employment for this reasoo

Although the complexity of the proposal makes

quantitative inferences imprecise, the Congressional

Budget Office estimates that the plan nught reduce

the number of people in the labor force by one-

quarter of a percent to 1 percent, though it would

alter the unemployment rate little. Perhaps more

important than its effect on the overall labor suppl> .

the proposal is likely to affect the current pattern of

where people work.

The Administration's proposal would affect

labor markets both by eliminating or reducing eusi-

ing distortiotis in these markets and by introducing

new ones. Among the distortions that would be

reduced are the tendency of the current system to

lock people into certain jobs or into welfare because

they fear the loss of iiuurince. It would also end

die advantages big firms have in purchasing health

insurance. These are imponant gains. But the

proposal would also introduce some distortions of

its own: it would encourage early retirement, it

would in some cases reduce the attraction of having

more than one adult in each family work; it would

increase the cost of hiring most minimum-wage

wooers; and it would encourage the grouping of

workers in firms on income lines that may not be

efficient

On balance, the new distortions in the labor

markets could outweigh the ones eliminated; should

that happen, the productive potential of the econ-
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omy would go dowo and fewer people would be

engaged id market vities 'at produce income.

But the potential loss ot mark., income would over-

state any loss to the economy. People who leave

work would be doing so from choice and would be

able to do things they could not do while worldng.

Although the value of this leisure is certainly not

tero. it is not counted in gross domestic product

A full accounting of the proposal's effect on the

economy would have to include its possible impact

on the efficiency of the health care system. Few

analysts doubt that the current health care system
wastes resources (see Box 4-1). The proposal hopes
to reduce many of these inefficiencies. The Admin-

..uition aims to cut administrative costs, foster the

growth of health maintenance organizations and

other types of plans that might be able to reduce

costs below those of fee-for-service providers, and

make it easier for consumen to pick more cost-

effective health plans. For the most pan. this repon

does not address these questions of the efficiency of

the health sector.

Finally, any proposal to reform the curreni

health care system would introduce its own distor-

tions while eliminating others. Evaluation of \ht

Administration's proposal should, therefore, be

based on bow its costs and benefits compare uiih

those of the alternatives-including current polics

Box 4-1.

IneffldcBcict in the Current Health Care Sjntcm

For maoy economitts and policymaken, the Urge

proportion of natiooal income going to the health

sector-some 14 percent of grou domesbc product in

I993-it cause for coBsidenble cottcem. Behind this

concern is a belief thai health care markets as cur-

rently structured are not efficient and are prone to

excessive and uaoecessary ipeoding.' A sucoeuful

icstnictuiing of the health care system would conect

some of these inefTicieDcies.

Several factors now hinder the cfTicient opera-

tion of the health secutr. Finu consumen lack key
information about the qtiality and price of medical

services. Treatment coats are difTicult to obtain in

advance, and comparison shopping can be costly and

impractical for sick people. Patienu delegate a

considerable amount of decisioonuking to their

doaon, who are trained to provide the best possible

care rather than the most co«t-«ffecavc care.

Second, the widespread prevalence of health

insurance (and other third-parry payers) insulates

consumers from the full cost of medical care when

they are sick. Moreover, health insurance is tax

deductible when employers offer it as a fringe bene-

fit. which reduces the incentive for workers to select

less expensive policies. Because employers pick up

1. Ceo|T«uiaa*I luditt OfRet. leoumie Im^UcmKi

Kavti Hflih Can Cam (Ocioba 199})

most of the bill, most employees htve Utile idea hoH

much their insurance truly costs.

Because of these shortcomings, health care mar-

keti are not truly compelibve. Providers genenJN
do not compete as aggressively over pnce u in

other sectors of the economy'. Instead, their compr -

btioo focuses on the oooprice aspecu of medic*)

care. For example, hospitals try to attract paucn-..«

by offering the best and latest medical technolopir^

or the most comfortable surroundingi-not the \o<^t\\

price. At the same time, consumers lack tuffuirr:

bargaining clout to offset the tendency of the t>wm
to spend too much. The payraem system n rr.*

nvely fragmented, and providers are able to \r.ir-

oofU from large organized payers (like fovcmmrn'
to private payers with little countervailing po»rr

Perhaps most important, technological chan^r i>

vcty rapid in the health care sector, but mariei con

snaints that might ensure that itew technologiet arr

used in cost-efficient ways nuy not operate cflc^

tively. As long as health insurance pays for ne»

technologies, the private sector is encouraged to

develop any innovation, regartiless of cost, thai iv

likely to improve the quaUty of care. Other coun

tries strictly control the supply of new iechnolog> lo

the health sector. But there is no effecove mec.^a'

nism in the current U.S. systein-neither a nuriet

nor a government regulatory plan—to ensure thai the

cosu of new technologies will be kept u lute with

their benefiu.
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Key Aspects of the Proposal
That Would Affect the

Economy

Hie Administntioo'i proposal conuins liienlly

hundreds of provisions that would make fundamen-

tal changes in the deUvery and financing of the

oatioa's health care. Neveitfaeless, the most impor-
tant economic effects can be traced to just a few

features.

Universal Coverage

The Administration's proposal would entitle all citi-

zeiu and certain other pec^le residing in the United

States to a standard package of health insurance

benefits. Unlike the current system, benefits would

no longer depend on whether or where a person
worked.

Community Rating

Insurance premiums could not vary with age or

health status. The new system would therefore in-

corporate the cost and spread the burden for people

who present the greatest health risks.

Controls on Health

Insurance Premiums

The AdministiBtion's proposal would limit the

growth of health spending by fostering competition

and capping premium costt.

Subsidies to Employers

A firm in a regional alliance would not have to pay

more than 7.9 percent of iu wage and salary payroll

for its share of health insurance; instead, the govern-

ment would pay for premiums for the standard in-

surance package above that amount Lower lumu

would apply to firms with 75 or fewer employees

and low average wages.

Subsidies to Early Retirees

The government would subsidize the average pre-

mium for early retirees. This would reduce the

iitcentive to continue to work, thus changing the

size of the work force.

The Effects on Health

Spending by Business

The Administration's proposal would mainujn the

central role of employers in financing heaJU) care in

the United States, but would significanUy aJier the

distribution of costs among businesses and workers

After 1996, the proposal would most likely reduce

the total spending of business on health care Of

course, businesses would be asked to pay direciK

for insurance for those workers who are currenils

uninsured, and the Administration's proposed insur-

ance package is more generous than many firrru

currently offer. Employers who formed corporate

all'f'*''** would pay an additioDal 1 percent pax-roll

tax. But although these factors would tend to in

crease businesses' costs, they would be more than

offset after 1996 by the limits on premium grovk-ih

and the subsidies from the govemment

Employers* Responsibilities

Employers would be required to pay a significant

share of the health iiuurance premiunu for virtually

all of their employees. Health benefits would no

longer be a flexible component of employee com-

pensation but rather would become an inflexible

levy on employing workers.

Big Cost Reductions

OveraU for Business

When all these factors are taken into account, the

total cost that all businesses together would pa> for

health insurance for active workers would be about

S20 biUion less in the year 2000 if the proposal

were implemented than if the current system were
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to cootioue uocbaoged' The esdmated reductioo in

the cost for ictive worken from the proposal would

be evea larger in subsequent years, reaching slightly

above $90 billion in 2004.

Businesses would also beiiefit from a large

reductioo in costs for worken taking early retire-

ment This reduction would amount to more than

SIS billion in the year 2004. and more thereafter.

older and sicker workers and those in risky jobs.

Further, community ruing would benefit smaller

firms that typically pay much higher premiums than

larger firms. This leveling of costs could t>enefit all

small businesses-not just those that provide insur-

ance today. With access to more affordable insur-

ance, small businesses would be better able to at-

tract workers who now demand health insurance as

a condition of employment.

Diverse Effects Among
Individual Firms

Even though the plan would quite dramatically re-

duce the overall cost of health insurance for busi-

ness, it would have widely differing effects on indi-

vidual firms and industries, in some cases causing

costs to rise and in others reducing them. Three

factors account for most of the diversity.

Rcquiriiig AD Eoployen to Pij. The requirement
on all employers to contribute would raise spending

by films that do ixx currently offer insurance-or

that offer a less generous iosunnce package-to
their workers. These firms are dispropottionately

nnall-in 1989. over 94 percent of firms with 25 or

more employees offered health insurance, but only

39 percent of firms with fewer than 2S employees
did so.'

Community R«tiiig. Currently, the cost of health

insurance varies tremendously among firms, depend-

ing on the size of the firm and the age and health

status of its workers. Uitder the Administration's

proposal, insurance premiums would be community
rated, which would greatly reduce this variation in

health spending. For example, conmninity rating

would increase the costs of firms that employ
younger and healthier woikers and those in low-risk

jobs, and decrease the oosu of firms employing

Th( Admiaimboa tliepradica dui te pits •ould i

Mi tftadiai. mniaiil wWb aaim policy, by aaiUr iBouaa.

By eooosn. uaba «tlyn>, by ftt '"-*">"«| (fan Ltwis-VHI.
ntniinl (hit te pnpeul •ould laenue tuaiiiMi t~«^| by
^out SI6 biUxa in 2000. S« UwiD-VW. TV rnmoo/ tavon
«f it<* Htabk Stoirtiy Aa (Fiotu. Vi.: Ltws-VHL i

1993).

Estimating the effect of these rwo factors-com-

munity rating and requiring all firms to pay-on
various industries is beyond the scope of this stud> .

but estimates prepared by Henry Aaron and Bam
Bosworth at the Brookings Institution provide a

rough guide (see Table 4-1).' These calculations do

not capture some key aspects of the Administra-

tion's proposal. For example, they do not include

the effects of subsidies to firms, nor do they allou

for variations in the premiums among regional alli-

ances that would occur under the proposal Most

important, they do not include she cost savings thai

controls on premiums would bring about.

Nevertheless. Aaron and Boswonh's estimates

suggest that community rating and requiring firms

to pay would cause an enormous redistnbuuon of

resources among workers in different industries The

redistribution would be even greater among subsec-

ton of industries and individual firms not shov^-n in

the table. For example, Aaron and Boswonh's de-

tailed estiroates suggest that these rwo factors \kould

decrease the annual cost of health insurance b>

almost S6,000 per worker in the coal mining indus-

try-but increase it by $1,300 in the retail sector

These redistributions are not unique to the Ad-

ministntion's proposal. Most proposals to reform

the nation's health care system involve some com

munity rating, and some also require all employers
to pay. Those proposals would also redistnbute

large amounts of resources among firms and

woricen.

Sabddic* to Firms. The subsidies to employers m
the Administration's prt>posal would also affect how.

Ceegriuioaal >tid(cl Olhet, Kimg Htabk Csn Coiu:

ImpiievtoKi. m)d Strmtgitt (Aptil 1991).

CtMIM.

1. nc pRmiuas uadBcommuiuryrahacisTtbl^^l tti Ml idcDD

cal •aoat ladunnu bauuc meh iturj pty> t dillcRBi

SI for I
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Effacts of Community Rating and Raqulrlng Firms to Pay
en tha Hoattti inauranoo Coata of Privata Employart. by Induatry, 1992
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cant Mviogs that the Administration't proposal

would produce compared with cl. ^nt policy would

be largely passed on to woricers is the form of

higher wages.

Why Workers Pay for Health Costs

The primary reason that worken as a group bear the

cost of employen' health ptemiums-and would re-

alize the savings under the Administration's pro-

posal-is that the supply of labor is relatively insen-

sitive to changes in take-home wages. Recent em-

pirical studies suggest that the total hours supplied

by U.S. workers would decline only 0.1 percent to

0.2 percent for each 1 percent reduction ia their

take-home wage.' Because most workers continue

to work even if their take-home pay declines, busi-

nesses have little trouble shifting most of the cost of

health insurance to workers' real wages. Similarly,

workers gain the lion's share of any reductions in

employers' health costs.

Two recent studies of mandated benefits mirror

this view.' In one study, firms shifted 82 percent of

the cost of mandated 'workers' compensation' acci-

dent insurance to woricers in the form of lower real

wages; another study found that virtually all of the

cost of federal and state mandates for childbirth

coverage was passed into lower real wages.'

Of course, because labor supply is not com-

pletely insensitive to changes in wage rates, share-

Cotmiia««l •iid(« Otfta*. *Tu«* aad Ltber Supply,* CBO
MoMraadua (fnrrtwiiii); Mat IUIlia(n>«nfc. L^or St^ftf

(Caabndc*, EM>Md. Ctm/bhigt lM««nfy PtM*. I«t3). mi
Jwoct H«kiBW. *Wh« Ha Bma Lutpad AbM Labor Stippir w
tti Pw Twenty Ytan?* Amehtmt ftwiiinr Jtfuww. «ol. 13.

a. 2 (Mtr 199!). ft nt-121.

Jeeiihu Onibcr Md Aln . Kftitt«r. Tkc badcaoc of Mta-

aaiad Enptoytr-PiutitM lBi>«inrr: LmtoBt tna Wertm' Cen-

pcautMO lawJiaw .' Ti foUcy md Af tcmtamf (1991); Md
ioMihM Onibe. *nt lacidaoc aTHiBdual KUu>^ ••ncfta.'

/Uttncan Icmtmue Mrmem (fortteoaaa).

LivTcoec H. Suanai. *Seac Siaplt femnmct of Maaducd

Bcacfiu,* AmtncttH Eamcmic Ktnrw. vol 79. lo. 2 (Miy 19(9).

pp. IT7-1I}. The AdmmuvuMo'i pnpoul irauld probobly have

1 laiUe ttfta oa nal ••gts-oad t Uijcr clTtct oe taploy-
Btsi-ihu impbad by thtm tBtOtm Vtiikt t purr caploytr

fr-*^*«* Ihc A4minuo«ooe'i propoaal *«iild «aoik t vwrfvmt id

iBiuraaec wbeihs ibry rattd or aoi tai »ould ftaaac* Itat pro-

poul Oiroufb • mmpiltoy piymcsL

holders would bear some of the changes in health

insurance costs in the sbon run. But they would

probably bear vinually none of these costs in the

long run. The United States operates in a world

economy and. if businesses attempted to shift such

costs to capital, shareholders would move their in-

vestments to other countries that offered them

higher returns.

Shareholders, however, would benefit from

reductions in the cost of retirees' health insurance

The Administration's profwsal would reduce cosu

for companies that currently have large reure^

health obligations. The government would lake

over a sigoiiicant porbon of companies' responsibil-

ity for health insurance for early retirees and drugs

for older retirees. The companies' workers and

their unions would probably fight for a poruon of

that windfall, and the gain would therefore be spin

among shareholders, workers, and retirees.

How Savings Might Be Distributed

Although the wages of workers (as a group) would

increase to reflect reductions in the cost of health

instirance for current employees under the Admini-

stration's proposal, the benefits would not be spread

evenly among individual workers for at least tuo

reasons.' First, by evening out the costs of insur-

ance, community rating would raise the cosu of

employing some individuals relauve to current

policy, but reduce them for others. Second, individ

ual firms could respond differently to these changes

in costs. Some might change the nominal wages of

their workers; others might adjust their pnces

For the economy as a whole, lower pnces for

some firoducu would largely be offset by higher

prices for others.' But because individuals purchue

7. Hary Aarae lod Bury Bo««arth. *EceoonK luua i» u> Rr

fom al Hohb Cat Fiaucui(.* Uroohnft fa^tn » Lrwmj.-

Aemvuf (fcntaeoiBias)

I. BocauM lilt AdmisimVMO'i propewl vould eouic ihc Ubo> fom
ad ou^ui of Ifai aooBOBy a fill iliflnl;. the oxrst) pnor it>ti

oould na roaew^ai is Ibc Ioq| run canpved *nth cunrnt pobc>

Tbc cfloa 00 ouipui ud pnces would be unrwlui larfrr ui vx

itaon na becoua ftnnt dui would bee mi locnuu nu|n< eoi

be tbk a raduoc ibe oomm*! wtjoi of ibcff wortm Ova omc

tea Ann would be iblc a bruf nBuaJ w«|« bat u bix b>

nnply ooc ooDpeiiMani Ibeir worsen fw gnenJ lo/laooc

Fiully. ttii ducuinoe eicludei eay poeohle icooas by inc Fed-

cnl RcMrvt
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different bundles of goods and services. individiuJ

workers aod contumen could experience signifi-

cutly different effecu.

In some respects, the Administrstion's proposal

would reduce the likelihood that finns with cost

increases would raise prices. Community rating

vinuaily assures that competing firms would face

very different changes in their insurance costs. Un-

less most competitors in an industry faced similar

changes in their costs, it would be difficult for any

tingle firm to raise its prices much without losing

market share.

What Would Happen to

the Labor Force and

Unemployment?

The Administration's health proposal would sharply

change the terms of the employment bargaui for

many workers, reducing some distortions impbcit in

the current system and imposing others. Overall,

the proposal would probably impose greater em-

ployment-related distortions than it removed. The

supply of labor would probably fall slightly, some-

what reducing the productive capacity of the econ-

omy, but unemployment would be little changed.

In summary, the proposal would:

o Encourage workers nearing retirement age to

retire early, by subsidizing their health insurance

in early retirement;

o Reduce the value of working for people who
receive insurance through their spouses and

currently work at firms without insurance:

o Reduce the ctirrent incentive for recipients of

Aid to Families with Dependent Children to

remain on the welfare rolls and out of work in

order to maintain their Medicaid benefits; and

o Raise the cost of hiring some adult workers who
earn close to the minimum wage, thus sbghily

reducing their employment.

These direct effects of the plan-whicb would

result on balance in a reduction in labor supply-
would in turn produce a partially offsetdng change.

Competition among employers for the reduced labor

supply would slighdy raise real wage rates. But the

effect of a rise in wages would not completely

offset the direa effects of the proposal.

Increase Early Retirement

Three features of the Administration's proposal

would create significant incentives for workers

between S5 and 64 years old to take early reure-

ment First, because the proposal would guaraniee

umversal coverage and premiums would not var>

with health or employment status, early retirees

need not fear becoming uninsured Thus, older

people would no longer have to work simply be-

cause they need access to affordable health insur-

ance. Most analysts would regard this as a clear

improvement over the current situation, even though

it would reduce the supply of labor.

Second, the proposa] goes further and would

subsidize health uisurance for retired people be-

tween the ages of 53 and 64. However, people in

this age group who worked full-time (or whose

spouses worked full time) would not receive this

bienefit The subsidies would sharply reduce costs

for those firms that currently offer health insurance

to early retirees, and might induce them to sweeten

the other components of their retirement package
*

Aside from any consideration of fairness, this provi-

sion would clearly reduce the tncennve to work.

Finally, community rating among age groups

means that early retirees would face premiums ihaL

even before considering subsidies, would be no

higher than those paid by younger people. Because

older people currently pay much higher premiums
than young people, community rating would signifi-

cantly reduce the savings that workers would need

to accumulate for retirement, and some might find

they could retire earlier.

RouthJy half of Ibe uvup for thew firmi u 1991 thrauf^ 2000

would be rvcaptured by tbe govereAcot. The propou: mcludn

e pronuou le racapuit uvufi Inm Ami tfitr 2000
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The Adminutntion estimates that the health

proposal could increase the number of retired

worken ages 53 to 64 by 350.000 to 600.000.

CBO's analysis also suggests effects in about this

finge, although probably closer to the upper end or

dightly above. These estimates are roughly consis-

tent with the results of a recent study by Brigitle

Madhan of Harvard University.
*°

Impose an Implicit Levy on Work

The Administration's proposal would bring about •

major change in the nature of health care costs: for

many woricers, the cost would operate like a new

levy on work. However, most people's decisions

about whether to work or not are not particularly

sensitive to changes in their take-home wages or

salaries. Consequently, the effect of the proposal on

the total labor force would be relatively small and

limited largely to second workers in households in

which one person already works.

The proposal would create an implicit levy on

work because it would make health coverage uni-

versal without charging many nonworkers for the

full cost of their insurance. In other words, cover-

age tmder the proposal would not depend on

whether one woriced and paid the premium or

stayed at home and. often, paid much less. The pre-

mium would simply reduce take-home pay without,

from the point of view of the individual worker.

buying anything.

By contrast, under the current system, em-

ployers provide health insurance to many of their

10 Bh|iK MadruB. Tabor MirtM eff«a of I

Hnftb Utirmnr' (AJ) Anoooa
Tacfaaoloc]'. Ciabfidfc 199]). Chipur 1 Otba Mdm nicfts
Mich U/itr lapoBMt. S«( Joaithaa Onibcr Md Bnfiar M^ua.
Ifctlth lawfiitnr Aviilibibry and At Rjanacai OtntHW.'

Woitut ffm 4469 (NaoOMi Biawy of rrnaniaii RMaach.
Cmabndit. Mau. T it—iti" t»3); i^ Micbaal Had Md
Kaihlva McOiry. Tba »tlahnai>np »«fi«a Job ChawMuDo
Bd RctiniBm.' Watuf Fipcr 4391 (Naooaal Biavu of tea-

ORiic Raxareh. Camtandft. Mau.. Daabcr 199]). Akteuyb
oat nudy fouad ttai ntinat' haalib uuwucc had buk (flaci oe

ftairmcaL dnac icsuhi caaoa bt applied to itac A^naunnaao i

prapotal. Mt Alas Ousanaa and Tbomai StcuiBtia. Toploytr-
Pio tidad Healib Inninnrr aad taurmat B^avior.' Wortiai
Paper 4Kn (Naaoeal Bunau of Ffaoomit Raaaafch. Cambndfc.
Mau.. Maicb 199])

workers as pan of an implicit or expUcit bargain,

which ensures that the cost of health insurance does

not stray too far from what most workers feel it is

worth." Thus, health insurance is a componeot of

compensation that substitutes for cash wages and.

thereftwe. has little effect on an individual's deci-

sions about whether and how much to work.

That bargain is not perfect for several reasons

Most important, some married people who work ui

firms that offer health insurance are or could be

covered under a spouse's policy." For these peo-

ple, the availability of health insurance at work is

worth little. But many of these workers are not

compensated in other ways for the insurance they

do not use." This situation distorts decisions about

whether and where to work: it also partly explains

why some married women work in firms that do not

offer insurance."

The Administration's proposal would extend this

distorting effect on decisions about work to evep.-

one. However, the proposal would also reduce pre-

miums for ctirrently insured workers because all

workers would have to pay for insurance and be-

cause administrative costs are apt to be less-paruc-

ularly for small firms. On balance, the proposal

would probably impose a somewhat larger disioruon

on decisions about work than exists under the cur-

rent system.

II. Eoployir-faid beahh lasurtacx prtmiuiu an ooi lacludcd le •

•atari taxable iBoonc for eiber tacoor tai or paymU lai u.
nilioBi Tbiu. bealib nmiraacr beaefiu thai bavc a lower >>,uc

dMB • fioiB amousi of caih wacca before laxei nay bjx •

hifber valye aftar Biaa arc acoDuaiad for Tit aoiemeai is uvn iifan B vorkai' aflar-ai valuaDOB of imiifaDor beaefiu
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11.
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Would everyone recognize thu the proposal im-

poied a distonion? Peiliaps not. Some wocken

may not recognize the implicit trade-off in the cur-

rent lyttem between employer-paid health insurance

benefits and cash wages.'' For these workers, the

AdfflinictiBtion't proposal would not appear to rep-

resent such a fundamental change in the eiiq>loy-

ment bargain.

Although the proposal would reduce the incen-

tive to work for many woricers, the vast majority

would nevertheless remain in the labor market be-

cause they need wage and salary income to support

themselves or their families. But some people
—

especially those whose spouse is employed-have
more flexibility in their decision to work. These so-

called 'secondary* workers are more responsive to

changes in work incentives because they can rely on

their spouse's income. The Administration's pro-

posal would thus reduce the participation of sec-

ondary workers in the labor force.

Encourage Medicaid Beneficiaries

to Enter the Labor Force

The Administration's proposal would reduce the

current incentive for AFDC beneficiaries to remain

on welfare. Under current rules, when a welfare

beneficiary goes to wwk and earns income above

certain thresholds, the beneficiary may lose both

eligibility for cash assistance and Medicaid cover-

age.'* Because such workers may not find employ-
ment at a firm that offers insurance, they may lose

access to affordable health benefiu if they work.

The Administration's proposal, by contrast,

would malce coverage universal. Thus, welfare

beneficiaries would not risk losing coverage if they

worked. Note, however, that these workers would

not receive free instirance when they went to work.

Like all other workers, they would ultimately pay

IS. A««a lad BonsRh,
Or FiBiBciai

'

Iwn ia Ac Refam of Hailtb

16. Din«ai Aniboidi ifiply for AFDC •lifibilny tad Madic«id

«li(ibib(y Madicaid eov«i(t miy be »«i«t.ii.^ fg, | aiouooe

ftnoi of 1^ ID 12 Bomh* tAtr nvDaj rat.

for the employers' share of insurance through lower

cash wages. Thus, the net incentive for welfare re-

cipients to work would be less than it may at fir^t

appear.

Still, the proposal would subsidize health insur-

ance at many firms, and workers at such fimu

would have to pay. at most, 7.9 percent of their

wages for insurance (and less if the firm is small

and has a predominantly low-wage work force).

Premiums at unsubsidized firms could, however,

absorb a substantial fraction of these workers'

wages: few welfare recipients would probably seek

jobs in the unsubsidized sector.

These workers could also receive some subsi-

dies for the family share. If the worker conunued

to receive AFDC assistance, be or she would pa>

nothing. Workers who were no longer enrolled in

AFDC would also receive subsidies, although they

would be required to pay a portion of the fanuU

share.'' These subsidies would phase out gradually

as the worker's family income rose, reaching zero

when income was ISO percent of the poverty level

The phaseout of the subsjdy would impose an itiv-

plicit levy on addibonal hours of work.

Empirical studies show that Medicaid has re-

duced parbcipation in the labor force." But esu-

mating the effects of the Administration's proposal

is difficult because the available studies canno:

easily be adapted to it Nevertheless, the luerarurc

suggests that the proposal would noticeably increase

participation of AFDC recipients in the labor force

17. Whn t (imily ae lae|tr raenvid AFDC Ihc family vouid utr

lOK Oc ibcidy for oo^ymean aad wpplctBcatary isvicci to>
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Wonca'l Idtbor Supply.* TV Jottnal ef Httmam Urimncri *ol
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Redirect Employment of

Low-Wage Workers

The AdministraooD's bcAltb proposal would affect

employmeiit of low-wage worken in a variety of

ways. It would raise labor cosu ai uninsured finu

and would reduce the employment of tome of their

low-wage, adult worken. But it would also reduce

labor costs at insured firms, which could tempt

some of them to employ more workers. At the

same time, the proposal would increase employment
of worken who provide services for the disabled

and could induce a shift toward teen and student

en^loyment On balance, the Administration's pro-

posal would probably have only a stnall effect on

low-wage employment

Worken at Firms Without Insurance. The

AdministratioD's proposal would reduce the employ-

ment of adult worken who are cuirently uninsured

aiKi whose wages are close to the federally regu-

lated minimimi wage. The requirement that funu

pay for insurartce would raise the cost of employing

these worken, but because of the minimum wage

rules, employen would ikM be able to pass the in-

creased cost fiiUy back to the worken by reducing

their cash wages. Thus, firms that could ixM absorb

these costs in profits or could not raise their prices

might resort to layoffs.

The amount of the cost increase for minimum-

wage woiken would vary significantly from firm to

firm.'* Firms subject to the premium caps, and thus

subsidiied, would experience increases amounting to

between IS cents and 34 cenu per hour-probably

not enough to have a serious impact on employ-

ment. The increases at unsubsidized firms would be

substantially larger, amounting to about SI per hour

(or close to 25 percent) for full-time worken choos-

ing individual policies in 1998 and almost S2 per

hour (nearly 4S percent) for worken choosing fam-

ily policies.*

It. fm JifiMMMinn • iaanaet SBtraift tl >»-««* •vko*. ••*

riMgiM tl >iid(« Oflte. la Pimsi €t Hi(b« Wt|«» nd

ti^ihUiMW Imrt HMhfe lannacs.' CBO Mcaonadua (Ftbnt-

•y mi).

Some firms would respond to this cost increase

by raising their prices; oihen might pass the in-

crease on to other worken or shareholden. Some

firms would reduce employment, but the effect

would probably be relatively small. Past empinca)

studies suggest that changes in the minimum wage

affect employment only modestly." Moreover, the

ntmiben of worken earning the minimum wage will

decline over time as market wages nse with generaJ

inflation.

Workera at Insured Firms Not all low-wage

worken would face increases in health costs AJ-

though most firms that employ mitumum-wagc

worken do not offer insurance to those workers.

some firms do, and these firms would most likelv

see their costs go down. A firm thai is subject to

the payroll cap would have to pay no more than

$700 to cover the insurance cost of a full ume

minimum-wage worker—considerably less if the firm

is smaU and employs mostly low-wage worken-and

this amount would be well below the cost of most

current health plans. Because small, unsubsidize^j

firms would benefit from cominumty rating and

from a reduction in administrative costs, many of

them would also see their'costs go down In firms

where cosu could fall, employmeni of low-»age

worken could rise, though again not by much

Teenagers and Students. The Adrrumstrauon's

proposal does not require employers to pay for

employees who are dependents and who are either

under age 18 or full-time students under age 2-3

Thus, the proposal would reduce the cost of hinng

these worken relative to adult minimum -wage
worken. This provision could induce t shift louard

employment of leens and students and away from

adtilt ikoostudent worken, although it is difficult to

estimate the magnitude of this effect.
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Ptnonal Care Worken. The AdministntioD's

proposal would also directly increase employment in

ooe low-wage area—personal care and other in-home

woricen. Although most aspects of it aim to reduce

qteoding on health care, the proposal would sub-

stantially increase funds for home- and communiry-
based care, which would expand the employment of

both higber-paid and lower-paid worken in this

sector.

Tic proposal also could bring into the labor

force ttatistics-and into the gross donoestic product

accounts-an unknown number of family members
who oirrently provide uncompensated care for the

disabled. Current rules do not permit these people
to be paid with government money, and thus .they

are not counted in the labor force or in GDP. The

proposal would allow these people to be paid and

thus bring them into both seu of statistics. The

recognition of the work effon of these family mem-
'>ers would be important to the disabled and theu^

. jmiUes. From the national point of view, however,

this would be largely a suostical change and would

not alter the true amount of economic activity.

What Would Happen to

the Structure of the

Labor Market?

The Administration's health proposal would create

incentives for reorganizing the structure of produc-
tion. To Stan, these ii>centives would alter the num-

ber of hours that people work, and partictilarly the

decisions of firms to hire full-time or part-time

workers. The proposal would also allow worken to

switch jobs without losing insurance, but it might
induce some reallocation of worken among finns in

an effort to receive greater goverrunent subsidies.

Hours of Work

The Administration's proposal would affect not only

the number of worken in the economy but also the

number of boun that they work. Specifically, the

proposal would encourage a reduction in houn for

full-time worken in subsidized firms but an increase

in houn for full-time worken at some unsubsidized

firms. The proposal would also encourage a reduc-

tion in the houn of most pan-time woricen.

Subsidized Firms. Under the proposal, subsidized

firms would pay an implicit levy on the wages
earned by their employees from each addioonaJ

hour of work. At many subsidized firms, this \e\y

would equal 7.9 percent: at small firms with lou

average wages, it could be as low as 3.S percent

The levy would apply to full-time and pan-time
worken in the same way, and would be passed back

to worken m the form of lower wages. This provi-

sion would create an incentive for both full-uine

and pan-time worken ai subsidized firms to reduce

their houn of work.

llnsubsidized Firms. At unsubsidized firms, the

proposal would impose no added cost on the wages
earned from additional houn of work by people

already working more than 30 hours per week

Thus, at unsubsidized firms that offer insurance

today, the proposal would have no appreciable

effect on houn worked by full-time employees Ai

unsubsidized firms that 6q not offer insurance to-

day, however, there would be a new fixed cost of

hiring additional full-time worken, which would

cause firms to use more overtime by their exisung

worken.

Pan-time employees at unsubsidized firms

would face an implicit levy on houn because the

proposal prorates premiums for these worken For

an additional hour of work by employees working
between 10 and 30 boun per week, unsubsidized

firms would generally have to pay one-ihirueih of

the basic employer premium. This amount could be

large relative to the wages of some low -u age

worken.''

Workers with Very Short Hour^. The proposaJ

might cause some firms to increase their use of em-

ployees who work fewer than 40 houn per month

Tta fnpmMl vould inpoH pvBoiUrly iwft ootu a* ptr ome
wnttMn Witt ;ob« lA man th*fi oot lOBubiidiZAd fins Fv ci

o^. te oombiD«d cmfk>ycr prcmimu for • *>wtrr who hki

me ]0-bo<a-»-*«^ pht m 33 patcm man ihw tnt empiovrr

prcaiiuB for • 40^ou> rater mnth jmi ew job Thn nauaor
doM aoi UiA for wvtcn is lubti^iiad h/ms tmr»ute tfirv p»\ i

Biad pcncsu(t of teir ultry ttfr<U€u of Oicu kotfi of won.
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bwautc neither tubtidized nor unsubsidized turns

would be required to pay premiunu for these worlc-

ers. The number of lucb worken would probably

be nnall, however, and they would primarily be

worken with low training and transportation costs.

Effect on "Job Lock"

Some of the proposal's provisions would reduce

problems created by the current employment-based

tyttem of health insurance. Under the current sys-

tem, people may be reluctant to leave the safety of a

large corporation to work in a small company or

(tan a small business because they fear losing their

health insurance. Because the proposal would es-

tablish imiversal coverage and prohibit restrictions

based 00 preeusting health conditions, this fear

would be lifted. Workers could choose jobs that

gave them the most satisfaction and at which they

had the highest productivity, thus improving eco-

Domic efficiency.

The qtiantitative importance of job lock is un-

clear, however. Public opinion surveys suggest that

10 percent to 30 percent of people feel locked into

their current jobs because of their fear of losing

health insurance." But statistical studies of the ex-

lent to which this fear actually reduces job mobility

have reached mixed conclusions.'' Overall, the

weight of evidence suggests that job lock probably
hinders the operation of the labor market to some

degree, but the magnitude of the effea cannot be

reliably estimated.

Reallocation of Workers

Among Finns

Tl>e current system of employment-based health in-

surance influences the allocation of workers among

firms. People who receive insurance coverage

through their spouses—or low-wage workers who

place a low value on health insurance relative to

their other needs-have an incenove to work at firms

that do iKM offer health insurance but pay higher

wages instead. At the same time, higher-wage
workers who do not have altemabve access to insur-

ance typically work at firms that provide insurance

coverage

The Administration's proposal would elmunaie

the allocation of labor based on workers' demand

for insuruice. But the proposal would subsoiute an

incenove for reaUocanng labor (so-called 'sorung")

based on wages: to take advantage of the subsidies

to firms available under the proposal, low-wage
workers would migrate to firms with low' average

wages, and high-wage workers would evencua]l>

move to firms with high average wages As wiUi

many other issues discussed in this chapter, the pre-

cise effects of the proposal would vary among
workers and firms (see Box 4-2).

This sorting would occur because the subsidies

are based on the chanctenstics of firms, subsidies

based purely on individual or family characiensucs

would not have this effect, nor would a payroll tax

levied at uniform rates on all firms. Therefore.

these incentives for sorting are somewhat partjcular

to the financing mechanism in the Admimstrauons

proposal. Of course, altemauve schemes for fmanc-

mg umversal coverage could also introduce neu

distomons. though the precise effects would depend
on the details of any alternative."

Hie Incentive for Sorting A simple example il-

lustrates how workers could benefit by moving be-

tween firms that were subsidized and fums thai

were unsubsidized. If an unsubsidized firm hired an

additional single, childless worker at an aiuiual sal-

ary of $10,000, its payments to the regional albance

Erik Eckbolm. 'Haallh Bcacfin Fouad id Dmb Swncba la Mm *

TV Ntw r»H Tmrni. UplmMtbm 26. 1991. f I. Ctenaphcr
CoMt. "Libor \jnm: TV WmU Stm, JmuimL htat IS. 1993.

t.Al

24. Dooflw Hols-eiku. *Jab-l,ack; Aa i-p~«.....
... e

Mebiliiyr Jtwmt Levy tcvtemtci liutukit eftvd CMtft ^iJ>-

Uc foLey Bruf. vol 10 (199}). Bnfinc MadiUB. Taplormeoi
BtMd HtMtrb latiavooi tad Ub Mobility: li TbcR Evideacc of

Jok-Laekr Workiai Ptpcr **1i (NuoaaJ Burau of Ecomsuc
Raacareh. Cambndfc Max . S*vmiib«J 199)) Jonaihas Crubrr

ad Bngjoc Mtdnan. Ijmjied lanmaoc forubiljry tad lot: Mck-
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4479 (NuooaJ Bureau of EtQeomc Rucarch. Carebnd|c Mu>,
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Pcnonal Cm Woriwn. The Administnoon't

propoul would also directly iacreate employmeot in

ooe low-wage area—penooal care aad other in-home

worken. Although most aspectt of it aim to reduce

apcodiag on health care, the proposal would sub-

nantiaUy increase funds for home- and community-
based care, which would expand the employment of

both higher-paid and lower-paid workers in this

sector.

The proposal also could bring into the labor

force statistics-and into the gross domestic product
ccounts-an unknown number of family members
who currently provide uncompensated care for the

disabled. Current rules do ikm permit these people
to be paid with government money, and thus Jhey
are not counted in the labor force or in GDP. The

proposal would allow these people to be paid and

thus bring them into both sets of statistics. The

recognition of the work effort of these family mem-
^<en would be important to the disabled and their

. jmilies. From the national point of view, however,

this would be largely a statistical change and would

not alter the true amount of economic activity.

What Would Happen to

the Structure of the

Labor Market?

The Administration's health proposal would create

incentives for reorganizing the structure of produc-

tion. To start, these incentives would alter the num-

ber of hours that people work, aad particularly the

decisions of finns to hire full-time or part-time

workers. The proposal would also allow worken to

switch jobs without losing insurance, but it might
induce sonte reallocanon of worken among finns in

an effort to receive greater goverenent subsidies.

Hours of Work

The Administration's proposal would affect not only

the number of woricers in the economy but also the

number of hours that they work. Specifically, the

proposal would encourage a reduction in houn for

full-time worken in subsidized nmu but an increase

in houn for full-time worken at some unsubsidized

firms. The proposal would also encourage a reduc-

tion in the houn of most part-time worken.

Subsidized Finns. Under the proposal, subsidized

firms would pay an implicit levy on the wages
earned by their employees from each addibonaJ

hour of work. At many subsidized firms, this lev>

would equal 7.9 percent; at small firms with lou

average wages, it could be as low as 3.5 percent

The levy would apply to full-time and part-tune

worken in the same way, and would be passed back

to worken in the form of lower wages. This provi-

sion would create an incentive for both full-time

and part-time worken at subsidized firms to reduce

their houn of work.

Unsubsidizcd Firms. At unsubsidized fums. the

proposal would impose no added cost on the wages
earned from additional houn of work by people

already working more than 30 houn per week

Thus, at unsubsidized firms that offer insurance

today, the proposal would have no appreciable

effect on houn worked by full-time employees. At

uiuubsidized firms that dp not offer insurance to-

day, however, there would be a new fixed cost of

hiring additional full-time worken. which would

cause firms to use more overtime by their exisung

worken.

Pan-time employees at unsubsidized fums

would face an implicit levy on houn because the

proposal prorates premiums for these worken For

an addibonal hour of work by employees working
between 10 and 30 boun per week, unsubsidized

fimu would generally have to pay one-thinieth of

the basic employer premium. This amount could be

large relative to the wages of some low -wage
worken."

Worken with Very Short Hotirs. The proposal

might cause some firms to increase their use of em-

ployees who work fewer than 40 houn per month

TW pnfOfi veuM lapeai ptnailitiy tv|t co<« • pan-emr
wortbBi Witt job! la mat Au en BMubiidiiad fm F«i ci-
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would liMC by S2,031 (CBO'i ettimue of the em-

ployer (hare of the premium in 1998). By contruu

subsidized fins would have to pay only S790 to

the alliance if it hired the worker, unce subsidized

firms would pay only 7.9 percent of payroll for in-

soranoe. If tlx worker had the same value to both

firms, the subsidized firm could pay a substantially

higher annual salary-as much as S1.241 more-than

the unsubsidized firm. This is a father large difTer-

eace; it would increase the worker's salary by iixwe

than 12 percenL

Tlie incentive would work in the opposite direc-

tion for higher-wage workers, though it might take a

long time to affect where people work. A single,

childless worker eanung an annual salary of

S40.000 would have to give up S3. 1 60 of his or her

salary for insurance in the subsidized firm (7-9 per-

cent of S40.000). and thus could uve up to SI, 129

each year by moving to an imsubsidized firm, where

the premium would not be based on salary.

Tbe size of the sorting incentive would vary

among both workers and firrns. In the example
above, the incentive would obviously be amplified
for woricers with annual salaries above S40,000 or

below SI 0.000. In addition, small fimu with very
low average wages would have capped rates as low
as 3J percent, which would further boost the incen-

tive for low-wage worken to work at these firms.

Last, the size of the incenbve would depend on the

family sutus of the worker-workers with children

would face higher premiums at unsubsidized firms

than worken without children. At subsidized firms,

the employer share of the premiums would simply
be 7.9 percent of the worker's wages or salary

whether the worker was a single adult, or part of a

couple or a family with children.

Foms of Sorting. Sorting could take several

forms, SOUK involving actions of worken, some

involving actions of firms, and souk involving ac-

tions of both parties. For example, new workm in

the labor force could choose jobs with certain firms

rather than others. Or existing workers could qtiit

and move to different firms.

Firms could *outsource'-that is. lay off em-

ployees and contract with other companies for the

Boi4>2.

Serttag of Worken
In the Adinlnlstratloo'f Propoaal

Tbt iDocativt far tortiiif under Uie Adnuninr*-

Doo'i proposal would vtry sidooi wtxken. bui

mofi wocten caa be classified into ooe of three

groupf for this purpote.

First, the AdministraiiOD't proposal would

provide i tubttsDiial new iaoeanve for lonuig

amoDi woften wbo place tifnifieaat value oo

issunnce and wboie wt|e< are flexible la the

loni nm. B eciuie ibeic wottert' wafcs adjust

10 reflect the ooet of ifaeu cmployiaeat-based
healifa insuimace. these worken face no ioccddvc

under the cuirenl tyitem lo leave their jobs But

uodei the pnpoted tyiiem. (bote wbo have low

wajes would seek jobi ai subsidized firms, while

those wiib high wtjes would seek out unsuS
tidixed finas. This group is ruber larfe-it in-

cludes all beads of households except iboic with

very low incoaes.

The leoood givup of worters are those wbo

place a high value oo insurance but wbose wages
Hc tot flexible cva ia the loag rua. Became
the produccviry of these worlen may do( be

high eiKMigb to cover the miminiim wage plus the

cost of health iasuraace. they lead to fiad work

at firms that do ooi offer iasuraace. U the cur-

leai systeiD is mainuinwi. more of .these worters

would be forced into uamsured firms as the cost

of health iasuraace rote. By ooacrast. the subsi-

dies in the Admiaisnnoo's proposal would re-

duce this incentive for sorting. "This group u not

Urge and ceniiits primanJy of muumun-wage
aad aear-miairauffl-wage worten

Tte last group consists of worken who place
a k>w vahie od iasuraoce. The cutreot sysiero

caeourtges these worken to work ai firms with-

out insurance, aad agaia this incentive iacreasci

as health iasuraace ootu rise. The Admiaistri-

tion's proposal would eliniiaaie this incentive for

ioftiag because every firm would have to offer

iasuraace. But the proposal would subtntute an

iaceabve for high-wage worken is this group u>

move to firms with high average wages aad lo»-

wagc worken to move to firms with low average

wages. This group is fairly sizable because ii

includes most secondary worken and some youn-

ger aad poof«r primary worken as wcU.
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(•me lervices. For example, a finn with high aver-

age wages, which would be unsubsidized under the

proposal, could give op in company's cleaning help

and hire an outside cleaning service inttrad Alter-

aatively, firms could divide themselves into subsidi-

aries with low and high average wages. For ex-

ample, a manufacturing plant could sftin off its

research and development lab.

Although die proposal contains legal restrictions

00 some of this sorting, they would not be totally

tuocessfiil.** The proposal would increase the Inter-

nal Revenue Service's authority over the classifica-

tion of employees and independent contractors, but

reclauificatioD of these woricers is just one of sev-

eral ways in which firms could respond to th» pro-

posal. Moreover, any simple regulation is unlikely

to prevent the creatioD of new firms that could use

the subsidies to their competitive advantage against

existing, regulated firms.

Sorting Would Raise the Coat of Federal Subsi-

dies to Finns. When sorting occurs, workers

would be reallocated among firms in a way that re-

duced the private cost of their health insurance. But

this reduction in private cost would be exactly offset

by an increase in govenunent spending.

Of coune, it is difficult to determine exactly

how much sorting would occur under the Admini-

stration's proposal. Some restructuring along salary

lines may be occurring anyway." There are no

empirical estimates indicating the sensitivity of the

allocation of workers to incentives of this type. But

ky CcoBOMf CbM." n
1993). pr. tll-tXL

SafRSabaa of •« Libor Makat
««L <1. ao. 3 ftlB IMllB I.

10 timt wodd pom <

«rk« uliiri tar t» eo« rf wWdiw la *a isal mmaiat of !•-

jww^iaiarl nnini. m Jm te aaooBi oMtad by ttt prapoaaL

Sa* btbanae 0. Ahriham, ItaaBvcaatai tta EaptojmaM Rcb-

aoHfaip: na Orewia of Martai-Madutad Wort AmaiaacaB.'
la KMhariaa 0. Ateiha aid Rsban B. McKank. adt, Ntw

0»««l<VMntf M Ar Later Marttr (CaaMdfc. Matt.: Mir Pru.

1990): Kaltaariac O. Abntaaa ad Sana K. Taylcr. *nmi' Uie

of Omide Coanoon: Tbaonr aad Evidaaoe.* Wortiai Pipci

44tt (Naboaal Bismu of Pmncaaic Waaaanfa. Cambhdfc Mau,
Sa^mbe 1993); aad Sim J. Davit ad Jobs HatbwaB|cr.

*Wa|t Dupcmoa Biww nd Wtthia U.S. KUaufteaaini Plaau.

I90-19S6.' Workini Papv JTO (Sateati tvnm of I

RMiarch. Camtand|t. Mut^ Mareb 1991).

the incentive for sorting under the proposal would

be fairly large for many people. CBO estimates that

in 1998 almost 8 million low-wage workers could

receive salary increases of 10 percent or more by

moving from unsubsidized to subsidized firms. And

the average increase in salary for workers earning

leu than S20.000 who migrated from unsubsidized

to subsidized firms would be over 15 perceni.

CBO assumes that 20 percent of the workers

would eventually respond to a potential 10 perceni

increase in their after-tax salaries: workers facing

larger or smaller incentives would have proporuon-

ally larger or smaller responses. This sorting would

not occur immediately, however. CBO assumes that

it would take 10 yean after full implementauon of

the proposal for sorting to reach its full extent and

estimates that sorting could increase the cost of

subsidies to firms by some SI2 billion (or 14 per-

cent) in 2004, an amount incorporated in the cost

estimate in Chapter 2.

Sorting Would AlUr the Effects of the Proposal

on Employment. As discussed in an earlier sec-

tion, the requirement that firms pay for health insur-

ance would reduce the employment of low-uape

workers. Tlie sorting of these workers among finns

would mute this effect, however. Low-wage
workers who are currently uninsured would be

induced to leave imsubsidized firms where ihe\

would face large implicit increases in the minimum

wage and move to subsidized firms where the im-

plicit
twinimiim wage iucrtase would be relative I >

modest This migration would limit the number of

displaced workers.

At the same time, sorting could produce some

temporary loss of employment, if workers lost theu-

jobs and were forced to look for new ones. Ironi-

cally, the harder the government tried to prevent

toning in the form of simple legal reorganizations.

the more it would encourage firms to son workers

by laying them off. Of course, employen would be

trying to contract with other companies to provide

the same services, so overall demand in the econ-

omy ior these woricers' skills might be unaffected

But this possibility does not mean that the same

workers would find jobs immediately, and those that

could not would experience some short-run unem-

ployment
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Sortioc Could Rednoe the Effideiicy tf the La-

bor Market A competitive maiket eoonomy allo-

cates woricers to jobi wbere their productivity is

highest The cuirent health insunnoe lyitem dis-

tom that allocation in at least two ways. Hnt, it

provides an incentive for workers who place a low

value oo health insurance received tlvough their

jobs to woric for firms that do not offer insurance.

Second, it raises the cost of labor at firms for which

health insurance is more expensive. These distor-

tions lower the efficiency of the labor market and

the economy.

The Administration's proposal would elimiiute

these distortions, but would create a distortion of a

different type, in which workers at different wage
levels would have an iiKeotive to work for different

firms. By contrast, the current system creates no

incentive to separate high- and low-skill workers

into different firms. And most firms cunently in-

clude both low-wage and high-wage employees,

suggesting that heterogeneous wage (and skill)

structures at firms may be more efficient than the

homogeneous structures encouraged by the proposal.

This efficiency nuy depend partly on the nature of

production processes, which often involve people of

different types and levels of skill. It may also de-

pend oo the diffictilty of conducting transactions

through explicit contracts with independent firms

rather than informal arrangements within a single

firm.

If grouping workers among firms by income or

skill level is very inefficient, then the allocation of

workers encouraged by the proposal might be less

efficient than the current allocation. Also, the pro-

ceu of sorting-of reallocating workers-would

entail adiniiusoitive and organizational costs that

would reduce efficiency. But if the efficiency cost

of sotting were high, then the speed and ultimate

amount of sotting would be relatively low.

What Would Happen to the

International Competitive
Position of the United States?

When the government nukes policy changes as far

reaching as the Administration now proposes, one

of the biggest coi>cenis of many businesses is how

the change* might affect their internaoooal com-

petitiveness. CBO's analysis concludes that because

the proposal would affect different fixms in different

ways, sonie firms would become more competitive

•nrf some firms less so. But nc solid conclusions

can be drawn about whether the overall trade bal-

ance would increase or decrease.

Orerall Competitiveness:
The Balance of Trade

The notion of the "internationa] competitiveness" of

the whole economy is hard to define, bui what most

people mean by it. in practical terms, is concern

that the United States may lose exports or absorb

more imports. Working by analogy with an indi-

vidual firm, it is commonly believed that anvihmg

that increases costs would make the balance of trade

worse, and anything that decreases costs wouM

improve it Almost all economists disagree uiiii

this view, however, because it neglects some impor

tant connections that exist in as entire economs hi;;

do not apply to an individual firm.

At a fundamental level, the trade balance of tr\

country is constrained because a countr>. unlile *

firm, can sell abroad only that part of iu pr(xiu>u.>r

that it does not consume or invest itself. Hence. L'.r

net amount of sales abroad-the balance of ViJe

depends most directly, not on costs of produ.ti r

but on uving and investmenL" The trade hjl^n.r

improves only if national uving rises. in\evtnM— -

falls, or both.

The Administration's health proposal »(>t.;j

have indeterminate effects on both nauonal uvirf

and investmenL Thus, it is difTicult to predict h<»
the proposal would affect the balance of trade

Nadonal Saving. According to CBO's estimates m
Chapter 2, the Administration's proposal woulJ

marginally raise the federal budget deficit for moM
of the itext decade, though ultimately it would de-

crease it A decrease in the federal deficit corre

sponds to an increase in national uving.

21. Cca(i«uioeal BudfO Olfiet. Ptlieiti for IMiteMf iht Cmrrrv

Actcmi Officii (Aufun 19S9)
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The proposal could also affect private uving

through Kvenl channeU. Hnt universal health

insurar : would reduce some of the need of indi-

viduals to save for precautionary reasons. Precau-

tionaiy saving arises when individuals are uncertain

ahout for example, their future income prospects,

their life span, or d>e amount of mooey they may
need to spend on medical services. In the case of

medical i>eeds. the amount of prBcautionary uving
would depend on the probability of incurring out-

lays, the amount of outlays likely to be incurred,

and the cost of insurance. It would also depend on

income, wealth, and attitudes toward uiKertainty.

Because the proposal would eliminate the risk of

losing insurance and facing large, unexpected medi-

cal expenses, it would probably reduce precaqtion-

ary saving." Of course, the reduction in risk would

itself improve people's well-being. Second, some

people between the ages of SS and 64 might save

less if the proposal encouraged them to retire ear-

Uer. This group, if they continued working, would

normally have reladvely high saving rates.

At the satne tiriM, two factors would work to

increase private saving. Fust, some workers might

want to save more during their working years if the

proposal encouraged them to retire early. Second,

the plan might reduce some people's incentive to

spend down their assets if they expected to need

Medicaid when they were older. The proposal

would allow sutes to raise the nuximum level of

assets that single people on Medicaid could keep,

thus slightly increasing the incentive to uve. Over-

all, the proposal might reduce national saving some-

what.

investment. It is even more difTicult to predict the

effect of the proposal on investment Because re-

allocating the burden of health care cosu would af-

fect industries very differently, some would increase

investment and some decrease it On net. because it

is hard to shift plant atK5 equipment from one firm

or industry to another as one contracts and the other

2». a. Okaa Hubkwd. JoHttu Skincr. ud Sicphca Zddn. Tbt

lapanuBc of Pnauooavy Moeva a EipUmui iDdinduaJ ud

AlfRliu Savisft.' Woriiiai Piper 4316 (NaBaatl Bimtu of

EeoeomK Roeiich. Cambndit, Miu.. Novtabcr 1993). MmtHu

Siarr-Meaucr. "HctJih Innjinrr ud Praciuooeiry S*vu|' (pa-

per praMoicd ai ihc 1994 annual OMcant of Itac Amcncu Eoo-

. Maa_ iaaiufy 1994).

expands, such shifts could irtcrease national spend-

ing on investment while adjustments occurred. But

the effect would be very small: industries are

always growing and declining, and the addidonal

shifts as a result of reallocation of health care costs

would be difficult to discern. Other factors-espe-

cially changes in the health care industry itself-

could also affect investment, but it is impossible to

predia whether they would cause investment to go

up or down. On balance, the effect of the Adnuius-

iration's proposal on investment is uncertain.

The Competitiveness
of DifTerent Finns

Under the Administration's proposal, the health care

costs of fims that compete directly with foreign

firms (the "tradable goods seaor*) would probably

decline, lliose firms are much more likely than

firms outside that sector to offer health beneriis

now. and they offer relatively generous benefits
^

Nevertheless, this reduction in costs would not have

much effect on the trade balance.

Although prices might fall, the dollar would nse

enough to prevent the change in prices from sigiufi-

cantly altering the trade balance. Much of the re-

duction in health spending would be passed on to

workers in the form of higher cash wages. Some

firms might pass a portion of their health cost sav-

ings through to their prices, depending on the mar-

ket conditions they face. Thus, the prices of trad-

able goods could fall on average. But these pnce
declines would probably lead to a strengthening of

the value of the dollar relative to foreign currencies

A higher dollar would offset the lower costs in in-

dustries dealing with ira<lable goods, keeping the

average price of U.S. goods to foreigners about the

same." One result would be to share the lower cost

of producing tradable goods with the whole US
economy by reducing the cost of imported goods

30 Sac LcwiD-VHL The topaci of Ox Hcahb Sacuniy An as Finni

CoopeoBi IB laicmaDooal Maiteu* (paper praacowd lo the

CempetiDttocai Pobc> CouaciL Waihiafioo. DC Ocoetstaer 10.

1993)

31 Hcary Aaroe and Barry koiwanh. *Haalih Cart FiaaBOBi and

IjHcrttaDooal CoopeDOvcacti* (paper pnaeaicd to tte Compeo-

1 mil Policy CciiDCil. Waikisfua. DC Oii—h ii 10. 1993 1
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As discussed earlier, the AdministntioD's pro-

posal would redisthbuie insurance costs among dif-

ferent firms and industries, which could alter the

prices of their goods and services. These price

changes, in turn, could affect the international com-

petitiveness of some companies, although firms

whose cosu decline by the average for the Iradable-

goods sector would see no change. For these firms,

the reduction of their health costs would be exactly

offset by the appredabon of the dollar.

But the international competitiveness of compa-
Dies with larger-than-avenge cost reductions would

improve. Although the dollar would appreciate, the

insurance cosu at these companies would fall even

more. Firms that have smaller than average reduc-

tions—or cost increases—would become less compet-

itive, however.

Conclusion

CBO estimates that the Administration's proposal

could cause the number of people working to de-

cline by about one-quarter of a percent to 1 percent,

though most of these people would retire or turn to

other activities outside the labor market Unem-

ployment would increase only slightly among mini-

mum-wage workers. A decline in the labor force of

that magnitude would reduce the potenbal market

output of the economy by somewhat less, perhaps

from 0.2 percent to 0.7 percent. In addibon. the

proposal would probably cause low-wage workers to

move from firms where they would qualify for little

or no subsidy to firms where they would attract

greater subsidies. Such churning could impose

nobceable. though unquantifiable, costs on the

economy.

The proposal might also bring into the measured

labor force, and measured GDP, some people uho

arc now giving care to their disabled relatives This

would largely be a stabsbcal change and would not

significantly alter levels of economic activity

These predictable changes in the labor force.

though important, are in any case small relauve to

the normal growth and vananon in the economv.

CBO projects, for example, that the labor force will

increase by some 13 pereent in the next 10 yean,

and the predicuble effects of the Administrauon s

proposal are well within the range of uncenainr) of

that estimate. Further, the lower market output of

the economy somewhat overstates the economic

losses the proposal would cause. Those uho left

the labor force would engage in other acuviues-

looking after children or enjoying leisure-that have

value but are not captured in GDP.
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Chapter Five

Other Considerations

The
AdminittntioD has developed compre-

bensive propotal thit, if implemented as

envisioned by its aichitecu. could •Ueviate

the problems it seeks to •ddress: lack of insurance

coverage, lack of access to health care, and rapidly

riling health care costs. The proposal's scope is

broad, and its aticntioo to detail is extraordinaiy. It

provides a blueprint for restructuring the entire

health care system, complete in almost every partic-

ular of the design. In this respect it is imique.

As described in Chapter 1. the underlying prin-

ciples of the proposal would be to establish a uni-

versal entitlement to a standard package of health

benefits with a Hnancing structure that would build

on the eusting etnployment-based system. The

proposed system, however, would require all em-

ployers to make specified contributions to premiums
on behalf of their employees, thereby eitding the

situation in which tome employers in effect pay for

the coverage of employees in other firms. All indi-

viduals and families, except Medicaid beneficiaries

and others with very low income, would also be

required to pay at least pan of their premiums.
Subsidies would be available to help employers and

low-income families meet their premium obliga-

tions. The Medicaid program as it exisu today

would end, and Medicaid beneficiaries would enroll

in 'mainstream' health plans, which would receive

the same premium payment for Medicaid beneficia-

ries as for any other enrollees.

People who had experienced diffiailties obtain-

ing health insurance coverage at a reasonable price,

and those who feared losing coverage if they lost or

changed their jobs, would find that those problems
no longer existed. Families with no employed
members and employees of small firms would not

have to pay higher premiums than others in their

community for the tame coverage. Employed peo-

ple would not lose their coverage when they left the

labor force. High-risk people in particular would

benefit since health status would no longer be a

factor in determining the availability of insurance

coverage or its price. Most people would have a

choice of health plans available to them, which

many do not today, and would be provided with

informatioD to help them to make informed choices.

To constrain the growth of health care costs, the

proposal would establish mechanisms for linuung

the rate of growth of premiums for the standard

benefit package, and for setting the initial level of

premiums in regional alliances. If they were imple-

mented as intended, those mechanisms would be

completely effective. The proposal would also

attempt to limit federal obligations for subsidies

As discussed in Chapter 2, those limits might noi be

as effective.

In assessing the likelihood that the Administra-

tion's proposal would be able to achieve its goals

and establish a stable system for fmancing health

care, two important issues arise: whether it would

be possible to implement the proposal fully in the

time frame envisioned, and whether there nught be

uninteixled cotisequeoces that could affect the

system's viability.

PoUcymaken and analysts can only speculate

about such questions because of the magnitude of

the institutional changes being proposed. The com-

plexity atul interrelated nature of the proposal's

many components make it difficult to grasp all their

possible interactions or to determine the extent of

institutional change and development that would be

necessary. Moreover, under the proposal an entirely

new environment would evolve; the behavior and
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expecutions of consumen and providen would

change in ways that one cannot fiilly anticipate

today. Thus, the potential for unforeseen conse-

quences-both favorable and unfavorable-would be

significanL

The Congressional Budget Office's cost esti-

mate, discussed in C3iapter 2. assumes that the Ad-

'ministration's restructuring of the health care system

•would be implemented accortling to the schedule

laid out in the proposal. That assumption may be

questionable, however, especially as it relates to the

capacity of the agencies that would cany out the

program and to the data requireiiKnts of the system.

The cost estimate also assumes that the pro-

posed methods for constraining the rate of growth

of premiums for the standard hfalth package would

be completely effective. Such o Jiding limits could,

however, have tmintended consequences for the

health care system that would affect its overall

acceptability and, hence, the sustainability of the

limits.

This ch^ter explores these iuues in more

depth. The discussion is germane, however, not

only to the Administration's proposal but also to

any proposal that would involve a major restruc-

turing of the health care system.

Institutional Capabilities
and Resources

The organizational ttnicture of the proposed system

raises a basic question about its implementation:

Would all the agencies involved have the capabili-

ties, experience, and resources needed to ll^w^ftta^f

their assigned tasks is the time frame envisioned?

Many of the critical tasks of setting tip the system

would be performed by the newly created National

Health Board and by the regional
«»'««/•*« which

would be new and untried entities. State and fed-

eral agencies would also have major new roles.

The National Health Board would have consid-

erable power and broad respoiuibilities for the func-

tioning of the entire system, and a large, skilled

professional staff would be essential. It would have

many difBcult r s to perform-sucb as esublishing

a national progib.^ for managing the quality of care.

developing a lutional information system for health

care, establishing the initial target for the per capiu

premium for each regional alliance, determinmg the

inflation factor for each regional alliaoce, estimaung

the market shares for each health plan in each re-

giooal alliance, developing risk-adjustment factors.

and recommending modifications to the benefii

package.

Moreover, those tasks frequently would have to

be performed on extremely tight schedules dicuied

both by the effective stan-up dates and the conunu

ing needs of the proposed system. For exaniple. the

board would be required to esiabUsh a nauonaJ

program for quality management within one > tar of

enactment and the information system uithm tuo

yean of enactment On an ongoing basis, the boorJ

might have no more than a month in whjch to dci;r

mine whether each regional alliance was in comph
ance with its target for the following yea; s premi

ums. After 1996, the board would aJso ha\r lo

determine the annual inflation factor and the t^rpr:

for the per capita premium for each regional >::.

by March 1 of the preceding year

The regional alliances—as the froniime ipen. <rv

responsible for orchestrating the flou of (unj>

through the health care system—would have an r«rrt

broader, and possibly more demanding, sei oi n

poosibilities. They would combine the funct<i>n> •
'

purchasing agents, contract negouators. ^eiivr

agencies, financial intermediaries. collrct>>n cf

premiums, developers and managers of informjiix-

tyitems, sad coordinator: of the flow of informj:, t

and money between themselves and other allian^rx

Tbey would also have to implement the control v or

premiums under the direction of the Natjonaj lle<: J-

Board. Any one of these functions could he i

major tudertaldng for an existing agency u ith some

experience, let alone for a new agency that uouU
have to perform them all. Some regional alliance\

might succeed very well: others nught be over

wbelnted by these tasks, especially in their ea;l>

years of operetion.

tes would also vary in their capabitir. to

assume their new responsibilities. Among/ other
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things, tbey would be asked to develop ttandiids

for and certify health plans, establish guaiwity

funds, and ensure continued covenge for enrollees

who had been in health plans thai failed. Conse-

quently, the responsibilities of state insurance regu-

lators would probably expand considerably. But the

states vary widely in the legal authority of their

insurance departments and in the resources that they

now devote to the regulation of health insurance.

Whether all states would be prepared to tindertake

all these activities on schedule is therefore uncer-

tain.' Tlie three-year phase-in period, however,

would give states the opportunity to increase the

capacity of their iiuurance departments before 1998.

if they needed to do so.

Sutes would also play important roles in help-

ing the regional alliances to pafonn their functions.

In particular, they would be required to ensure that

alliances received the premiums they were owed
and help them to determiite eUgibility for subsidies

for premiums and cost-sharing amounts. Since

states would be financially liable for error rates

above certain limits when determining eligibility for

subsidies, they would have strong incentives to as-

sist alliances with that task. Again, however, it is

not clear that they would have the needed resources.

The proposal would allow sutes access to informa-

tion on tax returns from the Internal Revenue Ser-

vice to assist them in determining eUgibibty, but

many of the people likely to be eligible for sub-

sidies would not be tax filers.

Intersute cooperation would be essential in

order for sutes to meet their responsibilities effec-

uvely. Cooperation would be especially important

for handling the complications that could arise in

metropolitan areas that crossed tute boundaries.

The proposal recognizes this issue and includes

provisions that would permit states to coordinate the

activities of two or more regional alliances-includ-

ing alliances in different states—in such areas as

operating rules, enforcement procedures, fee sched-

ules, and contracting with health plans. Setting up

I. it Gcaml Afiooaaaiif OfKot. Htabh havw>ct How Htahh

Cart Ktform M«y Afitci iiau Htlmlanan. Ttmnoay of Lolw C
Araoovia bcfon the Suboaamim oe Hcsli^ Houic Coauninac

ea W«yt tad Mmai. Ncmabcr 3. 1993. CA(yr-KXI>-»4.SS

these types of amngements could be difficult but

would be important for the effective functioning of

tome health care maztets.

Similar questions of capacity and resources arise

with respect to the Department of Health and Hu-

man Services (HHS) and the Department of Labor

(DOL)-the two federal agencies that would have

nujor responsibilities tmder the proposed system.

Given the reduction in federal employment that is

under way, would HHS have the necessar>

resources to oversee the financial nunagement of

regioital alliances and to take over the operation of

sutes' systems if they were seriously out of compb-
ance? Would E>OL have the capabilities to oversee

corporate alliances and to ensure that employers
fulfilled their responsibilities in paying premiums
and withholding employees' shares? Presumably,
the funding necessary to cany out those funcuons

and develop those capacities would be provided

through the normal appropnation process. But m a

world of limits on discreuonary spending, increased

resources for those purposes would mean reducuons

elsewhere.

Information Requirements

The Administration's proposal would depend cnii-

cally on timely information, much of which has

never been collected. lu dau requirements fall into

three broad categones: those related to the esublish-

ment of the parameters of the system that would

determine the payments to health plans, those re-

lated to managing the quality of care, and those es-

sential for the day-to-day administration and opera-
tion of the alliances and health plans. Noiu'iih-

standing the ongoing and rapid development of

information technology in the health care industry.

it is uncertain whether the dau essential for deci-

sionnuking would be available in a tuiKly fashion

If they were ixM or if important infomution was of

poor quality, the functioning of the system could be

comproimsed.

The proposal recognizes the magnitude of these

requirements. The National Health Board would t>e

charged with developing and implemenung a

national health care information system, which

i
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would fuDctioo tttrough u electronic dau network

bued in regiooal centers. The infonnAtion syitem
would provide daii to meet multiple requirements in

uch utMi u quality auunnce, informatioD for

oonsumen and providen, cost containment, and

planning and policy development Establishing

even the framework for luch an information system

within the two-year time period envisioned by the

proposal would be a challenge.

Requirements for Establishing

Payment Parameters

The National Health Board would need extensive

state and local data to develop the adjustment and

inflation factors that it would use to determine the

target for the per capita premium of each regional

alliance. The data required to establish an effective

mechanism for adjusting premiums for hsk would

also be considerable.

The adjustment faaon that would be used to

esublish the initial target for the per capiu premium
for each regional alliance are supposed to account

for the variations in the health spending and insur-

ance coverage of alliances as well as variations in

the proportion of spending by academic health cen-

ters. Although data on per capita health expendi-
tures would probably be available for states,

whether that information would be available for

regional alliances is imcertain. Moreover, reliable

information on some of the proposed adjustroeni

facton—such as the proportion of people whose

insurance coverage was less generous than the stan-

dard benefit package-tnight not be available even

for nates.

Initially, calculating the inflation factors would

require data on the relative changes in the demo-

fraphic characteristics (age, sex, socioeconomic

turns, and health sutus) of the population of each

regional alliance compared with tlrase of the popula-

tion as a whole. The sample sizes of existing na-

tional surveys (such as the Chirrent Population Sur-

vey) are too small to produce rebable data of these

types for all the regional alliances. Either the

sample sizes of existing national surveys would

have to be increased, or new regional and local

surveys would have to be underuken. Once the

alliances were functioning, however, they would

probably collect at least some of the demographic
data as part of the enrollment process.

Under the proposed health care system, alliances

would have to adjust the per capiu payments to

health plans to reflect the risk sutus of their eo-

rollees. If that was not done or was not done well.

plans that enrolled higher proportions of sicker or

riskier individuals would be at a serious disadvan-

tage competing in the new marketplace, and incen-

tives would be strong for plans to engage in subtle

forms of hsk selection.

The proposal gives the National Health Board

the responsibility for developing a methodolog> thai

alliances would use to adjust their per capita pay-

ments to health plans for risk. The feasibilit> of

developing an effecuve risk-adjustment mechanism.

however, is highly uncertain and depends on the

amwers to three questions.'

o Would it be possible to develop measures that

could distinguish the high use of medical ser-

vices that resulted because some enrollees were

poor risks from the higher use that resulted

because health plans were poorly managed^

o How precise would such measures have to be in

order to keep nsk-selection acDvities by health

plans at minimal levels?

o If effective risk-adjustment measures could be

developed, would the information needed to

implement them be available to alliances and

health plans?

The Administration's proposal recognizes the diffi-

culties that could be encountered. For example, the

board would be required to esublish by April 1995

a method for adjusting payments to health plans

prospectively to reflect the risk stams of their en-

rollees. but the proposal contains an altemauve

should that task prove to be impossible. SpeciH-

Sat. (or cumplc. httfb P NtvbouM. TiMsu Rut Hctim
Rtfom tad Ruk AdjunsKSL* Htaith AJfain. vol 13. do I

(fonbcoouai). tod TcfUDoey of Hiroid S. Luft. Ac&a^ Dmctor
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eaUy, die board could develop nundatory reuuur-

•Dce fyttem for health plans that would remain in

effect until a prospective hsk-adjusiment system

was in place.

Requirements for Managing
the Quality of Care

The National Health Board would be required to

develop a program for managing the quality of care

under the direction of a newly created National

Quality Management Council. The council would

develop national measures of performance relating

to the provision of and access to health care ser-

vices, the criteria for which the proposal specifies in

considerable detail. The council would also conduct

surveys on access to health care, use of health ser-

vices, health outcomes, and patients' satisfaction. It

would be responsible for providing an annual report

to the Congress on the poformance of each alliance

and health plan and on trends in the quality of

health care.

A fundamental precept of the Administration's

proposal-one that is shared broadly by health policy

experts-is that information on the perfomunce of

health plans and providea should be publicly avail-

able and in a standardized form that helps con-

sumers to make informed choices. Accordingly,

regional and corporate
»in«~-*« would be required

to provide annual reporu on each health plan's

performance using the standardized measures, in-

cluding irkformation about individual providers on

some of the measures. Those repoiu would also

include resulu of surveys of consumers on access,

outcomes, and satisfaciioa.

The specifications in the proposal clearly indi-

cate that tracking quality and performance would be

a major undertaking for providers, health plans, alli-

ances, and the board, and would greatly expand ciir-

rent reporting requirements. In addition, an inherent

tension would exist between the consumers' need

for information on which to base their choices and

the demands that would be placed on plans and pro-

viders to report the required data.

Requirements for Administration

and Operations

In order to carry out their basic functions, health

«iii«n«.« would need extensive management mfor-

mation systems and access to national infomaoon

netwoits. They would also need the capabilities to

conduct surveys and data analyses, or be able to

contraa for these services. One has only to review

the functions that alliances would have to perform

to realize that they would require collecting, main-

taining, and updating large amounts of information

on individuals, employers, and health plans. Exam-

ples include:

o Tracking enrollment and disenrollment in differ-

ent health plans accortiing to the nsk character-

istics of enroUees and whether they were receiv-

ing Aid to Families with Dependent Children or

Supplemental Security Income.

o Determiixing the eligibiUty of employers and

families for premium subsidies;

o Determining eligibility for reductions in cosi-

shahng amounts;

o Tracking the amounts of cost-shanng pavinenti

for low-income people enrolled in high-cosi-

sharing plans:

o Monitoring the premium amounts owed b>

families, taking into account their hours of

qualified employment and any changes in their

type of family that occurred dunng the year.

o Monitoring the premium amounts owed b>

employers; and

o Tracking individuals who were eligible to enroll

in the regional alliance—such as students or

members of two-worker families-but who en-

rolled in another alliance, and making appropri-

ate payments to those other alliances on their

behalf.

The complexity of tracking the flow of people

and dollars across alliances' boundaries highlights
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the need for lome type of tunoiul infonnitioD

lyitem. Detennining bov^ -ouch families would

owe for their health insurance if they moved be-

tween «iii»'^^« during the year would be paiticu-

lariy difficult According to the proposal, the re-

fional alliance in which a family was enrolled in

December (termed the 'final" alliance) would be

responsible for collecting any amounts owed by the

family, regardless of whether the family bad lived in

the alliance area for the entire year. All the other

in«iw#.« in which the family had lived would be re-

quired to provide the final alliaitce with the infor-

mation necessary to determine the family's total

liability. Once the final alliance bad collected the

amount owed, it would have to distribute it equi-

tably to all the alliances involved. Without an-auto-

mated tracking system, that would be a monumental

undertaking.

In addition to collecting and monitoring finan-

cial information on individuals and families, re-

gional alliances would have to estimate the demo-

graphic characteristics of their eligible populations,

including the number of families of each type, the

number of extra workers in couples and two-parent

families, the proportion of people enrolled in AFDC
and SSI, and the number of people in different risk

categories. They would also be responsible for

estimating the distribution of enrollment across

health plans, as well as the total amount of premi-

ums that employers and families should pay and the

expected shortfall in premium payments. Those

estimates would be of critical importance to the

alUance because they would affect the amounts

owed by employers and families, the payments
made to health plans, and the amount paid by the

federal government for subsidies.

The Effects and Sustainabiiity

of Controls on the Rate of

Growth of Premiums

Under the proposal, the rate of growth of premiums
for the standard benefit package would be severely

constrained for the 1996-2000 period, after which

the rate of increase would be determined by the

Congress or, if it failed to act, by a default proce-

dure tied to real per capita economic growth and

inflation in consumer prices.

Limiting the rate of growth of premiums would

undoubtedly slow the growth of health spending

Thus, even though the proposal would provide

universal health insuivnce coverage and include

several ikw federal program initiaoves, C60 esti-

mates that national health expenditures would in-

crease by 94 percent berween 1995 and 2004, com-

pared with a projected increase of 108 percent under

the CBO baseline. That represents a reduction of

$150 billion in 2004. The projected slower grov,-th

of spending would occur bexuuse of the restrains

on premiums, reductions in the Medicare program.

and other features of the propose

In preparing its cost analysis, the Congressional

Budge: Office has assumed that the controls on

premiums in the Administrauon's proposal would be

implemented as intended and that the mechanisms

used to enforce those limits would effectively re-

strain spending on the services included in the stan-

dard benefit package But what would be the con-

sequences of that rtstraiBi, and could it be sus-

tained?

Some experts believe that the targets for premi-

ums could be largely met by increasing the effi-

ciency of the health care system. According to this

view, the system has plenty of *faf-in the form of

excess administrative costs and unnecessary use of

lervices-that would be squeezed out by constrain-

ing the growth of premiums. Reductions in adirums-

trative costs might be achieved by such measures as

ttindardizing claim forms and developing electronic

information systems. The unnecessary use of ser-

vices might be reduced by increasing enrollment in

managed care plans and promoting clinically effec-

tive methods of treatment.

By contrast, others maintain that even if effi-

ciency improved greatly, achieving the prermum

targets exclusively by those means would be ex-

trentely difficult and that tight constraints could

have undesirable effects on the health care system

and might prove to be poUucally untenable. Pos-

sible consequences might include reductions in pay-

ments to providers and less access to appropriate

services for some consumers The latter might lake
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the fonn of longer waiting times for oonemergency
ervioes—including viiiu to phyiiciant. diagnostic

tests, and elective surgehes-and reduced access to

new high-cost t"*^'''*' technologies if health plans

became more selective about the technologies they

adopted. As a conllary, research and development

in medical technology might slow, and iu focus

might shifL

At a general level bodi views have merits and

limitations. Opportunides undoubtedly exist for

lowering administrative costs and reducing inappro-

priate use of services in the health care system, but

trimming unnecessary spending might be difTicult

without increasing spending elsewhere. For ex-

ample, although the proposal would streapUine

many aspects of the administration of health ser-

vices, it also contains provisions that would entail

new administrative costs, such as additional report-

ing requirements for health plans. Increasing enroll-

ment in tightly managed health care plans-such as

group- or stafT-model health maintenance orgtnixa-

tions—might indeed reduce health spending initially

but might have httle effect on the rate of growth of

spending in the longer run. In addition, some of the

methods for reducing the unnecessary use of ser-

vices-such as promoting effective tieamients

through the use of guidelines for clinical practice-

could also result in increasing the appropriate use of

services. Although the effecu of the use of guide-

lines on health spending are unrfttain. shifting

health care resources from leu appropriate to more

appropriate uses would almost certainly improve the

overall quality of health care.

Whether adverse consequences would result

under a constrained system is also uncertain. Lower

paymenu to providers and longer waiting times for

tome services would not necessarily have negative

eCTecu on health outcomes, although providers and

ome consumen would probably be leu satisfied.

Funhermore, shifting the focus of research on medi-

cal technology could yield positive benefits if iiuutu-

facturers concentrated more on developing lower-

cost substitutes for existing technologies and took

the likely effects on cosu into account when plan-

ning new research initiatives.

Ultimately, however, the effecu of constraining

the rate of growth of premiums would probably play

out more at the alliance than the national level. The

new system could encompass perhaps 100 to 200

different regional alliances or markets, each facing a

target for its per capita premium. The restrictions

on premiums might be more constraining in some

markets than in others, because the existing degree

of competition in those markets and the extent to

which health plans and providers have already

achieved greater efficiencies vary widely. The

limi t* therefore, might be much harder to meet in

some areas than in others. Furthermore, the effecu

of the constraints on spending in any particular

market would depend on the interrelated behavioral

responses of health plans, employers, providers, and

consumers in that market to the new incenuves in

the health care system.

In short, the full effecu of limiting the rate of

growth of premiums would be highly uncertain. In

pan. thai uncertainty would arise because the re-

straint on premium growth would occur in a restruc-

tured health care system, operating under ne* in-

centives and with insurers and health plans facing

new forms of restrictions as well as new oppormni-

ties. Uncertainty would also stem from the hetero-

geneity of the regional alliance markeu and the

probable variation in the ways their health care

systems would adapt to restrainu on spending

The fact that limiu on the rate of grouih of

premiums might begin to bite at different times and

in different ways in each of the various alliances

raises the issue of the political susiainabihr) of

those limiu: Would the public and policymakers

view them as an acceptable way to restrain heaJih

care spending? The situation would be particular!)

difTicult because of the wide variation thai currentU

exiso in health spending acrou the country-ai least

tome of which reflecu differences in patterns of

medical practice and competitive pressures in the

marketplace.

On the one hand, to the extent that histoncal

ipending is used as the basis for determimng the

initial level of premiums in regional alliances, limits

00 the rate of growth of premiums will build in the

inequalities in cuireni spending. Some analysu

argue that such an approach would be unfair to

regions in which the health care system has alreadv

become 'leaner' and more efficient, since those
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regions would have • harder tune meeting the

growth targets (because they have 1 'fat' to thni).

On the other hand, ignoiiog hi^iuncal spending

levels and instead establishing initial premium or

pending levels according to tome objective criteria

reflecting need and differences in input prices could

cause major disruptions within the health care sys-

tem in some regions that currently have high rates

of use.

The Administration's proposal has recognized

both aspecu of the problem. The National Health

Board would attempt to adjust the regional alli-

ances' targets for premiums to reflect current differ-

ences in health spending and insurance coverage.

Although this approach would build on historical

spending pattenu. it would be modified by includ-

ing the adjustment for iiuurance coverage. In other

words, current spending f>attems would be adjusted

to account for low spending in an area that nuy
reflect the populabon's lack of insurance coverage

The per capita amounts for Medicaid, as well as

states' maintenance-of-effort payments for current

Medicaid beneficiaries who would no longer be

eligible for the program, would also be based on

historical spending. In the case of Medicaid, histor-

ical differences in per capita spending among re-

gions may reflect differences in covered benefits

and in reimbursement rates for providers, as well as

variations in access to and use of services.

Under the proposal, the board would be re-

quired, by July 1992, to nuke recommendabons to

the Congress on:

o Eliminating, by 2002, the variation in regional

alliances' targets for per capita premiums that

resulted from variaboos in pracbce patiems; and

o Reducing, by 2002. the variabon in the pay-

ments that sutes would make for beneficiaries

receiving cash tssistaitce and for maintenance of

cffon that resulted from difTereiues in pracbce

patterns, historical differences in the rates of

reimbursement to providers, and the amount,

dunbon. and scope of beneflu covered by Med-

icaid.

The Congress would be required to conduct as

-zpedited review of the board's recommendations.

AThich would go into effect unless a joint resoluooo

of disapproval was passed within 60 days. The

board's recommendabons would be of extreme

interest to policymakers because they might have

the effect of raising the allowed premium levels in

some areas and lowering them in others. The board

might also recommend that some sutes pay more

than io the past for Medicaid beneficiaries and

maintenance of effort and that others pay less

CBO's analysis has assumed that the limits on

the rate of growth of pretiuums would be sustained

even though they are likely to create immense pres-

sure and considerable tension. Such strains, hou-

ever. would not be pecubar to the Administration's

approach. Other methods of restraining the rapid

growth of health care spending would be likely to

generate similar stresses.

Conclusion

Fundamental reform of the nabon's health care

system will inevitably involve many uncertainties

New insbtubons will be required, and new responsi-

bilibes will be imposed on exisQng insbtutions

Their abilibes to perform will' be in doubt. The

behavior of providers and consumers will change as

incenbves are altered. The magninide and even the

direcboD of these changes are difficult to foresee

'The ramificabons and consequences of even

incremental approaches to reform are not easy to

piedicL The complexity of the existing system and

the intense interest all Americans have in health

care issues nuke it difTicult to anbcipate the out-

come of even modest changes in existing programs
For example, most policynukers badly misjudged
the polibcal response to the Medicare Catastrophic

Care Act, and analysts seriously underestimated the

fiscal consequences of recent changes in the Medic-

aid program.
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At the Congress considen the AdministntioD's

proposal and other alternatives for systemic and

incremental reform, the inherent uncertainties of

change must be weighed against the detrimenial

consequences that flow from the current system-

increasing numbers of people who lack the security

of insurance coverage for health care and the

rapidly ruing costs of that care.

Appendix

Summaries of Recent Health Care

Analyses by the Congressional Budget Office

The
Congressional Budget Office (CBO)

publications listed below are available to

Congressional staff and the general pubUc.
To obtain copies, call CBO's Publications Office at

(202) 226-2809.

Evaluating the Costs of Expanding the CHAMPUS
Reform Initiative into Washington and Oregon
(CBO Paper. November 1993. 46 pp.)

In 1988. the Department of Defense (DoD) began
the CHAMPUS Reform Initiative (CRI) u a test of

managed care in the military. In August 1993. DoD
proposed extending a revised version of CRI to

Washington and Oregon, certifying to the Congress
that CRI would be the most efficient method of

providing health care to the two states. As required

by law. this paper reviews DoD's analysis. CBO's

findings suggest that the revised CRI benefit is

likely to cost more than DoD has estimated.

Behavioral Assumptions fi>r Estimating the Effects

of Health Care Proposals (CBO Memorandum.
November 1993. 37 pp.)

To estimate the effects of proposals to change the

health care system, CBO must make assumptions

about the behavioral responses that might occur as a

result of new policies. Tliis memorandum draws on

the best available research to develop a set of guide-

lines on which to base CBO's estimates. These

guidelines will be revised as new evidence appears.

Projections of National Health Expenditures: 1993

Update (CBO Memorandum, October 1993. 22 pp )

This memorandum provides projections of national

health expenditures through 2003. It updates the

tables and figures in CBO's study Projections of

National Health Expenditures (October 1992) based

on the methods described in that study and consis-

tent with CBO's September 1993 economic assump-

tions and baseline budget projections.

Controlling the Rate of Growth of Private Health

Insurance Premiums (CBO Memorandum, Septem-
ber 1993. 27 pp )

This memorandum aiulyzes two illustrative poLc>'

options that are intended to highlight some of the

key issues stirroimding the regulation of health

insurance premiums. The first option is a 'stand-

alone* measure to limit the rate of increase in pri-

vate health insurance premiums. The second opuon

incoiporates additional policy measures that could

mitigate some of the potential adverse effecu of a

Stand-alone policy. (The two options are not based

on any specific legislative proposal.)

Estimates of Health Care Proposals from the J02nd

Congress (CBO Paper. July 1993. 57 pp.)

The 103rd Congress will be considering a wide

range of proposals to expand access to heahh care

and control costs while maintaining quahty. and
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CBO will have to estunate the ttteai of tbete pro-

posals on the federal budget This paper illustrates

CBO's approach to preparing such estimates by

examining four health reform bills introduced during
the 102nd Congress: H.R. 1300. sponsored by Con-

gressman Russo, establishing a single-payer system;
HJL S502. spoQsoted by Congressmen Stark and

Gephardt, expanding Medicaid and Medicare and

setting overall limits oo nabonal health expendi-

tures: H.R. 39 19. introduced by the House Republi-
can leadenhip, embodying much of President

Bush's health reform program: and H.R. S936.

introduced by Congressman Cooper and other mem-
ben of the Conservative Democratic Forum, estab-

lishing regional purchasing cooperatives for health

insurance and a federal program to subsidi^ the

purchase of private insurance by low-income people.

Trends in Health Spending: An Update (CBO
Study. June 1993. 91 pp.)

Since the early 1960s, national health expenditures
have risen rapidly despite many attempts to control

their growth. This study examines trends in the

maricet for health services since 1960 to provide

background information and a context for assessing

proposals to change the U.S. health care system.
The report focuses on increases in the costs of hos-

pital services, physician services, and drugs and

other medical nondurable items. It also compares
trends in health spending by the nation with trends

in Medicare spending.

Managed Competition and Its Poteniial to Reduce

Health Spending (CBO Study. May 1993. 58 pp.)

This study looks at whether managed competition
could constrain spending on health care by motivat-

ing constuiKrs. insurers, and providen to be more

cost-conscious. The report identifies eight features

that are critical for achieving the full uvings that

managed competition could potentially deliver,

including health insurance purchasing cooperatives,

caps on contributions by employers, and standard-

ized benefits.

Responses to Uncompensated Care and Public-

Program Controls o- Spending: Do Hospitals "Cost

Shift'? (CBO Paper. May 1993. 43 pp.)

During the 1980s, the revenues that hospitals re-

ceived for treating Medicare and Medicaid paoents

declined, on average, relative to what it cost hospi-

tals to treat those patients. CBO looks at the extent

to which hospitals were able to cover their cost^ of

uncompensated care and their unreimbursed costs of

treating Medicare and Medicaid patients during ihc

1980s with subsidies from sute and local govern-

ments: sources other than patient care, such as reve-

nues from hospitals' parking facilities and don^

tions; and revenues from private paoents

Single-Payer and All-Payer Health Insurantr 5m
teiru Usuig Medicare's Payment Rates (CBO .Mem

orandum. April 1993. 60 pp.)

The United States is a leader in medical rewch
and has the ability to deliver health care of Cic

highest quality, but critics find fault with r^o as-

pects of the system: a substantia] number of people

lack health insurance coverage, and health care cnvx.

are high compared with countries where coverage i^

iffiiversal. CBO examines two approaches b\ u hu h

both universal health insurance coverage anJ grcjtn
control over health care costs might be a.:hie«eJ

Tlie first approach is a single-payer system m «h..h.

all covered health care services are insured anJ pj^J

for by a tingle insurer, and the secortd i^ an a:.

payer system in which services are covered anJ pj.J

for by multiple insurers but all payers aJ>>p< irr

ume payment noethods and rates.

Projections of Naxional Health Expendirwei iCW >

Study. October 1992. 70 pp.)

The rapid growth of spending on health care uii:

not decrease in the 1990s unless the preseni health

care financing and delivery system is changed Thi»

CBO study reviews the growth in national heaJl^

spending since 1963. describes CBO's methodolof\
for projecting national health expenditures, and ana-
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lyzes trends in spending by type of spending and

source of funds.

Economic Implications of Rising Health Cart Costs

(CBO Snidy. October 1992. 70 pp.)

This study, a companion to the one above, analyzes

bow rising health care costs significantly affect the

economy by squeezing household and goverament

budgett. distoning the labor market, and diverting

lesourees from other priorities. Because the current

health delivery system lacks a »~-<-K«tiictn to match

benefits with costs, spending on health may not

reflect the preferences of either coiuumen or soci-

ety. In^trari. many factors-detailed in this study-
seem to encourage excessive health spending. CBO
finds that worken have borne nwst of the costs of

employer-provided insurance in the form of lower

real wages and reduced nonmedical benefits. Over

the 1973-1989 period these health cosu have gob-
bled up more than half of the real gains in workers*

compensation^

Tht Potential Impact of Certain Forms ofManaged
Care on Health Care Expenditures (CBO Meiix>ran-

dum. August 1992, 31 pp.)

This memorandum looks at what might happen to

national health expenditures and to spending under

Medicare. Medicaid, and private health insurance if

all acute care services now funded through insur-

ance arrangements were provided through delivery

systems incorporating two specific forms of man-

aged care. One is staff-model and group-oaodel
health maintenance organizations. The other is

'effective' forms of utilization review, which CBO
interpreu to mean utilization review that incorpo-

rates precertification and concurrent review of inpa-

tient care.

The Potential of Direct Expenditure Limits to Con-

trol Health Care Spending (CBO Memorandum.

July 1992. 17 pp.)

This memorandum describes various approaches to

using expenditure limits to control health spending
and identifies some of the operational issues that

would be involved.

The Effects of Managed Care on Use and Costs of

Health Services (CBO Memorandum. June 1992. 32

PP)

This memorandum assesses the evidence about the

effect of managed care organizations and interven-

tions on the use and costs of health services-boih

for the affected populations and for the entire health

caic system—focusing on managed care for acute

care services.

Selected Options for Expanding Health Insurance

Coverage (CBO Study. July 1991. 100 pp)

About one in seven Americans lacks health insur-

ance. This study explores three opoons to expand
health insurance coverage for the uninsured man-

dating job-based coverage, expanding the Medi:ajcl

program, and combining the vno. Each of these

options could substantially reduce the ranks of t^e

uninsured and keep most existing insurance arrange-

ments intact, the study finds, but spending on healih

care could rise considerably.

Rising Health Cart Costs: Causes. Imflicauons.

and Strategies (CBO Snidy, April 1991. 110 pp '

This study describes the economic factors thai con-

tribute to the growth in health spending and eiam-

iites what is known about the effecuveness of d.ffcr-

ent strategies for achieving greater control p«er

costs. The five strategies exaimned by the stud\ a.T

cost sharing by consumers; managed care thai limits

the freedom of health care providers and con\umerv.

price controls: effons to increase competiuon among
insurers and providers: and regulation of the majiei

for health services, including controls on capital and

imifoim payment systenu that encompass all pa>ers

Updated Estimates ofMedicare's Catastrophic Dn/g
Insurance Program (CBO Snidy. October 1989. 73

PP)

This study estimates the cost to Medicare of coher-

ing outpatient prescription drugs as required b> the

Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1 988 The

methodology described in this report remains appli-

cable to estimates of proposals to provide a pre-

scription drug benefit under Medicare.
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Graduate School of Business

Stanford University. Stanford. Caufornia 94305

ALAIK ENTHOVEN
Marriner S. Eccles Professor
OF Public and Private Management

January 18, 1994

Robert Reischauer, Ph.D

Director, The Congressional Budget Office

Congress of the United States

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Bob:

This letter responds to the recent CBO document "Behavioral Assumptions
for Estimating the Effects of Health Care Proposals" (November 1993), and to

CBO estimates that managed competition would not appreciably reduce health

care costs. It makes four main points:

I. CBO has made an important error in interpreting the research it cites on

the premium price elasticity of demand of health plan choice, an error that

makes all the difference between whether markets can or cannot discipline

prices. The error may have led CBO to the wrong conclusion.

Consider an illustrative example. HMO A charges a premium of $100 per
month. Employers in its area contribute $90. HMO A decides to cut price by
$1.00. The result in the next open season is a 6 percent increase in the HMO's

membership. What does that imply about the price elasticity of HMO A's

demand curve?

The CBO answer is that a 10 percent price cut (as seen by the consumer)

produces a 6 percent increase in membership. Therefore, HMO A's demand
curve elasticity at this point is an inelastic -0.6. In that case, of course, HMO A
would have no incentive to reduce price. The contrary would be the case. The

market would not drive it to reduce cost and price.

On the other hand, the answers of Bryan Dowd, Roger Feldman and W.
Pete Welch [1], [2]

- the authors whose work is dted in the CBO document in

Table 3, page 10 - and my answer, would be that a 1 percent price reduction (as

seen by the HMO, i.e., the price-maker) produced a 6 percent increase in

membership. Therefore, HMO A's demand curve - the one relevant to its price-
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making decision - is an elastic -6.0, ten times greater. In that case, depending on

its marginal cost, HMO A's reward for cutting price is likely to be a whole lot

stronger. If HMO A started with 100 members, the $1 price cut would increase

membership to 106 and total revenue from $10,000 to $10,494.

Bryan, Roger and Pete explained this point in their articles. The

econometrics were done using the consumer out-of-pocket price only. But the

correct inference regarding the relevant demand elasticity for price determination

must be based on the HMO's total price. In a letter to Sandra Christensen (copy

enclosed), Bryan and Roger conclude CBO understated the elasticities they found

by a factor of 16.5. Pete's article explained the same point, and he estimated

employer contributions averaged about 90 percent of premium. Thus, CBO
underestimated the elasticity implied by his findings by a factor of 10.

*

Though these much greater elasticities may not make intuitive sense to

people who observe today's marketplace, the discrepancy can be explained by
the fact that, because of common employer practices and the tax code, most

people do not face a situation in which they must pay a full dollar more out of

pocket if they choose a health plan that costs a dollar more. Of course, under

managed competition they would.

The significance of this difference in price elasticity is not merely the

numbers of people who would switch to HMOs. Experience in competitive
situations suggests that very high percentages of people wovild switch in order to

save money, if they get to keep the savings. CalPERS benefifidaries are now 80

percent in HMOs; most of the rest are in geographic areas not yet served by
HMOs. We think that with adequate incentives, HMOs will expand into these

areas. At Stanford this year, we became 100 percent HMO (one with a point-of-

service option) for all employees living in the local area.

The main significance of the high elasticity of demand is that a price

competitive environment would motivate Accountable Health Plans to reduce

cost over the long run.

There is much such organizations can do to cut cost while maintaining or

improving quality: study variations in practice patterns from the point of view of

cost and outcomes and adopt the least costly way of producing the best outcome;

match numbers and types of doctors and other resources to the needs of the

population served; concentrate costiy complex procedures like open heart

surgery in high-volume regional centers; substitute less costly personnel for

routine tasks within their competence; and practice continuous quality

improvement along the lines practiced by Xerox and Hewlett Packard.
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Studies of the savings that have been generated by HMOs, such as the 28

percent reduction in resource use by Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound,

compared to fee-for-service in the RAND study, are not an adequate indicator of

what could be done over time in a price-competitive environment because, to

date, HMOs have not had to operate in such an environment. But experience in

other high-tech industries shows that competition over quality and price can

motivate large cost reductions.

CBO's error could explain why CBO reached the conclusion that the

Managed Competition Act of 1992 would not reduce health care costs

appreciably. Since the issue was the efficacy of market forces, which turn

decisively on demand and supply elasticities, I assume these understated

demand elasticities were factored into the CBO model.

II. CBO's use of studies based on 1982 and 1984 data impart a substantial

downward bias in the estimated price elasticity of demand, and gives us, at

best,, a lower bovmd estimate of what price elasticity would likely be today.

The Welch study
- a pathbreaker for its time - used 1982 BLS data, when

there were 10.8 million HMO members as opposed to today's 45 million. That

makes a large difference because the presence of competing HMOs, i.e., dose

substitutes, increases the price elasticity of each HMO's demand curve.

Furthermore, greater familiarity with and market acceptance of HMOs that has

occurred since 1982 would raise price elasticity. Moreover, because of data

limitations, Welch was limited to examining the elasticities between conventional

plans and the largest prepaid group practice in each market, and not the multiple
HMO situations that characterize most metropolitan areas. Yet, again, the

presence of multiple HMOs increases each HMO's price elasticity of demand.

III. Managed competition as proposed by the Jackson Hole Group,[4] and

largely adopted by Cooper-Grandy, and by Clinton, proposes to generalize a

set of elasticity-enhancing measures, that have been applied successfully in

local sitxiations, to the whole health care economy. Somehow you should take

accoimt of that in yoxir estimates.

Here are the proposed general principles and procedures:

1. Everybody participates in an annual "open season" enrollment in

which, at a single time and place, they have all alternatives presented
to them for choice, with accurate and binding information on price.
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2. Virtually everyone is in an Accountable Health Plan, so choice of

managed care plan becomes the norm, and plans become closer

substitutes.

3. Full subscriber responsibility for premium price differences, as applied
at Stanford, recently adopted by the University of California, in place
since 1986 for Minnesota State employees, etc. Employers required to

make level dollar defined contributions, as in the Clinton plan.

4. Limit on tax-free employer contributions set at the price of the low-

priced qualified plan in the region, so subscribers pay premium
differences with after-tax dollars.

5. Standardize the benefits package to facilitate value comparison,

prevent product differentiation and market segmentation, and to

prevent fear of "air pockets" or hidden gaps in coverage from deterring
decisions to change plans.

6. Risk adjust premiums, at least by demographic variables.

7. Individual choice (vs. group choice) of plan so those who are willing to

change doctors and plans to save money can do so even if co-workers

are not.

8. Systematic production of information on consumer experience and

quality of care in all plans.

I described all this in some detail, inter alia, in two articles in Health Affairs in

1993. [5],[6]

All of these measvires have been demonstrated in pieces around the country.
The proposed policy is to put it all together in a coherent program. The
combined effect of all these measures is very likely to be a large increase in price

elasticity of demand compared to the 1982 and 1984 results.

rv. The combined effect of more and larger HMOs and similar managed care

plans, greater market acceptance, and managed competition is difficult to

estimate. We are talking about new terrain. There is uncertainty, just as there

is imcertainty about the true efficacy of President Clinton's proposed premium
price controls. The best way for CBO to handle this is honestly to admit that

there are large imcertainties in both cases, and perhaps to handle the elasticity

issue parametrically, giving us a range of estimates following from a range of

assumptions.
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I suggest you begin with a 16.5-fold increase in the Dowd and Feldman

results, a 10-fold increase in the Welch estimates as recommended by the authors.

Then test the effect of some substantially greater elasticities to reflect changed
market conditions and the measures of managed competition. Re-run your
models with these modified assumptions. If your models are robust, new rui\s

should show the significant cost-reducing effects of competition.

Best wishes.

Sincerely, ;

Alain Enthoven
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Congressional Bllxjet Office
U.S. Coni;rir>s

Washini-ton. DC 20515

Roberr D. Rei>ch.iiicr

DlTCCU'T

February 9, 1994

Professor Alain Enthoven

Graduate School of Business

Stanford University

Stanford. CA 94305

Dear Alain:

Thank you for your letter of January 1 8, in which you discussed a recent CBO document

"Behavioral Assumptions for Estimating the Effects of Health Care Proposals" (November 1993). We
have many areas of agreement In fact, a number of your points have been made in various CBO
documents in recent yean.

There is one crucial point—concerning the price elasticity of demand for insurance—on which

'we disagree, however. You apparently believe that the larger value of the elasticity concept you

propose (defined with respect to total premium, instead of with respect to the enrollee's share of the

premium) would translate into greater enrollment implications from any given change in the premium.
This is not so. The implications for the change in plan enrollment using your total-premium elasticity

are identical to those using our employee-share elasticity, when each concept is used correctly. Hence,

estimates would be identical whether we used our elasticity concept or yours. The attached numerical

example should make this dear.

In any case, we use this employee-share elasticity only to estimate the effects of policy changes
that would result in relatively small changes in the price of insurance with no other significant changes
in the environment in which decisions to purchase are made. When estimating HMO enrolbnent growth
under managed competition proposals, we do not use the elasticities shown in Table 3 of the CBO
document because these proposals envision a substantial restructuring of the health insurance market

that might alter behavior so significantly that estimates based on the current structure would be

inappropriate. Instead, as mentioned on page 12 of CBO's November paper and on page 10 of our July

document ("Estimates of Health Care Proposals from the 102nd Congress"), we rely on experience
under the insurance plans for public employees in California and Wisconsin—which are- similar to

managed competition proposals—to estimate the amounts by which HMO enrollment would grow. Our

use of the California and Wisconsin experience, and our reasons for it, seem to be in accord with the

views expressed in your letter.

I hope this clears up your confusion over CBO's estimating ai'sumptions.

Siircerely,

obert O. Reischauer

Roger Feldman

Bryan Dowd
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EXAMPLE

Consider the following situation, using data from a study by Feldman and others that shows the

estimated change in market share for a given 'nest" or type of plan when its premium is mcreased:
'

INITIAL VALUES

1. Total monthly premium S62.09

2. Employee share of premium $3.74

3. Market share of plan SO.00%

CHANGE IN VALUES

4. Total monthly premium $5.00

5. Employee share of premium SS.OO

6. Market share of plan -10.60%

PERCENTAGE CHANGES

7. Total monthly premium 8.05%

8. Employee share of premium 133.69%

9.
'

Market share of plan -21.20%

CALCULAT1ED ELASTICITIES

A. wrt toul premium {U9/U7) -2.6335

B. wrt employee share of premium (#9/#8) -.1586

Elasticity A is 16.6 times as large as elasticity B, but the implications for the change in the plan's

market share are identical. If you choose to use the larger elasticity concept A, then the appropriate

price change to use is correspondingly smaller (8.05%). If you use the smaller elasticity concept B,

then the relevant price change is larger (133.69%). Thus, the calculated effect on market share is the

same whether you use elasticity A or B.

Using elasticity A: Percenuge change in market share -
-<2.6335)»(0805) =» -21.2%.

Using elasticity B: Percentage change in market share =
-{.1586)*(1.3369)

= -21.2%.

R. Feldmin and othen. The Demand for Employmenl-Based Health Insunnce Plans,* JoumaJ ofHuman /Utourcts.

vol. 24 (Winter 1989), Table 4.



Communications

Statementt of the Executtve Intelligence Review

"Launch the Emergency Economic Measures Necessary to Meet the Goal of Uni-
versal Health Care at the 'Hill-Burton standard' for All"

The most laudable part of the Administration's health care reform package is, as
taken from President Clinton's statements, the goal of providing universal health
care. However, the 3000+ page Health Security Act, and the commentary to date,
fall far short of initiating the physical and related means to meet that goal. At
worst, measures are proposed to merely aid private financial interests—through fed-

eral budget-cutting and insurance maneuvers, that will only make the general econ-

omy, and health care delivery, even worse than at present.
We therefore offer these three points for consideration in analyzing the existing

proposal, and taking action for what is required:

(1) The country is right now in a state of crisis in terms of public health care,
essential infrastructure and the general economy.

(2) The post-war "Hill-Burton Act" type of health care system, involving public
and private collaboration, insurance arrangements, etc. is the model that should be
used again.

(3) To provide adequate health care, the physical means for delivery can only
come from a rejuvenated economy, which, in turn requires national economic emer-

gency measures.

PUBLIC HEALTH CARE CRISIS

The state of crisis in the general health condition of the nation can be seen in

the resurgence of once-controlled infectious diseases, and the spread of AIDS. This
has come about as general poverty increased, at the same time as the adequacy of

vital services—safe water, sewage treatment, inoculation programs, good nutrition,

adequate housing, has declined drastically. In the more or less contiguous parts of

the Eastern Seaboard megalopolis, there are whole areas of poverty where people
have been turned into host zones for the spread of diseases, and incubation of new
mutations. An example of this is the spread of drug-resistant tuberculosis.

On top of this, the availability of medical essentials for specialized treatment has
also drastically declined, in terms of beds per thousand persons, equipment per
thousand persons, trained personell, etc.

Therefore, if tomorrow all funding problems were suddenly solved, and people
were informed to go out and get what services or treatment they required, they
couldn't get it, because it physically doesn't exist.

The physical health care delivery system in the nation has been "downsized"

along with the general economy.

PROVIDE "HILL-BURTON" STANDARDS OF UNIVERSAL CARE

Following World War II, the standards of medical care and public health em-
bodied in the Hill-Burton Act were implemented in many parts of the country, with

good results. Those standards are applicable today.

Basically, the guideline is, "If you need doctoring, you get it." This is for your
good, and for the protection of the general population. Besides being disease-free,
we want to prolong life, so that wherever skills, wisdom and inspiration may be
had—in particular from the elderly, they are passed on for the good of society.

For example, the according to the recommended number of beds-per-thousand per-

sons, by the late 1970s, the U.S. stood at 97 percent of that goal.

However, by the late 19808, the U.S. had fallen short, by meeting only 83 percent
of that goal. By January, 1994, we have fallen farther still.

(156)
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Over the 19808, 761 hospitals were shut down. The import of these decHning num-
bers of beds per thousand people is not that out-patient care and healthier people
have made beds redundant. People just aren't getting care. Look at Germany in

comparison. Today, Germany has more than 7.4 beds per 1,000 people, which is

nearly DOUBLE that of the United States.
The same type of physical standard should be used for all other essentials of pro-

viding medical care.

WHERE DO THE BEDS COME FROM?

The only way to support the medical system necessary for universal health care
is to mobilize the general economy, creating the physical means, the tax base and
supporting the skilled manpower to succeed. Although overall economic policy is not
the topic in the Committee's series of hearings on Administration's health reform
proposal, nevertheless, the condition of the economy is the relevant issue.

Briefly, the steps required are (1) Declare a national economic emergency for rea-
sons of the manifest unemployment, disease rate, infrastructure and related crises.

(2) Nationalize the Federal Reserve Bank system which for decades has backed
speculative financial practices, at the expense of the real, physical economy. (3) Ini-

tiate a national infrastructure-building program, including inputs for an adequate
medical care delivery system and public health system. These and related measures
(such as imposing a tax-penalty on derivatives trading and other speculation now
destroying the economy), will in turn result in a demand for employment on the
scale of 6-8 million jobs in productive activity, and set up a chain reaction of orders
for bills-of-materials inputs that can resuscitate industrial life.

For example, look at the impact on the construction industry of carrying out the

right health care "reform" program. Millions of new square feet of floor space need
to be built. At present, the annual rate of construction of new hospital floor space,
on a per capita Tbasis, is 20 percent below where it was in the 1960s.

(A detailed analysis of the scope and rate of decline in the U.S. physical economy
over the past 30 years, using the extensive EIR economic database, is available in

a series in the January/February/March, 1994 issues of the weekly EIR, which will

supply on request).

WHO WILL PAY?

When you "needed doctoring" in the period of the Hill-Burton Act hospitals, you
got what was required. Then it was figured out how to pay the bill. To start with,
the number of weeks' of wages needed to pay the bill of the average hospital stay
in the 1950s was 1.2 weeks. Today, it is over 12 weeks and rising.

If you didn't have the means, the relevant people would figure something out in

the course of meeting the community's needs. Private and public officials met peri-

odically on such bills, on planning for future facilities, etc. Blue Cross/Blue Shield
and some other plans did not cost an arm-and-a-leg, and played a role.

With a functioning economy and tax base, this is the model that can and should
work again.

o
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